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ABS'11RACT

The task of a theory of English intonation
is defined as the representation of stress,~'~
~asina,
and the explication
or their
interactions
with each other and wi~h the rest of the grammatical sy~tem.
It is argued that the associatiQn of text (tone-less
linguistic
material) and ttme is accomplished by a metrical svstem, which assigns
· metrical patterns to text and tune, establishes
a consruence between these
patterns in B.Ity given case, and specifies
possible aligP-~ents of the
Metrical patterns are viewed
congruent patte:rns with a metrice.l g.rid.
as abstract structurings
of complex events;
metrical grids as abstract
structurings
or time. ·
A preliminary accomit of the phonology and morphology of the English
tonal system is given;
a numhP.r of specific tunes are identified
and discussed.
It is argued that the tonal lex.icon of English is ideo~honic in
character, and that certain of its important properties
follov from this
fact.
The investigation
of complex tunes and tune-sequences is observed
to r&ise important issues for syntax and semantics.
The theory of metrical patterns is argued to be of value i.n accounting
for English stress patterns.
A metrical reformulation
of the phrasal stress
rules, and a partial
reformulation
of the word-stress
rules, seem to call
into question the theory of the phonological cycle.
Results of a preliminary formP.lization or the idea of metrical grids suggest the resurrection
.
of the doctrine cf stress-timing.
The role of a metrical system in defining English stress patterns,
a.~d
in coordinating
tune and text, is related to a very general hypothesis,
~irst
suggested by St. Augustine, a~out the organization
of temporally structured
behavior.
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O.

Introducti

0.1

WBY'l

, ...,

In the 200 years
Towards Establishing
on this
titles

subject

since Joshua Steele

similar

to that

System of American Eng~ish,

the world.
of this

Why, then, have I added another

ingly

diverse

and extens:l.ve)

My interest

on its

frustrated

was.

reading

-- The Intonational

tract

and Intonation
to this

stems originally

As anyone who has ever labored

in English,

(already

bewilder-

from work in syntax
in those vineyards

the way a sentence

is said has a crucial

value as an example of some given principle.

at not being able to factor

and semantic

thesis

pile?

in intonation

knows, it often happens that
effect

A number of them bear

Prosodic!Systerr£

etc.

and semantics.

his Essay

the Melody and Measure of Speech, many works

have come into

rather

published

intonation

arguments with any confidence,

I wr.s equally

frustrated

the existing

number of separate
-seemed to provide

by

'fD3' attempts

literature

in the field,

and mutually

unintelligible

satisfactory

I was

out of syntactic

not knowing what it really
to learn what it was by
which is split
traditions,

answers to the questions

into a
none of which

that

interested

me.
I therefore

set out to construct

a theory

My idea of the goals

of the enterprise

first

principles.

fixed

from the beginning

of intonation

-- it ls set out in chapter

from

has remained

1, under the

7a
'heading

of

:tt,- idea of the underlying

The Problem.

the intonational

system has undergone considerable

however.

not bore the reader

I will

the various

errors

course of this

two-year-long

I think

the tonal

aspect

aspect

one breakthrough

chutes-and-ladders

of an utterance

this

conception

entirely

diacritics,

of the nature

of tonal

an understanding

than is otherwise

with its

structure.

a more abstract

came-when I recogni~ed
this

of the nature

of stress

patterns

and successful

possible

-- this

string,

phenomena in English.

as structures

on strings

of segments,

in the segments themselves.

and tone
they are

I came to

which, I believe,

of English

understanding
abstractness,

that

conclusion,

treatment

of greater

inherent

independent

Each step in

each represented

move in the direction

features

to conceive

of the segmental

In reaching

defined

"textual"

completely

phenomena.

allows a more natural

-- insufficient

example, I once sought to merge stress

system -- progress

distinct

conunent

not even a separa+.e string

independent

progress;

into a single

in the

For example, I associated

too,closely

brought

To give another

have shared

of the features

but a completely

prv~ession

errors

which is in origin

not an aspect

of

game.

came when I became willing

not a set of suprasegmental
of segments,

history

howeve:-:-, to ··make a general

complexity.

of the "tune" as an entity
of the ~'text";

metamorphosis,

with a detailed

that most of these

and excessive

of

into at one time or another

it is worthwhile,

on two properties
ebstractness

I have fallen

principles

stress

rules

was essentially
treating

rather

stress
than sets

a
patterns
of

With each of these moves in t~e direction
came a concomitant
apparatus

reduction

(pe.rticularly

in the size and complexity

the language~particular

to make the system work descriptively.
themselves

many apparently

are defined,

descriptive

system begin to fall

This is all
simplicity

this

language is to explain

demand that

why language

the facts

when expressed

bears

of wild facts

sort,

because

properties

order and

of a theory

is so humanly natural,

ll\Y

experience

with,

of

a goal
possible
and simple

that way, you will

and reasons

examples in almost anyone's

relation

(although

is that you find

or creed inclines

to tangle

are always rough;

as little

of the

aspects

theory.

If your taste

with the domesticated
of nature

arbitrary

of human language should be orderly

of this

what you look for.
find plenty

concepts

imposing the most rigorous

in terms of that

In endeavors

necessary

but because the main goal of a theory

which can only be approached~·
~

apparatus)

into place.

desirable

is true),

of the

Once the abstract

to the good, not primarily

are aesthetically

in ll\Y opinion

of abstractness

to be dissatisfied

garden.

The surfaces

our everyday communication generally

to the linguist's

constructs

as a mountain

does to those of a crystallographer.
On the o~her hand,

and insist

that

speech really

the things

if you refuse

then you will

crystal,

but there

find your effort
is much in it that

\\

with surfaces,

we do so simply and naturally

are simple and natural,

stood,

to be content

if

in everyday

only they were properly

vindicated.
is crystalline.

under-

A mountain is not a

8
HOW?

0.2

This is 11\Ythird
points

to the rapidly

introduction
evolving

in as many months, a fact

character

of wb.at follows.

is now, I hope, complete except for details
the discerning

reader

will

here and there

in the text,

note certain

like

questions

everybody else

"well,

concept Y,"
variables

is,

versions

of others,

is not immed~ately satisfactory

to either

then attempts

progress

to thrash

generally

the members of 11\Ycommittee,

somewhat incoherent
was provided
version

-- I might single
Morris Halle,

is "whatever's
party,

bu~
right"

the ideas in this

out for special

mention

Noam Chomsky, and Paul

me by the example of their

of chapters

by Mary-Louise

The

out what "whatever's

in a busy time of year,
.
draft

theories

results.

who have also inspired

HaJ Ross found space,
.

for the

infant

of course,

through such a process

Kiparsky,

of the two

I get asked the same questions.

A number of people have helped-me in putting
thesis

newish

are substituted

kind of question,

if the discussion
actually

I always ..ask various

Whenever I reyself have submitted

answer to.either
this

but

of immaturity

with someone else's

where a wide range of constants

for the inspection

right;"

and spot,

what about phenomenon X?" and "what do you mean by

X and Y.

only real

evidences

evolution

for which I beg indulgence.

Whenever I have been confronted
theory,

of stripe

Its

which

2 and 3.

work.

to read an early
Other helpful

and
discussion

Kean, who was kind enough to read the final

as it came off the typewriter.

ment of rey ideas about intonation,

In earlier

-I profited

stages

of the develop-

from disc·ussions

with

8a
John Goldsmith,
and Shinji

Shosuk.e Haraguchi,

1I\Ypilgrimage

kind of thanks is due to those who have related

not as discussants

of papers

on aspects

but as participants.

of intonation

to which I owe most of 1I\Y original
nature

end scope of the problem.

treatment
cooperation

of English

stress

of day (although

in the particular

Ida made the enterprise

{and present)

{in chapter

without

I have written

conception

of the

for a new

4) was worked out in

whose help it would never have

he should not be held responsi~:e

formulation

possible,

the most minor of her contributions

to

wi~~ Ivan Sag, an experience

Much of the proposal

rules

with Alan Prince,

deen the light
any errors

Vaissiere,

Maeda.

A different

a pair

Will Leben, Jacqueline

which I present).

My wife

in more ways than I can express;
was to type the final

for

draft.
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1.

The Problem.

1.1

Everyone knows that there
effect

are tD8JWways in which a "sentence

can be altered

in its

the alteration

is such that we are inclined

''ways of saying" a string

sentences,
we

that

is,

by the way it is said.

of words reflect

different

syn~actic

in systematically
at all

different

As a pretbeoretical

analysis

expedient,

the ''way of saying" a string

... translate

the kind of issue raised

thnory is,

fundamentally

structure

different

In other cases,
is.being

performed

it would not be

ought to be.
we might bow to popular
of words as its

in the preceding

the more general problem of the status
issue for linguistic

to say that the differen~

In very many cases,

ways.

clear what the correct

In some cese3

structure6.

would conclude that the same syntactic

11

usage and

intonation.

Then

paragraph becomes a part of

of intonation

in grammar.

bow and where should intonation

The
be repre-

sented?
By

''how,"I ~an to raise

in representing
underlying
surface

any linguistic

i..he same questions
phenomenon, that

£2!!!!(the most systematic,

!2!]! (the most particular

and concrete

which is of systematic

significance),

underlying

forms).

and.surface

By "where," I mean to raise

us from the study of other linguistic
in the derivation
introduced?

of a sentence

Two related

\

issues

abstract

is,

the questions

of

mode of representation),
mode of representation

ana derivation

a question

which we consider

(how to relate

which again is familiar

to

phenomena, namely, at what point

should intonational

representations

are, what other linguistic

processes

be

10

have access

to information

about intonational

I

what kinds of iu:formation
1.2

The nature

can condition

representations,

intonational

and

derivations1
if we look at a

of the problem will become clearer

few simple examples.
Stress

1.2.1

There
different

Differences.

are

a large

number of cases in which differing

ways of saying a string

ing patterns
stress

of stress.

results

(normally)

"English

a

1.2.1/1

b
By 1.2.1/la,

this
affect

the conclusion
just

way: the two versions
syntactic

structure,

while the version
different

rules

that

1

2

teacher
1
teacher

by "contrastive

such a pattern

exemplified

the version

of English;

''English

structures
interpretations,

attributed
and will

ths.t

in the following

teacher"

differ

in

in la being of the form~+~'

stress

there

to such phrases,

Rule" (NSR) and the "Compound Stress

constittient

(the fact

existL).

has been explained
like

by

does not in any way

stress"

in lb is of the form adjective+~;
which can assign

in 1. 2 .1/1,

in meaning:

English
2
English

of phrases

as differ-

of primary

" as represented

we would normally mean a teacher

can be violated

The pattern

semantic

placement

we would normally mean a teache>r who is English

pattern

Stress

teacher,

in a difference

~.

1.2.1/lb,

of words, can be described

For example,'different

in the II.Ounphrase

intonations,

Rule" (CSR);

to la and lb will
also condition

are two

the "Nuclear
the different

lead to different
the assignment

of

lOa
primary

stress

by ensuring

applies

to lb.

tnat

the CSR will

apply to la while the NSR·
1

This account hes been called

into

but it seems to me to be fundamentally
frequently

used against

NSR instead

it is that

of the predicted

take the CSR instead
thre,e classes:
the "information

structure"
second,

in the semantic

relationship

/

.

.. warehouse,

many~+~

go by the

phrases

arise

involve

involving

into

11

and third,

contrast,

some systematic

between modifier

steel");

fall

because of what might be termed

of the examples,

those that

phrases

NSR. The examples cited

"a wa··:ehouse made of steel,

house for storing

The argument most

CSR, while many adjective+~

those that

anaphor~ etc.;

in the literature,

correct.

of the predicted

first,

question

difference

and head (e.g.,
/

vs. steel

warehouse,

those that

steel
a ware-

11

seem to reflect

idio/

syncratic

properties

of particular

lexical

items (e.g.,

Madison Avenue

/

vs. Madison Street).
We will

return

to this

issue

simply state~

conviction

that

to the question

of whether there

depend on syntactic

structure,

are also involved

in eetermining

second and third
is (in part,

kinds actually

at.least)

stress

pattern)

application

section.

examples of the first
are rules
demonstrating
stress
support

For now, I ~Till
kind are irrelevant

of sentence

stress

which

only that

other

factors

patterns,

while examples of the

the view that

stress

assignment

structure-dependent.

Thus, if we accept
case of intonational

in a later

the traditional

differentiation

and an explanation

analysis,

we have for this

both a description

(in terms of

(in terms of the differential

of the NSR and C'..SR)
• We could cite

many cases of intonation-

10b

al differentiation
less

clear.

by stress

pattern

in which the exp~anation

is much

However, as long as we have a mode of description

terms of relative

levels

of stress)

which is adequate to differentiate

among the cases which ve are attempting
good position

to explain,

b

then we are in a

to look for the explanation.

An example of a .:!ase where tcis

i..2.1,2aJ

(in

situation

obtains

is the following:

Johrr called

Mary a Republican,

/
and then she insulted

John called

Mary a Republican,

and then she insulted

/

him.

/

him.

·I

Su~b examples have been discussed

by Green, Lakoff and (most

2

systematically)

Williams;

somewhat-puzzling,
the facts

are,

disti~guished

many of the properties

but there

will

suffice

to define

corresponds

(at least

it does not answer all

differentiation
are left

by stress

far short

given~tress

in 1.1.

of its

pa.tte~will

(as it obviously

of stress,

·.n part)

to some real

short

are given different

linguistic

and
property,

in two ways -- first,

surface

form.

form, but we

Nothing is said about how a

phonetically,

intensity

how it vil~ affect

and timing of the utterance

Secondly,

is given for those cases in which utterances
·patterns

is accom-

research,

is given an underlying

property.

are

about the "way of saying" a string

It falls

be realized

what

of stress

however it

pattern

does) the pitch,

of which it is an abstract

in which levels

deal of interesting

the questions

of words ~hich we raised

in determining

the body of data to be accounted for.

of patterns

is able to support a great

obviously

difficulty

since almost any'notation

Although the notation
plished,

is little

of these cases remain·

no account of any sort

with identical

"meanings 11by variations

in pitch

stress
contour,

11

in intonai. tonal phrasing,

etc.

These inadequacies
stress

patterns,

are not arg\UllentG against

but merely a demonstration

and must be supplemented (at least)
intonational

phrasing.

In fact,

patterns,

that it is insufficient,

by theories

of pitch

investigation

phenomena will show all the more clearly

that a theory of stress
of the theory of

as a whole.
·I

-

Tune Differences.

1.2.2

A second set of cases where identical

intonationally
... patterns

c~ntour and

of these additional

in some form, must be a proper sub-part

intonation

the theory of

differentiated,

are identical,

that affects

meaning.

consists

strings

of example-pairs

but whose F0 contours

whose stress

are different

in a way

In these cases we could say that the same 1:ords

are being said with different

"tunes."

Some simple examples of tune differences
specifically,

of words are

four different

versions

are given below,

of the noun phrase

"an English

2

teacher."

All four versions

4

(in SPE notation),
to be characteristic
Nevertheless,
aspects

.

-

and all of them retain
of this

they differ

of their

have the stress

stress

in which it would be appropriate

1

English teacher

the meaning previously

pattern,

among themselves

"meaning," at least

pattern

"a teacher
quite

with respect

to use them.

3

noted

who is English."

considerably

in other

to the circumstances

lla

l..2.2/1
I

\.
·\
a;

I

-te.
Example 1 above is a fairly
called

"declarative"

~eutral

4'.

c.he..V"

ve~sion of what may be

intonation.

1.2.2/2

I
!!{.

Example 2 represents
as~ng

yes/no questions •.

the intonation

which is commonly used in

12

-··-·-·-··-··-------·-------.._·.

·1.2.2/3

•

!

./\.

..

·I

I

__..._

I

I

a.h. E ~I.. ···-·
is~.

-

I

Example 3 shows a tune which ~soften
incredulity

-- this

instance

an Anglophobic anti-intellectual
daughter is to marry a teacher

~.l

c.he.V'!.?
..·--·· teQ..
.,._ ............
. ........

used in expressions

who has just been informed that his
of British

origin.

•

I

\
.a~ ~~_,__
Ii s ~

\

\

of

of it might, for example, be employed by

1.2.2/4

I

.

-te.q. c.her
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In examplP. 4 we have a tune whose meaning in this
something like

"what I'm s~ing

is perfectly

the answer be? n This contour ia studied

case might be,·

obvious -- what else could

in some detail

in Sag

!!E

Liberman 1975.
In the investigation
by the lack of any generally

describe

reflects

enough to merit general

There are,
to fill

is a theory {expressed
thiR lack of an

the lack ..of
a theory of "tunes" successful•

acceptance.

of course,
this

we are hampered

in terms of which to

about the nature of tJie thing notated,

agreed-on notation

intended

accepted notation

Since the essence of any notation

them.

or implied)

of such "tune differences"

a number of proposals

in the literature

need -- some of the more prominent ones will be

reviewed in a later

chapter.

answer the questions

raised

However, none of them allows us to
in 1.1 in an entirely

satisfactory

way.

Even without a theory which would specify: the unde1·lying form,
relation

to the rest

those in 1.2.2/1-4,

of the graumar, and surface
it is possible

W83• Simply claiming that certain
from each.other,

systematic

to study such "tunes" in a fruitful
cases are systematically

as we did in reference

(a procedure which is carried

more ambitious

must do.

Examples, and

of examples, are easy enough to multiply;

are often interesting

they are able to shed on issues

and

is an advance, in that it helps to

define the job that a theory of intonation

gations

different

to these four simple examples

out in an infinitely

way in the literature),

classifications

form of "tunes" such as

in their

own right,

in semantics,

for the light

pragmatics

However, as anyone who has done much reading

such investithat

and even syntax.

in the literature

0n

14
fntonation
ally

is well aware.,

it is possible

to describe

quite

r;ysterna.tic- ·

a very large number of examples of "tunes" without makj.ng much

progress

towards answering the fundamental

"tunes" are,

questions

and how they should be integrated

descriptions.

Furthermore,

the description

of whEi.tthese:

into 11.ngw.stic

of evt=:nmoder·ately comr,1t. .:ic

cases becomes quite murky., and we often find vecy· basic disagreements
about how to describe
parties

what is going on, even in those cases where all

have got the F0 contour right.

is a direct

result

This descriptive

of the lack of the9retical

murkiness

agreement and/or under-

standing.
Phrasing

1.2.3

...

A·third
intonational

Differences.

mode of intonational
phrasing"

11

differ-entiatlon

distinguishes

involves

one example from another.

phenomenon is often discussed

in terms <Jf the location

"pauses.,

etc • ., al though not all

11

"intonation

selves very easily
Differences
nature

breaks"

in phrasing

often reflect

under consideration

1.2. 3/la
b

"rey friend"

In this

of "commas,"
examples lend them-

very basic

Sam struck

1Jut D\Y'friend.

Sam struck

out,~

is the object

changes in the

--

friend.

Thus without a "comma" or "intonation

the "comma" precedes

This

to such treatment.

of the sentence

noun phrase

cases where

break" in front

of the verb "struck

of it,

out";

the

when n

it., the same noun phrase is a vocative.

case everyone would agree that

the intonational

difference

15
corresponds
form.

Our tmderstanding

position
(e.g.,

to (and presumably results

sorts

called

distribution;

of syntactic

that

"intonation

boundaries);

the effect

breaks"

that

occur at

breaks on what Joshua Steele

"the Melody and Measure of Speech."
theory of what "intonation

a theory which would answer questions
.. are some stronp;er than others?
syntactic

like:

what is the relation

and/or semantic effects

the position

of IB's?

what linguistic

as the "comma" notation
constituent

boundaries

of IB's with

what factors

rules

implies,

are,

to those cases in which the

cs.n refer

IB 1 s be viewed simply as a kind of marker inserted
strings,

breaks"

is there more than one kind?

speaker merely pauses to think of a word?

various

the phenomenon

but we have no satisfactory

of intonation

We also lack a general

notable

-- we can describe

in some cases we can explain

by hypothesizing

(e.g.,

way of describing

patterns

or removing a comma) in a wa;r which is adequate to

by inserting

allow us to study its

certain

in syntactic

of such cases is roughly comparable to our

with regard to stress

distribution

from) a difference

can determine
to them?

should

into phonological

or are they instead

of some sort of intonational

the
constituent

structw.·e?
Questions
of intonational

like these must clearly
phrasing,

but they also arise,

whenever the task of linguistic
detail

with intonational
One fairly

issue

by faced in constructing

description

straightforward

out that

requires

implicitly,

us to deal in any

facts.
example arises

in the theory of semantic interpretation.

Lasnik points

at least

a theory

the presence

in connection

with an
5
In his thesis,
Howard

or absence of an optional

intonation

16
brdak in front

of certain

scope of a negative
1.2.3/2a
2b

adjunctive

element associated

with the

with the ma.in verb of the clause:

didn't

grow cotton,

Senator Eastland

didn't

grow cotton t) make money.

Senator Eastland

to make money.

that Senator Eastland.didn't

the reason for this

Government subsidies);

described

correlntes

Senator Eastland

In 2a above we state
and add that

adverbials

grow cotton,

was to make money (i.e.,

in 2b we state

that

by receiving

it is not the case that

grew cotton to make \JlOney. Thif. di:f:ference can be

by saying

that

in 2a the adjunct

the semantic scope of the negative

"to ral..e moneyII is outside

element,

wh1le in 2b it is within

~. the scope of the negative.

Le.snik concludes that
as a difference

in syntactic

in the into~tional
intonation
phrasing)

assignment

of a single

(or at least

should not be represented

but rather

lying difference

form, thus requiring

the asrignment

of intonational
rule that

determines

In a paper entitled
"On Conditioning the Rule of
6
Inversion II
I arguec. that in such cases an underin syntactic

both the scope difference

c0Lstit1~nt

structure

of the same facts

of semantic interpretation

views of intonational
Many other

is responsible

for

and the phl:asing difference.

These two treatments
with the nature

as an optionality

syntactic

to precede the semantic interpretation

Subject-Auxiliary

theory.

distinctior

structure,

phrasing

scope of negation.

different

this

phrasing

are primarily

rules,

but they also suggest

and its place in grammatical

problems 11.1.syntax and semantics

of data where our description

concerned

must (at least

lead us into areas

implicitly)

make claims

17
about the theory of' intonation.
Mixed Cases

1.2.4

Although -e have beeh treating
separate

issues,

others.

Thus the stress

the pitch

stress,

tune and phrasing

in many cases a change in one has some effect
difference

in 1.2.1/1

1.2.4/la

.,

\
.. T

------1----

-+--------/I - · · I
E-"'jlish
-te.~ c.he.r

L-----·--~~1.2.4/lb

V

\
E hjlis

- --·-·------··----·---------··-----·
\

'h

on the

will normally change

contour

I ,

as

I

!&

\
----1
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Here the tune is in some sense the same (both are examples of the
"declarative"

contour previously

but the association
different.
results

of the tune with the lexical

It is usually
in this

mentioned in r~ference

sort of change in pitch

pattern

and the pitch

2

Sam struck

b

Whatever the precise
!!l. friend

as the object,

contour are usually

affected.

1

out 11\Yfriend.

a

2

out, my friend.

numerology ought to be, in the example with

the highest

stress

whereas in the example in which S! friend
stress

as in example 1.2.3/1,

3

Sam struck

pattern

contour.

phrasing,

2

l.2.4/2a

phonology is clearly

the case that a change in stress

When we change intonational
both the stresa

to 1.2.2/la),

is normally on friend,
is a vocative,

the highest

is on out.
Likewise,

the two cases will have rather

here is one possible

version

different

pitch

contours

--

of the distinction:

l.2.4/3a

\ 'l ..~.
1----

·~l~------~~---+--------1-~~~-

s+ru.cJc; 0~T

19
1.2.4/3b

.J
~------~~--~--+--~-1-,~--11r-~~+-~~-f-~~-+------f--

·S'hu.c..k.
., 0 CA.-t
)
Another aspect

of' th,? interaction

.. phrE!!!.!!a can be seen in the fact

l.2.4/3b

is rather

from what we would normally find if !!l. friend

were object

vocative,

but struck~

of being contrastive,

that

between stress,

neivertheless

-tune

and
.

different
rather

received

the main stress

and/<>r because !!l. friend

was redundant).

than
(because

i.:~.4/4

~l\(1-

s

\ ~

\

I
Q,.~

,$Tt·\A.c.\<,
0 \A..°t

~~

+v,e_~.

20

It is possible

for the vocative

to lack the terminal

rise:

1.2.4/5

·I

It is also possible
object,

for the case in which .!!1l.friend

to have such a terminal

"Sam struck out 11\Yfriend,

rise,

is direct

for example.in the environment

but it took seventeen pitches":

1.2.4/6

r
i,

V

---+---+----+----1--l----1t.-:

\

·!
\

.

-·--+----+I

S+r\4.C.k
o"""t ~ ~

----;---ti~

-fvle.~c!> (. • .)
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However, in all

of these

cases the vocative/object

remains perceptually

clear,

istic

pitch

of the word out -- when the "comma" follows,

falls

to a relatively

noun phrase
pitch

contours

low pitch,

follows,

effect

be considered

of words without

phrasing

of that

the tune constant

different

contour

high,

with a subsequent

of intonational
a secondary

string;

the stress

in some systematic

of the utterance,

will

contour will

be affected.

in general

pattern

sense,

the course of investigating

usually

phonology,

both the stress

is therefore

Some Preliminary

discussed.

an important

explicit

pattern

these

assumptions

and when we
and the pitc~

so to speak,

in
inter-

Giving some ~ccount of these

goal for intonational

theory.

Postulates.

to solve in the chapters
the assumptions

way in

phenomenon, involve

In order to sharpen up our statement
attempt

we may keep

the observed

be changed;

some intonational

of the kind we've just

or intonational
pattern,

Most of the cases which come up "in the field,"

1.3

on pitch

with a given

but the particular

with the lexical

phrasing,

interactions

low

consequence of its

when we change the stress

change the intonational

actions

phrasing

tunes can be associated

affecting

which the tune is associated
pitch

out

pattern.

We have seen that
string

because of the character-

whereas 1n the cases in which an object

Thus the effect

cannot entirely
on the stress

in part

out remains relatively

on the object.

contour

at least

distinction

to come, it will be helpful

on which the inquiry

are quite

of the problems which we'll

uncontroversial;

will be based.
others

to make
Some of'

will be motivat~d

22

briefly

in this

section;

the only persuasive
on them works;

a few Will simply be assumed.

argmnent for such principles

therefore,

In general,

is that a theory based

our goal at this point is not to persuade,

but simply to explain.
Postulate

#1:

Lexical entries

features,

but tone is a linguistically
By tonal

features

in English are not specified
significant

we mean the features

lying form of what we have been calling
that English

is not a tone language,

are capable of being varied
PostuJ ate Ilg: Tonal features
make up the phonological
have independent

category

in English.

which specify

the under-

tunes.

Thus postulate

#1 says

but does have tonal features

in a linguistically

significant

are not inherent

representation

for tonal

which

way.

in the segments which

of an utterance

in English,

but

identity.

We have observed that words in English do not come from the
lexicon with any tonal
the tonal specification

specification.
is achieved,

Postulate

that however

it does not have the effect

simply adding tonal

features

to the feature

of the phonological

string;

the "tune" retains

1'hid point

#2 says

specifications

of

of the segments

a separate

identity.

of view has been defended quite persuasively

for

certain

African tone languages in work by Leben, by Williams 0.1id by
7
.
Goldsmith.
This aspect of their theories carries over quite well for
.,

English.
tonal

One of its

entity

a single

primary benefits

to be associated

phonological

This idea is implicit

is that

with several

segment to correspond

it allows for a single

phonological
to several

in man;y-of the traditional

segments,

or for

tonal eL;ities.

theories

of English

23
intonation
Postulate

(e.g.,

#3:

that of the British

Tonal representations

school).
consist

of well-ordered

strings

of

segments.
If one makea tLe s~gments large enous}l, this
be true;

however, it is certainly

overlap in various ~seven
where T1 ally)

.

some organization

conceivable .. that . tonal features

at the most abstract

T4 are tonal features

could hardly fail

of some sort,

like:

level.

to

could

For example,

we might have (schematic-

.,

1.3/1

....
Analyses of this t.ype have been proposed, e.g., by Bailey and
8
.
by Crystal.
Thei:i- proposals might be exemplified in a case in which
T1

T3 is a feature

-

such as falling,

not quite how they put things,
transla~ion

1.3/2

is

into the viewpoint being developed here):

----- ---

-- - --

.......
_____
.....
~..-

Phenomena of the sort they describe

--~--....-certainly

HowevGr, I am not convinced that the classification
corresponds

(this

and should be viewed as a sort of free

------

-

while T4 is rising

to~

set of linguistically

significant

do occur in English.
they arrive
distinctions.

at
Later

24
on, we will

consider

some cases which~

such as that in 1.3/1,

#3.

or modify postulate
the analysis
Postulate
static

and~

therefore

giva us reason to withdraw

It will nevertheless

stand us in good stead in

of quite a wide range of material.

#4: The underlying segments of tonal representations
·Kinetic

tones such as Low and High.

analyzed as sequences of static
This principle

anydetail

in this

is quite

section.

might bear on the issue.

!!:2t!!the nature of features
..... features

lend themselves to an analysis

~estures

that tonal features

tones are always to be

tones.
controversial,

There

ar~ three

The first

and will not be defended in
kinds of arguments which

kind might be called

-- those who believe

in general express articulatory

than articulatory

or processes,

we

tive tonal entities

targets

or configurations,

will be inclined

in this

to believe

the tonemic inventory

claim that the observed set of li~stically
bas characteristics

which are predicted

connect~on some observations

primitives.

distincby a theory
We might

ma.deby Crysta1 9 on the

complex 11 and "compound" "nuclear tones."

restricted

shape of that he calls

To discuss

his views here would take us too far off the track;

we return

rather

share this property.

which analyzes them as being ma.de up of static
cite

the argument

that phonological

The second kind of argument may be called
argument -- here

are

11

when

to the matter we will argue that he has captured a truth,

one which constitutes

a tonemic inventory

argument for static

tonal

segments.
Thirdly,
hypothesis

we might argue that a particular

of static

theory based on the

tonal segments is able to predict
I

\

a wide range of

26
observed intonational
underlying

on the basis ot simple and consistent

outputs

representations,

acted on by a set of well-motivated

This would be what we might call~

tonological

derivation

3 may be seen as such an argument, which, in

chapter

only kind that ts really

which can be graphically

1.3/3

11\Yopinion,

is the

lead us to a mode of

portrayed

in this fashion~

.,

On

consisting

one level we have a conventional

structure).

tonological

representation,

On a second, independent

T1 through Tm. As yet,
not the tonal
Postulate

#5:

representations
It's
temporally

of a string

we have no basis

has any further

The association
is established

independent

channels,

representation,
the associated

level,

we have a

of tonal segments

on which to decide w:Uether or

structure.

between tonal and lexical
by linguistic

(non-tonal)

rule.

that the two levels
proceeding

in parallel

would represent
on the model of

walking and chewing gum. This model is pretty

clearly

false.

The possibility
necessity

consisting

of course conceivable

simultaneously
empirically

string

phonological

of segments s1 through Sn (vith

of strings

constituent

free,

argument --

persuasive.

The ideas which we have been developing
representation

rules.

of association

of association

does not, of course,

-- some tonal entities,

not being related

to any particular
\

\

I

entail

the

for example, might float

elements of the "lexical"

27
string,

but simply prese&ting

points

their

ordering

of those tones which do have lexical

tion of the necessity
be quite difficult,
atically

different

we won't find rules

15 to

~stulate

2!_ association

case in the language.

to the fixed

association.

for tonal

since it would require

that we aren't

relative

A demonstra-

segments wc·J.d, of course,

consideration

of every system-

However, on the principle

looking for,

mean that all associations

we will interpret

are rule-governed.

It remeins to be seen what it means to "associate"

of representation.

10

al.

is that the association

theory

should be viewed as a

matching of segment to segment, which might be exemplified
~

the two types

The view put forward in t:ne "autosegmental"

due to Goldsmith ~.

that

in a schematic

as follows:

1.3/4

We will suggest a somewhat different
in chapter 2;
Postulate

#6:

as a property

however, the notation
Stress

of the text

This principle
made in section

patterns

1.2.2.

of misunderstanding.

exist

exemplified
independent

(the non-tonal

is clearly

way of viewing the matter
in 1.3/4 remains useful.
of tonal representations,

phonological

representation).

implied by the observations

We make it explicit

which we

here to avoid the possibility

28

i.4

~ Problem Restated.

We are now in a position
which a theory of intonation
First.,
patterns

more precisely

is particularly

and patterns

the questions

must ansver.

what are the unde:i.lying forms of stress

(tunes)

descriptive

to state

of' intonational

patterns,

phrasing?

import&nt in the case of tonal patterns,

apparatus

exists

for the other two categories.

Second., by what rules

is a given "tune" associated

tonal

This question
since workable

with its

I

"text"?
affect

Wq do changes in stress

this
i'hird,

..

intonation.,
form?

pattern

or intonational

phrasing

in the way that they do?

association

what is the nature of the phonetic representation
and by what rules

In addition

is it related

~o tonal characteristics,

to underlying

Fol.ll"th, how ·is the intonational

theory of language as a 'Whole?

\\

intonational

we might in this

want to s~ something about prosodically-conditioned

duration

system integrated

of

connection
and timing.

into the
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2.

Tune and Text.
·- -of ---- -

The Association

___.

Obviously,
associated

the investigation

of how tonal patterns

With the words that bear them presupposes

about the nature of the things being associated.
observed earlier,
:particular

However, as we

representation

would be a demonstration· that such a theory,
theory of association

rules,

of tonal patterns

in conJunction

convince the reader of a particular
Without a theory of association

being associated

bind -- we cannot expect to
"spelling"

rules,

argue for a theory of association

for tone patterns

and we cannot convincingly

unless the reader is persuaded that

have some reference

We can get aroun~ this

difficulty

to reality.

by beginning with an investi-

not of normal speech, but of what might be called

Since the tone patterns
a seriea

of distinct

portion

of the text,

representation

of these chants are clearly

notes,

Of course,

each clearly

we can arrive

whose details

may

identifiable

at this

stage,

interesting

much undebatable.

be faulted

for dealing with
Our only

is that the task performed in using these

chants,

the association

exactly

analogous to the task we have defined for intonational

association

rules;

as

with a distinct

at a systematically

are pretty

our argument

associated

"chants."

examples that are perhaps as close to music as to epeech.
defense,

with a

would wGrkempirically.

Thus we are in an expositional

gation,

some thP.ory

the only reall,y convincing ··argument in favor of a

theory about the underlying

the entities

are

of a given melody With a string

and that these chants can apparently

of words, is

be used,

30

without

training.,

by all native

who are otherwise
established
a pair

considered

the credibility

of conmon chants,

speakers

of English,

hopelessly

unmusical.

including

those

Once we have

of our approach through an examination
we will

extend it to the intonations

of

of

normal, unchanted speech.
2.1

The Vocative Chant
There is a particular

call

kind of chanted intonation

which is used to

to people with whom the speaker is not in eye contact.

It is

·I

in Leben 1974.,·under the name of "vocative

discussed

(Leben attributes

the initial

observations

the examples below are taken from this
given in

2.1/2., although these last

The "tune" of the vocative

The third

is fixed a minor third

· interval

and consequently

property

of the overtone

teachers

that

it's

series.

the one interval

of

are obligatory.

below the second.

is prominent in English

for people to sing., despite

complex proportion.,

of three pitches,

while the second end third

in those of other languages as well.

Some of

source., as are the generalizations

chant consists

is optional.,

This interval

to R. Oehrle).

are given in a modified form.

which the first
pitch

intonation."

chants,

and apparently

It seems to be a very natural
being mathematically
not representing

a quite

any salient

I've been told by several
that

music

everyone knows bow to sing

without working at it.
The relation

of the first,

so precisely

fixed., although

that follow.

I think that

optional

pitch

to the others

it is always lower than either
intervals

of either

a fourth

is not

of those

or a fifth

below

31

•
the following

tone are fairly

The second, highest
initial

portion,

natural.

tone is in fact always rising

a fact which we will return

will follow Leben in desrribing

(L) HM, using

capitali'zed

to later.

For now, we

the tune of the vocative

initial

letters

to refer

segments low, !E:.fe, and mid, and parenthecis
The vocative

in its

to the tonal

to indicate

chant also has a determinate

chant as

optionality.

rhythmic pattern,

which, for the moment, we will ignore.
·I

Some examples:

Aloysius

lb

Alonzo

2.1/la

I I I

VI I

Pamela

VI

H

s~

lf

Ti~canoe

~ I\

L

M

Certain generalizations

BM

clearly

ld

lg

John

I\

' M
i
H

L H M

L H M

le

le

HM

Abernathy

V V
H

M

hold for tune-to-text

associations

in this

chant.

2.l/2a

The high tone is associated with the main stress
of the text, and with aey- syllables which intervene
between the main etress and the point at which the
mid tone is associatea.

2b

If there are any syllables preceding the ma.in stress,
the low tone is associated with them; if no such
syllables exist, the low tone does not o~cur.

2c

If there is a secondary stress in the portion of
the text following the ma.in stress, the mid tone
is associated ~th it,as well as with any following
syllables.

\
1.

3~
If the syllables
following the main stress are
all uv..stressed, the mid t.~ne is associated. with
the last of them.

2.l/2d

If nothing follows the main stre~s, then that
syllable is 'broken" into two distinct
parts.,
the second of which receives the mid tone.

2e

Violations
results,

or at least
that

basis

of these generalizations
results

the stress

a way that

produce ungrammatical

which can be understood

pattern

has been arbitrarily

the generalizations

will

only o~ the
altei·t..:d in such

hold.
I

Some examples of ill-formed

t

V

H

3e

I \j/'

H

2.2

L'

M

*Abernathy

3d

~

instantiation

quite

exactly

is perhaps

l \

L

H M

Englieh-speaking
I don't
exulting,

in other ways.

on the taunting

and a fixed

children,

know whether
singing

Its

most familiar

nonsense string

"nyah, nyah,

It has both a :fixed melody (the intervals

defined)

raw., descriptive

adults.

It is used for taunting,

rhymes, and perhaps

11

v

M

which is known to all

Since the constraints
their

VI

to most English-speaking

nyah., nyah, nyah.

3f *Tippecanoe

Chant.

it is more general.
nursery

H M

*Abernathy

H

There is a ditty

certain

rv

\JB M
\

M

Children's

and therefore

3c *Pamela

3b *Aloysius

*Alonzo

2.l/3a

associations:

being

rhythm.

on tune-text

association

form) are considerably

(at lP.ast in

more complex for this
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Children's

Chant than t~ey were for the vocative

they are crucialfy
we will

to the rhythmic pattern

related

give our initial

chant,

and since

of the chant,

examples in musical notation,

so that the

rhythm as well as the melod¥ will be represented.
In its minimal form, the Children's

Chant consists

of five notes,

arranged in the way given below:
--·--,.

2.2/1

...

-------.

£9J. J t IJ. J. I
In addition
foursquare

to this

rendition

"lilting"

compound-time version,

a more

is also possible:

2.2/2

'I·.
i

...

I find the version
that only 2.2/2 is possible
sample, it seems possible

----

-

___

......,__

in 2.2/1 more natural,
for them;

on the basis

Different

between "lilting"

and "square" rhythms.

apart,

sorts

as in the vocative

chant,

me

distribution

of text may also influence

we have two pairs

tell

of a very limited

that there is some geographical

of the variants.

In both cases,

but others

of notes located

the choice

a minor third

with the higher note of each pair on

the downbeat of its measure, while the lower note is on the second,

weaker beat.

Between these two pairs

there

is a sort of "grace note,"

Which is al~s

tour notes,

by the other

of this

a submetrical

whatever its

into the rhythm establis.aed

actual

time-value.

grace note seems to be three-quarters

in the above example is that the actual

that note.

of a tone above the higher

Instrumental

analysis

pitch

The nonsense-taunt

phonetic
positions

~

has

and .5 , or their

of this

chant is performed exactly

with each note being sung on. the

These five notes are obligatory

-- optional

may be added in two ways:
(1)

An eighth-note

the chant.

Its pitch

downbeat, although
(2)
optionally

2.2/1)

version

(or 2.2/2),

[na~].

syllable

renditions

·t

equivalents.

as notate_d in 2.2/1

of

grace note actually

which moves through the range between

transposed

is somewhat flat

of some native-speaker

ot the chant suggest that in most cases this
a pitch

The pitch

the meaning of the downwards arrow over the

of the other two notes
~

interpolation

in certain

Any of the notes

be subdivided.

if it is a binary

In the version

In all

the optional

quarters

\

to me (given in

produces the sequence

JJJ

if it is

awkward, but

and the optimal eighth note upbeat,

subdivisions

\

are possible ..

upbeat) m,a,J

most natural

and the sequence

eighth-note

n

cases,

other pitches

beyond this point are a 11 ttle

is conceivable,

as

(including

subdivision,

well as the obligatory
subdivided

circumstances

of the dotted

Subdivisions

J J Jj

of

is normally the same as that of the following

the subdivision

ternary.

upbeat may be added to the beginning

"grace note,"

can certainly

of the five obligatory

be

notes that

as

J J'
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define the basic pitch-sequence

of the tune, retain

the pitch

of the

note which they subdivide.
It is interesting

to consider

how various

with this

tune (and its rhythmic pattern).

syllables

can be associated

on a one-to-one

texts

can be associated

Some sequences of t'ive

with the five

obligatory

notes of the tune

basis:

2.2/3a

3b
•I

J. ' J " J._'.J. J
i~ ~
'J !
s

Si$

J.
S"e
·---~.

However, in other cases a five-syllable
.

.

notes assigned
subdivided

to one of its

syllables,

Yt IJ.

J.

I

I J. J.

I

text must heVP. two

while another note must be

in order to carry the overflow:
I

2.2/4a

A~

lo 'J- s,'1.1.5

The association

J.

· A Io ':Js•'l.+S

sti - til<s

of tune and text in 4a above i& impossible,

while that in 4b i& fine.
metrically

strong position,

associated

with a stressless

which is metrically

I

One obvious problem wlth 4a is that a
the downbeat oi' the second measure, is
syllable,

while the following

weaker~. is occupied by the main stress

position,
of the text.

!

'

To facilitate

discussion,

measures of the Children's

let's

number the ''beatd

Chant as follows:

t IJ. J t I J. J.I

2.2/5

l

2

3

4

Row our observtt.tion about the difficulty
expressed by saying that position

4,

position
stinks,

of the two

11

but

4,

is stressed

than
while

and indeed strongly

not required

mi-

which bears stress.

3 be stressed

that position

stressed.

4 be

that position

-- in 2.2/3b it was occupied by ~iend,

Nor does it seem to be required

stronger

can be

3, is wistressed,

.,

However, it is certainly
stressed

3 is metrically

-!.!E!,, ·occupying position

occupying posjtion

with 2.2/4a

-- examples

like the one below seem quite possible:

2.2/6

Nor does it seem to be co~re~t to say that the syllable

3 must be {linguistically)

position

occupy~ng position

4,

more stressed

occupying

than the syllable

since they can be the same syllable,

as in 2.2/4b

or 't!..2/6.
The correct
ing position

seems to be that the syllable

4 may not be linguistically

occupying position
position

generalization

4 stressed/

3.

Schematically,
position

1

higher

4

f

unstressed,

stressed

occupy-

than the syllable

3. J,lhen the situation
as in 2.2/4a,

the result

is
is

37
absolutely

impossible.

When both are stressed,

but the sylle.ble

4 has a higher stress

occupying position

than the syllable 01::cupying
3
1
3 1
position 3, either as a matter of word-stress
(macaroon, disrobe)
2
1
2
1
~
or as a matter of phrasal stress (big~,
baggy pants) the: result t
seems sometimes well-formed,

sometimes questionable:

2.2/7a

&iJ. J JjJ i J.,I:
J"oh11
ca.'te Q.

11"14.CQ.

"'o'°'.

7c

7d

.
J. i t IJ. J.
-~

J. J

JIJ I J.

I

Sa.~

h.t.uC4. bij

··-

~OS'l..

!

I ;:

7e

J. J

tj J ; J.

j)4.nts

The tendency is certainly
highest

stress

falls

on position

2.2/8a

to prefer

!

versions

in which the

3:
8b

1 : 1 J 1I J. J.

&t

J
We

J: J t I J. ~-1
!

~O....u

~O"'-

d.S-

't'O -

~

..

2.2/8c

8d

I I

-: : 1 ~ 1 J. J.
8e

IIJ. ~.I

J ; J

We will leave the issue of relative
1Jl0tllent,and interpret
distinction

+ stress/

4

the formula
- stresa.

restrictions
vords,

as positions

on teAtual

1 and 2, the down-

in the

3 and 4, we would expect the same

2

In other

to hold there as well.

f 1,

2 if an unstrecsed

occupy position

only to the

measure, arc metrically

association

we expect to find that

aside for the

3 to refer

Since positions

beat and second beat of the first

same relationship

j

stress

that a stressed

syllable

syllable

occupies position

cannot
1.

This is indeed true:

9b

2.2/9a

J. ;

II J. J. I :

A • to,, a.o

$ti_,, k.s !

We find that 2.2/9a
as in 2.2/9b.

is impossible

Ii :/J.J t l J.;. E
A Ion

;z.o -

,-,+it"t
ks !

-- the text must be distributed
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Since aey additional

expansions

of the ''beat,"

in between the notes occupying positions
weaker than the four ''beat" positions,
restriction

holdiJ!g for textual

notes interpolated

3 and 4, are metrically

1, 2,

we expect to find a similar

association

'With ''beat" and "sub-beat"

positions:
10b

2.2/10a

'*&; ...J ii~. ~· ;p- *ji
~

J. ~~I<,..J' J. J.

iS iS

i.i.

Alon~o

I ,S

C)l:I..S
1: a.. ...cl

Q..

!

I

1~

A-

lo :,s•' 14.5

s-ti- W\k.s!

I

10d
---

... ___

I~-·

J t J t I J i 3- E .,--Jf--~
~~--+J
__,.,___,J.__,j.
·!-+-I -.J'-J~i -'-I
-+-J

$4...,.."')will be. o.r res-t e.c::f
~

All of the specific
possible

versions

difficulty

of this

in devising

He.c.to"'~I)

rhythmic patterns
chant -- the reader

a text appropriate

in 2.2/lOa-d

to each one.

The first

What is ill-

strong and weak

beat in lOa, the second beat in lOb, the third

beat in lOc, and the fourth beat in 10d bear unstressed
while one of the notes metrically
stressed

no

and unstressed

of the text are matched with the metrically

positions.

are perfectly

shou1d experience

formed in each case is the W8:¥in which the stressed
syllables

wa.c:lclle.s a.. lot!

subordinate

syllables,

to the beat bears a

syllable.
Thus, we can sum up all

associations

of the restrictions

on text-tune

we have so far observed for the Child:en's

Chant in a

4o
single well-foruiedness
For~

2.2/11

strong to~

condition:

two positions

(e.g.,

which are in the metrical

downbeat to offbeat,

~ to expansion

!?!!1), it is not permitted for an \lllstressed syllable
strong position

if a stressed

syllable

We are '15Suming, of course,

some W8¥with the sequence of pitche,
Chant.

of the

to occupy the

occupfes the weak position.

that the metrical

presupposed by this well-formedness

relation

condition

structure

is also associated

characteristic

of the Children's

All of this will be expressed more precisely

in the next

section,

when we have proposed a formalism for the representation

metrical

patterns.
We~

S£soctations

now observe that ID8JJiYof the restrictions
noted for the vocative

and thus apply to the Children's

chant are predicted

Chant as well.

in

of

on text-tune
by 2.2/11,

For example:

12b

2.2/12a

&iJ

l J

i~~&J
JjJ~e.,.t\,,:th)
f J ii ·-*q,:tl
!

s.....
e's e.V\jo._rf-o,A
__
_,,...........
.---

--~--+-

-JJ J iJ.J i l

--t----t----r---n--1-f.oi

12c

The reader may recall,

incidentally,

that misassociated

examples

I
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of the vocative

chant,

as in 2.l/3a

- f, required

rhythm as well as an inappropriate

text-tune

an inappropriate

association.

We pointed out, in the case of the vocative
the main stress
syllables,

of the text is followed lry a series

the high tone goes (as usual)

the mid tone goes on the last

2.2/13a

VI M

chant version

individual

2.2/14a

~

predict

this

14b"*Knowledgeable

·

I

M

The well-formedness
stated)

that this

the

remains

V

M

14c *Knowledgeable
\ ~
H M

in 2.2/11 does not (as presently

set of facts;

analogous facts

nevertheless

may

Chant:

2.2/15a

~

V

H

condition

be observed in the Children's

·;i

were named ''Knowledgeable,"

syllables:

Knowledgeable

H

,v

HM

of his name would demonstrate

true across three unstress~d

while

*Pamela

·I

If some unfortunate

of unstressed

syllables:

13b

H

that when

on the main stress,

of the unstressed

Pamela

vocative

chant,

15b

.,.
...
IPQ.~ £IQ..~-! I
. ~
.fi

-ii.

Tott1'.s I Ill love ivi+h

This pattern

,-.e.

of association

For now, we will be content

·i; J

To...'$

will be explained

to take note of it.

t:\

~ J J J J J'
/o\/e..with Pa. Me /Q.!

It'\

in due time.

I
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2.3

~

Extensions

2{ ~ Children's

The two-measure Children's

Chant, and~

Comment.2!! it.

Chant has been expanded, in the

traditional

musical ,rersion of certain

bar ditty.

For example (this

nursery rhymes, into an eight-

particular

case is in the."square"

2

4

reytbm for me):

ot the four two-bar phrases which make up this song, the first,
.second and fourth

The single

are our old friend

the archtypal

somewhat new element is tQat the pitch

"assimilates
the following

backwards" to the preceding
down beat (e.g.,

note,

the pitch

Children's
of certain

rather

Chant.
upbeats

than forwards to

of "the" in "the old man is

snoring"}.
The third
note" is lacking.

two-bar phrase is a variant

form, in which the "grace

This way of constructing

a musical phrase (A A A1 A)

is not uncommon, although the limitation
more primitive

to three notes is a little

than most.

Another eight-bar

nursery tune, quite

similar

in form to the

one we've Just examin(;?d.,bas a fascinating

twist

question

employed by children

is ''Ring around the Roses."

connection with a circle
while selected

game.,

individuals

tumbles dramatically
confess that I've

involvins

eventually

the details

in

everyone

into a heap in the center of the ring.
-- the falling-down

I must
part is

on., I think.

In any event., the falling-down

.,

part remains rather

even to those of us whose tumbling days are largely
the

The tune in

dancing around in a ring

weave in and out;

forgotten

what I concentrated

It's

to it.

interesting,

behind us.

Consider

song:

2.3/2

The first
''It's
Cb.ant.

raining.,

four-bar
it's

The third

phrase is identical

pouring"
section

we saw in the earlier

to the first

two repetitions

four bars of

of the Children's

is the same {grace note-less)

variation

that

song:

2.3/3

\,,
_______

As the fourth

v

.J

3

two-bar unit,

we con:fidently

expect a repetition

of

44
the fmniliar

Children's

Chant.

Instead.,

the child

(that

wise child

who., it now occurs to us to remember., was able to learn
chant productiveljr

after

hearing

it perhaps

to use this

once) stops singing

an.d

says:

·--2.3/4
o.l/

J. Ill§.

./ow;;
·I

.f.o.//

I

It is hardly
unchanted speech,
means that
aesthetic

necessary
in this

the child
equivalent

equivalence

to point

out that

way, into a primarily

is prepared

the introduction

of

chanted song-structure

to ac~ept speech as the (so to speak)

of the chant.

We will

argue shortly

that

this

is in some ways a vecy deep one.

We have examined the restrictions
associations

in a format rather

case of the vocative

chant.

different

on Children's

Chant tune-text

from the one we used in the

We could have represented

the underlying

tune as

H M H H M
(where

ii is

an extra-high

are as they were before).

pitch

for the "grace note,"

This is undoubtedly

while Hand M

in some sense a correct

representation.
However, it is not of much help to us in establishing
principles

of association

for this

~hant -- these principles,

the
we have

'

discovered,
fact

crucial4r

that certain

This metrical

make reference

positions

pattern

could be metrically
structure

structure,

are "strong" while others

bas no necessary

which make up the Children's

pitches

to a metrical

organized

could be associated

indeed it is in the familiar

connection

are ''weak."

to the series

of

-- the same pitches

Chant~

in a different

way, while the same metrical

with a different
refrain

to the

string

of pitches

(as

"shave and a haircut").

In other words, we have assumed that the viewpoint mentioned in
reference

to

1.3/4

is,

as promised, wrong.

which a level of non-tonal
associated

segments and a level

with each other by linguistic

in which the tonal and non-tonal
associated
of this

with a metrical

third

level

levels

pattern,

We have yet to demonstrate

on the matter by trying
Chant).

intonation.

If we are to make any progress

I think,

explain

worthwhile

exponendum•.•

to devise

of non-chanted

towBrds sue}! goals,

''prius

sine qua quicquid inclitum

as Odington so aptly put it;

the theory of metrics •••
studied."

(although

Nor have we shown that

are of value in the analyais

can be successfully

are empiric-

theory is preferable

conclusions

11

we have assumed a picture

that these two theories

theory for the Children's

nequit pertractari,

of tonal segments are

with each other.

or that the metrical

arbitror

in

are each independently

any putative

de Arsmetrica

of a picture

and only through the intermediary

the reader may develop some opinions
a non-metrical

rule,

achieve an association

ally distinguishable,

Instead

"first

we must,

without which nothing
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2.4

!

Metrical

2.4.1

!

~

Theor:y:.2! Tune-~·

Association.

-2!! Terminology.

The use of the term meter or metrical
abstract

structure

sanctioned

related

in so.ne way to linguistic

by a well-established

~xplicit,

patter.!! to refer

trad.1.tion.

objects,

was intended

series

of repeated

mit was drawn from a limited
infinite

in classical

times,

to cover both poetry and music.

rhythms as in:finite

patterns

is

··This usage is made quite

for example, in the work of Halle and Keyser.
The term meter originated,

to an

1

in a theory which

This theory viewed

patterns,

set of possible

in which the repeated
feet.

In order for these

to be used {in poetry or music) they had to be

"measured" or "metered," that is,

finite

sections

had to be excised.

The laws governing how such cuts could be made, and what further
cations

in the resulting

of metrics.
patterns

pattern

were possible,

Rules governing the association

with strings

of words were also,

constituted

modifi-

the theory

of such "measured"

in general,

~ncluded for

convenience under the same rubric.
The usage of Halle and Keyser differs
in that a metrical

pattern,

a "measuring" of any particular

is,

tradition,

"families"

.

of metrical

considerable
patterns.

2

lines

applied

(or, more properly,

view

"rhythm" {although there

discussion

of the derivation

of

)•

In modern musical theory (e.g.,
meter is generally

classical

for them, is simply a given, and is not

necessarily
in this

from this

Co9:ger ~Meyer)

to the theory of time-signatures
what is represented

by them).

the term
and barThe term

47
!_hytbm is used to describe
zation

certain

features

of accented and unaccented beats •

. Rb;ytbmis a term of ordinary
in~

of the grouping and organi-

sense close to our present

edition)

gives the first

procedure,

etc.

language,
topic,

as well,

is not.

while meter,

Webster's

(college

sense of the word rhythm as "flow, movement,
by basically

characterized

elements or features ••• in alternation

regular

recurrence

with opposite

of

or diffe1·ent

elements or features."
We will appropriate

,

the phrase metrical

which will be defined and explained

in the sections

to our own usage,

that follow.

Our

metrical

patterns

objects,

as in the usage of Halle and Keyser., although the nature and

functions

will be abstract

pattern

of the structures

from theirs.

structures

Of the original

sense of meter, as a measuring of an

r~thmic

pattern,

metrfcal

patterns

are perhaps somewhat closer

little

meters of modern musical theory,

The previous discussion

will remain in our theory.

more thoroughly

pattern.

in section

but are not the same as either
has been intended

We will

to forestall

of them.
misunder-

with other uses

cover the same ground somewhat

S , ~ Rhythms of Speech.

Our goal in what follows
tion made in 2.3,

Our

to the rhythms than to the

on the part of those who have some experience

of the term metrical

to linguistic

we will propose are somewhat different

infinite

standing

related

is to give some content

that the association

to the sugges-

of text and tune in the Children's

Chant (and, we will claim, in English as a whole) is mediated by a
metrical

pattern.

In order to turn this metaphor into a theory,

we

·need a specific

proposal

could peri'orm this

2.4.2

about what a metrical

function

of linking

The Nature of Metrical

patterns

well-formedness
association
that

pattern

tune and text.

Patterns.

We can get an initial
metrical

idea of what is required

by examining the assumptions

condition,

that

.,

organization

underlie

Chant.

to the data which it covered,·we

of a hierarchical

of a.theory
the

of strong and~

In applying

assumed the existence
positions.

For

example, we assumed that in each of the "measures" of the chant,
first

beat is strong in relation

''half-measure,"

the initial

to a particular

to the second beat,

position

to any subsequent positions.

(the ''beat")

We might represent

example, in the following

2.4.2/la

¥i

J

I\
~

J'OIC)

lb

In 2.4.2/lb

I

w

SW

SW

Joey

Davis

we have represented

while within each

is strong in relation
thia,

with reference

~

I

this hierarchical

structure,

for the first

measure of the example in la, by two levels

of alter-

nating

(s) and weak (w) positions.

~yllable

Davis

strong

is strong on one level,
I

\

the

way:

J J. J.
J
l>ca."is .st-i-hk.,S

s

of

which we argued to hold for the

2.2/11,

of a given text with the Children's

condition
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is, and how 1t

Tb.us the first

but weak on another.3

of

The idea of hierarchical
commonin the analysis
observe that
discrete
way

structures

of music.

units

is perceived

strung together

while possessing

function

as integral

parts

of a larger

subparts

own, in each case the structure

parts

of a larger

level

[swJstructure.

by giving

2.4.2/2
s

/R~

and Davis as win

hierarchy

in 2.4.2/2

the higher-

can be represented

metrical

except by virtue

of the

structure.

we may suggest that metrical

(that

as

is used because the nature

is indeterminate,

role it might play in some larger

-s (strong)

of their

I\

it labels

should be "oriented"

and structure

that

s w
Davis

The .symbol R, for "root,"

with node labels

in 2.4.2/lb,

w

Joey

b~ls,

own, also

structure:

/\

On this

·ashape
ass

s w

of the constituent

Davis",

of the metrical

it a constituent

of their

(swJ , while they also function

organization,~

This organization

additive

rhythmic organization."

"Joey

Joey_ and Davis possess

of

in which smaller rhythmic

a shape and structure

We could say of the string
its

not as a series

in a mechanical,

like beads, but as an organic process

motives,

sort is quite

Cooper and Meyer, for example,

"rhythmic structure

independent

of this

patterns

are trees,

-

and w (weak). It is clear that these trees
.
is, constituents
are ordered) and we will

assume that

they are "rooted"

constituent

at the highest

(that

level).

is,

any such tree

is always a single

50
It should be noted,
ical

structure

in metrical

in the usual sense.
call

in passing,
patterns

that the existence

does not prove that

with improper bracketing,

given element may be shared between adjacent

little

is their
star"

analysis

Their horizontal

their

analysis,

brackets
the last

of a trochaic

iambic constituent
We will

metrical

are,

-

to our s and w, respectively,

and

-

structure.

According to

measure is simultaneously

with what precedes,

and part

of an

with what follows.

assume that

constituent

importantly,

A simple

a,,

note of the first

constituent

ambiguity,

improperly

where a

of "Twinkle, twinkle,

to our constituent

such circumstances

or (more real:i.stically)

choosing this

represe~ts

correspond

and "'

their

structural

is,

(in one ve-::-sion):

rr

language,

that

constituents.

of the beginning

2.J+.2/3

part

they are trees

Cooper and Meyer give many examples (of what they

"rhythmic structures")

instance

of hierarch-·

representing
structures

trees

s.nd thus deserves

the existence

of two equally

in

that the formal properties

of the (linguistically)
hypothesis

to be maintained

it

for

of
more

normal sort

about what metrical
until

possible

My reason

are something of a rqystery to me;

the use of trees
a more restrictive

do not arise

are always to be analyzed as a

for a given example.

approach is partly

bracketed

either

patterns

can be shown to be
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wrong.

The notions
metrical

patterns

strong

of being associated

can be considered

[ss]

, and we will assume that

The opposition
We will extend this
assume initialfy
are permitted.

its

[wsw]must
consequences,

strong/weak
property

that

most restrictive

a weak

ir- some metrical

pattern,

possible

a binary

constituent

structure,

constituents

[sw]

like

structure.

oriented

.! and.!,

trees

re-analysis

this

[ws]

and

and

as we proceed;

favor only the argwnent that

for

it is the

hypothesis.

in which every binary

tunes and texts;

and

This assumption,

with (at most) binary branching

Our next task is to specify

one.

[sww] , [wws]

We now have an embryonic idea of what metrical
rooted,

argument,

[ww]

such as

is also essentially

assumption., patterns

in its

By this

constituents

will be examined in more detail

nPW, we will present

weak

is so.

to metrical

have some further

is

of strongness;

to some strong.

this

only the binary

B:, this

with a corresponding

property

to have metrical

in

A strong position

weak only because,

plays the role of weak in relation

it should be impossible

and

relational.

not because of any inherent

position

or

and ''weak" wM.ch serve as node labels

are essentially

only by virtue

position,

it

"strong"

constituent

task will be attempted

are --

and node labels

must be either

how such structures

of the vocative·chant.

patterns

(sw]

or [ws] .

can serve to associate
in the context

of a

52

2.4.3

Introduction~!
As we pointed

determinate

Metrical

Theory£!~-~

out in section

rhythmic structure

Association.

2.1, the vocative

chant has a

as well as a determinate

pitches.

Some examples in musical notation

2.4.3/la

lb

sequence of

are given below:

.,
ld

le

•.
le

&~J IJ ; I
041 Ne.- d .'

We re,;>resented the "tune" of the vocative
the examples just
a strong position,

given, the high tone always falls
while the other two tones

Thus the lowest level

of the metrical

tune must be:

2.4.3/2

chant e.s (L) HM.

w

s

I
(L)

I

I

H

M

w

pattern

fall

In

on the do'W!lbeat,

on weaker beats.

corresponding

to tnis
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By our ~potheses

that metrical

that branching

ie maximally binary,

two possibilities

seem to exist:

2.4.3/3a

(L)

I

M

3a is the preferable

to choose between the two options,

.. definitively

12! which

2.lt..3/4

low tone,

--

w

s

w

(L)

H

M

is optional

suggests

but we have no sure way

nor 8.f13 evidence that we must
In any case,

the structure

it is clear

must be:

A

s

w

H

M

I

Now, let's
tunes.

structure,

choose one way or the other.

that wi·thout the· optional

is required

/(\·

I

H

and

R

w

s

The fact tha~ it is the initi~l
that perhaps

structure

3b

f'A

I

are rooted trees,

some further

R

w

patterns

consider

I

the metrical

The name Sandy has primary stress

second syllable

is unstressed.

structure
on its

Thus its metrical

of some possible
initial
pattern

syllable;

the

is unambiguous-

ly this:

2.4.3/5

This rather

simple structure

is identical

(except,

of course,

for

54
lts

terminal

elements)

(sans initial

low) in

case we postulated

to the structure

2.4.3/4.

hypothesis,

So we have here exactly

at the beginning

and a tune ("HM") associated

given to the vocative

of the inquiry

with the~

metrical

thL'Y ought thereby to be associated

the vocative

chant version

2.1+.3/6

of this

text

chant

the sort of

-- a text

("Sandy")

pattern.

By our

with each other.

Since

is in fact

Sandy

I I

H M
·l

the experiment may be considered
tune-to-text

association

"oh."

the phrase,

correct

the name "Sandy" could be preceded by the

The main stress

in this

the empirically

has been achieved.

Used vocatively,
particle

a success;

case;

of the name remains the main stress

and given the intuitively

(which follows the position

of word-boundaries)

correct

the metrical

of

bracketing
pattern

for the phrase will be:

2.4.3/7

,

/A

w

&

w

oh., San .dy
Since this
patterns

is identical

for the full

L HM

to one of' the t·..ro possible
vocative

tune,

we again have a text and a tune associated
and we predict

the text-tu..~e association
oh,

2.4.3/8

I

L

Sandy

I I

H M

metrical

the one given in 2.4,3/3a,

with a single

metrical

pattern,

55
Which is aga.ln empirically
The stress
lowest level
level

correct.

pattern

of its

of the name "Alicia"

metrical

pattern

will be

2.4.3/9a

IA

Intuition

w

favors

matter,

yield

111

W 8

·I

9a, I think,

of the full

the identical

W

Alicia
but for our present

since both of the possible

in the scansion

versions

The higher-

R

Alicia

parts

w s w.

given below is permitted:

w s

it doesn't

us that the

16 not determined by anything we now know -- either

structure

of the possibilities

..

tells

structures

L HM vocative

(and corre.ct)

purposes
have c~unter-

chant,

and the two

association:

Alicia

2.4.3/10

I I I

L H M

In the three rather

.simple examples just

considered,

of elements in the tune and the number of syllables
been the same, and their

association

syllable

of the text

with a single

basis.

We have seen examples in which

is associated

as well as examples iu which several

in the text have

has been on a one-to-one

Obviously thi~ is not always the case.
a single

the number

textual

with two notes of the chant,
syllables

a~e associated

tonal element~

In such cases,

the metrical

and text will not be strictly

patterns

identical,

initially

assigned

to tune

but they will be "congruent"

·in a. sense that
examples will

should become clear
suggest

what this

name like
vocative

(at least

syllable,

elements

structure

at

we have been using).
examples,

What

is that

the

one for each of the tonal

M

If the text has final

as in the name 11McDuff 11 , a similar

stress,

occurs:

2.4.3/12

McDu - uff

/ l

L

The procedure
positions

H

I

M

of breaking
(receiving

melisma in musical parlance.
examples just

considered

"identity"

a single

the various

of tune and text

on to~ 0f t~e other,

syllable

into a number of

notes of a ttme) is called

The melisma which occurs in the two

might be treated

kind of con6?·uence of metrical
be laid

metrical

I

l

metrical

[sw] •

Jo --ohn

H

metrical

structure

in the 'tune:

.. 2.4.3/11

process

the minimal f ,rm of the

term that

two parts,

is,

chant is a monosyllabic

as we know f~om earlier

is ''broken" into

patterns

association.

has no internal

in the sense of that

happens in such a case,
monosyllable

for the vocative

H M., with the metrical

being a single

of some

of metrical

11

a ttme-text

As we have observed,

chant ttme is

"John,"
all

"John."

our text

Inspection

"congruence

and how it should be used to define
Suppose that

shortly.

in the following

Alicia

in examples like

patterns

11

one metrical

matching root for root,

way.
11

pattern

The
was a
could

node for node,
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and {in those cases)

terminal

element for terminal

consider

what happens when we try to achieve

metrical

patterns

f'or the vocative

2.4.3/13a

I\

chant t'l.ll'le and the text

of

"McDuff. 11

A

W

I

I

H

Now

such a congruence

13b

R

6

element.

Mc Duff

M

·I

If we begin with the minimal version
in 13a, and compare it to the metrical
root will

match root alright,

in one case,

and

13a is clearly

[ws]

to 13c.

13b, we mey- again match root to root,
expansion

is

(ws]

in both cases,

the two metrical

patterns

run out of text,

so to speak,

match by 'breaking"

the circled

nodes in 2.4.3/13b-13c,

of the text

to a tonal

Since in the vocative
into

two metrica.l

yielding

uni ts,

the identical

our attention

chant,

we might
(in theory,

down to the circled

nodes,

At this point we

the superimposition

is incomplete,

We might then complete the
Duff;

alternatively,

by achieving

a single

with two terminal

such syllables

are clearly

adopt the former alternative
superimposed)

we might

congruence down to

we have simply linked

constituent

to

time the initial

congruent.

syllable

our work is done, and that

syllable

If we transfer

so that

decide that

[sw]

must be aborted

incongrue1,ce.

the stressed

is

The attempt

are perfectly

but we have found no actual

expansion

and this

so that

chants

1;>attern of "McDu:f'f," in 13c,

but the initial

in the other.

not congruent

of the vocative

trees

below:

elements.
broken
for now,

2.4.3/14a

14b

l'A

R

fA

ws
w
McDu - uff

On this view, the ''breaking"
mite

(or perhaps more) would be an optional

performed at the point of assigning
view, according

the alternative
metrical

patterns

incongruence

is considered

, observed ''breaking"
at some later

of scansion,
pattern.

if no actual

In

of

metrical

element of the text may thus be
the

would bavg to be a secondary phenomenon, performed
derivation.

is actually

account of some cases in

while the second and third

syllables

the lowest level of the metrical
about the nature of metrical
structure

let's

is more than one syllable
''Pamela."

Its first

patterns

given below:

must be

will

turn our attention
per tone.

syllable

are unstressed;

pattern

assignment

of derived structures.

which there is more than one tone per syllable,

Consider the text

one, that

of the underlying

but only a property

to some cases wl:lere there

We Will argue

the correct

·Nowthat we have given a preliminary

the constituent

into two

node of the tune (or ~-versa),

second position

patterns,

syllable

trick

successful

"melisma" is not in general a property
of metrical

M

to which the superimposition

stage of the intonational

that this

W

LB

the text a metrical

is :fomd, and a terminal

superimposed on a non-terminal

later

of a stressed

WS

is stressed,
this means that

sww. Our hypotheses

impose on this

sequence
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'2.4. 3/15

8~

Pa

mel a

Ro other parsing
against

that

is possible.

In matching this

of the vocative-chant

"short form"

metrical

pattern

tune, we are forced to take the

HM, since the initial

expansion of the metrical

pattern

is (sw].

of the text

I

2.4.3/16a

R

/\

s

w

H

M

I

16b

I

Thus we achieve congruence down to the circled

nodes in 16b;

at this

point we run out of tune to work with.
any further,

Before proceeding
extremely

important

presently

under consideration

~

!!!!!

~

fact.

associated

The congruence established
implies~

with the last

2f. !Sl. series

~~last

we should take note of an

tae mid~
syllable

of unstressed

in the· example

.2f ~ vocative

of ''Pamela," and indeed

eyllables

following

the main

stress.
· This is exactly

the regularity

the syllables

following

is associated

with the last

of metrical

patterns

that we noted in 2. l/2d - - "if

the main stress

entails

are all

unstressed,

of them. " Our proposal
that

vi.11 always be parsed as indicated

about the nature

any sequence of the form
below:

the mid tone

[sw 1 ... w0

1
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2.4.3/17

8

I\

Our proposal

w
n-1

Wl•. •

B

that

text-tune

associations

establishing

congruence between metrical
,

the vocative

tune is to be associated

2.4.3/17,

the terminal

(that

with the last

is,

Thus this
associations

mid tone!!,!!

(which also,

right

like

if

that

with

in
.l!n,

out, holds for the Children's

principle,

or the initial

which might as well have
of the series

consequence

This is striking

about text-tune

of unstressed

of the most basic

confirmation

assumptions

that we are on the

track.
Returning

of example 2.4.5/16, in which

to our consideration

·we were matching the metrical
pattern

that

always be associated

pointed

an arbitrary

but an inescapable

of our approach,·

entails

with a structure

noted generalization
we

picked out the penultimate
syllables,

patterns

weak position).

previously

Chant) is no longer

are achieved by

of' the vocative

pattern

of "Pamela" to the metrical

tune "H M," we find a situation

to the one which we observed in the case of "McDuff,"
able to superimpose
but a single
constituent

tonal

the two patterns

without

element (the initial

which contains

two syllables

finding

rather

We have been
any incongruence,

H) is superimposed
("Pame-").

similar

on a textual

The observed

,.
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·I

pattern of association

is just what this

2.4.3/18

implies:

Pamela

y~

The association

of a single

tonal

element with several

may thus be seen as a kind of ~-melisma,
is ''broken" into a number of metrical
structure

of the corresponding

a choice between two views.
patterDG to be identity

down to terminal

Er.nti-melisma" as an option

superimposition
patterns

of metrical

in question

ence exists,
other;
derivation

which contains

one is wrong.

but would involve

text

is

posi.tion

would arise

It seems elegant

of word-boundaries,

the one in 20a below:

"cover" each

in the further

equivalent;

on a

in particular,

and appealing

complications

-~en,

the

incongru-

tone is superimposed

us in eome nasty complications

"oh, Alicia."

a

more than one syllable.

are not at all

An example of these

consider

do not completely

of a case in which a terminal
constituent

(i.e.

as long as no metrical

trees

view, "anti-melisma"

assignment

we could consider

successful

to be congruent)

These positions
first

patterns

of metrical

necessitating

in the initial

Alternatively,

even if the metrical

on this

textual

to tl.Ules.

Again, we have

the congruence

elements,

to be exercised

element

to match the metrical

of the text.

We coul.Q. require

11

of D1etrical patterns

in which the tonal

positions

portion

syllables

on the basis

in the abstract,

quite

quickly.

is easy to find.
of the stress

we have a metrical

the

pattern

Suppose our
pattern

and

something like
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2.1t..3/2oa

20b

R

R

I\

/1 A

S

/\~

WW

- W 8

W

oh, Alicia

SW

oh, A licia
20b is another

possible

one which might be preferred

metrical

pattern

or.. the basis

structure;

however, 20b has the definite

the natural

constituent

bowidary.

The fact

words suggests

that

structure

;eermitting
rule

of its

simple

of \he phrase,

this

the more real.

bowidary is all

involving

the struc~ure

out the structure

some sort
e.n erasure

in 20b.

it violates

indicated

to write

and

"alternating"

drawback that

that we are inclined

We might imagine that
take place here,

for the phrase,

by the word-

a comma between these

of cliticization

process

could

of the word boundary and thus

But it

seems improbable

in 20a as a possible

metrical

that we could

pattern

for this

text.
Given that
is easy to see that
circled

will

20a is at least
the portion

match the metrical

But if we follow the position
will

a possible
of the tree
pattern

suggested

of the text,

of the text,

tune

L H M. 11

11

above, in which "anti-melisma

we get the following

it

in -which the nodes are

of the vocative

be invoked when such a match relates

syllables

"scansion"

one tonal
result:

element to several

11

.
2.4.3/21

"1\

w

W 8

oh,

Alicia

I

W

I I I
H--H M

.L

l I !

I

w

8

R

The tune-to-text

association

Now', if we had chosen the option

the right

thus produced is clearly

wrong.

in 20b, we would have come up with

match-up:

2.J+.3/22

A
Aw A:w

s
s
ob, Alicia
I I l I

L

L HM

I WI 8I W'I

S

vv
wy

So we might try to find some
gentle

persuasion,

direction

on the scansion

are not, I think,

A much more promising

way

to insist,

in 20b.

by

main force or

The prospects

in this

very bright.
alternative

emerges if we allow the
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'Scansion represented
is a property
alternative

by 20a, but abandon the idea that

of tmderlying
treatment.

permitted

metrical

In this

the superimposition

even if terminal
terminals

elements

of the other.

patterns,

alternative

"anti-melisma"

and instead
treatment,

of metrical

trees

embrace the

remember,we

to be a congruence

of one tree w~re superimposed

on non-

For the example under consideration,

Will give us the following

thi&

match-up:'f

23b

2.4.3/23a
I

When we superimpose
the tonal

tree

are circled.
the terminal

"covers"

the portion

The initial

superi~osed

of giving

be consistent

of textual

of tune and text,
tree

on the syllable

this

textual

constituent

superimposition

with the empirically

in whlch the nodes

on the syllable

the s which immediately

on the non-termin~

have the option

patterns

L tone is superimposed

M tone is superimposed

B tone (or more precisely,

will

the metrical

cia,

oh,

and the medial

dominates

it)

is

[:1~]. We now

an interpretation

observed pattern

which

of tone-

assignment.
We will
that

all

(except

easily

accomplish

changes of pitch

this

feat

note of the fact

in the examples we have been considering

for the grace note in the Children's

The notion

by taking

Chant) take place on beats.

of ''beat" was one which we employed in our earlier,

intuitive

!

discussion

/

of tone assignment

have up to now left

in the Children's

out of consideration

the time has come to reintroduce
By the nature

o:f' things,

which are not beats.
''beat"

Likewise,

it.
beats

are strong

it must coincide

in the consti"tue;:it

element which is defined
This much will
will

in the more formal treatment;

Thus in the metrical

is to be defined,

in relation

constituent

to positions

[sw] , if a

with the strong

element.

[ ws] , it must again be the strong

as the beat.

be enough for ··•11oh, Alicia,"

be faced wit~ the problem of defining

in metrical

Chant, but which we

constituents

of arbitrarily

the position

great

/""/\

bu;; later

on we

of the ·~eat"

complexity,

e.g.

R

1\

S

W

S

/\

~·

The general
terminal

definition

elem.ent" in place

2.4.3/25

w

(adopting

the technical

o:f ordinary-language

"beat")

term "designated
is this:

The designated terminal element of a metrical
node N is that terminal element domin~ted by N
from N that
which is reached by a path starting
intersects
no nodes labelled W.

For all
designate~

'"

V

the kinds of rr.ctrical

terminal

always unique.

struct>.ires

we are allowing,

element of any given node always exists,

the

and is
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Now, we can express
to occur
linked

on the

''beat

the observation

by saying

II

(by superimposition

dtituent

of the text,

e:lement of that
between

it

attached

Then, tht

''oh, Alicia,

to the syllable
in 2.4.3/23,

established

patterns)

is to be attached

the H tone of the vocative
of the text

willI

tonal

gives

is
con-

terminal
in 2. 4.3/23

established

and the metrical

consti tuen.t

in the H tone being

Combined \·ti th the other·

this

el~ment

to the designated

reault

tend

with a metrical

linkage

tune,
11

li.

pi tch-croarlges

thR.t.. wl{;-;n a sing:e

of metrical

ccnstituent.

[:1~]

that

us the followt.rlg

as1rnciations

text-to-tum,

tnatching:

2.4.3/26

ob,

Alicia

I

I \

L

We will
rule

that

M

now need some sort

to ensure

pitch;

H

that
is,

the ini"tial

of assimilation
syllable

we need to assign

or "tone

of "Alicia"

will

by rule

the dotted

certain

textual

spreading"
be low in

line

in the

djagram below:

2.4.3/26

oh,

Alicia

L,, .-" I l

L

It will
out"

H

commonly occur

in the text-tune

M

that

association

patterns,

if that

asso~iation

The issue

cf how to determine

defined

i~ carried
the pitch

segments

by congruence

are

''left

of metrical

out in the waf we have suggested.
of these

"free"

syllables,

in

chants

and. in unchanted

E:.ections.

speech,

will

be discussed

a left-to-right

In most examples of chants,

of the kind schematized

in 2.4.3/26

will

trees
M

to example 2.4.3/16a-l6b.

of text

and tune,

repeated

tone of the ~une being linked

~bile

the

Htone

will

below for ciarity,
to the last

derived

that we have proposed,
with the designated

the left-to-right

I

in which a single

M

this

will

in the H tone

result

element of

tune-text

~:m:-J
,

association
rule will

28b

I

given

give thee

Pam~la

V I

M

H

We ought now to consider

syllables)

W

H

tone spreading

Pamela

H

well.

[P:m:J

in 28b.

association

(the circumstance

6

terminal

We thus have the underlying

2.4.3/28a

several

of the text,

on the constituent

/\

being associated

in ~8a below;

in the

R

By the rale

Pa.

of the metrical

results

syllable

2.4.3/'2'7a

namely

output.

of ''Pamela," begun in

The superimposition

be superimposed

in later

"tone spreading"

give the correct

We can now complete the derivatio~
reference

in detail

whether this

in which a single

syllable

corresponds

Suppose we adopt the following

treatment

tone corresponds

can be generalized

M
of "anti-melisma"

metrically

to

to ':!over melisma (the circumstance
metrically
general

to several

principle:

tones)

as
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2.4.3/29

Metrical

Association

If two metrical

Rule:

N1 is a _metrical node, E T1 , which immediately

and

dominates

a terudnal

element

ponds to a metrical
associated

. If

and

N1

then thei~

T1 and T2 are congruent,

trees

N2

e T2 , then A will be

wit.h the designated

N2 both immediat~ly

daughters

2.4.3/30

:-:ode

A , and which corres-

will

be associated

corresponds

terminal

element

dominate terminal
by this

material,

rule:

blah

to

I

H

If

is a single

N1

tone,

while

then {as in the cases previously
associated

with the designated

syllables
by further
2.

N2 will

in

rule

analyzed)
terminal

be free,

their

corresponds

I

blih

then rule
terminal
textual

is a single

2.4.3/29
of

syllables,

tune will

N2 , while

the rest

association

A _.

to

w

N1

the single

of

tonal

several

be
of the

being defined

if at all:

4. 3/31 .

Jf

N2 contains

will

syllable,
associate

N2 , while the rest

association

blih

I

H

s

\

blah
while

of the tones
by

contains

N2

the single

being determined

blah

syllable
in

further

N2
rule

several

tones,

with the designated
will

be free,

if at all:

their

1\

2.4·.3/32

corresponds

I

to

blah

consider

I

\

L

H

I

L

case is the one we are presently

how this

used earlier,

blah

w

s

B
This last

-+

N2

-/'(

mode of derivation

interested

in.

Let's

would apply to the example we

''McDuf'f":

2.4.3/33a

33b

R

w

/\

s

I

I

I

Mc , Duff

The metrical
port.ion

pattern

of the metrical

of the Metrical

of ''McDuf'i" corresponds

pattern

Association

of ''L H M."

Rule will

to the circled

Two simple applications

give us the Wlderlying

twie-text

association

2.4.3/34

Mc

Duff

L

B

/

in which the terminal
we will
line,

I

mid is a "free tone."

only need a rule
the dotted

2.4.3/35

line

M

or principle

To get the desired

which will

add another

output,

association

in the diagram below:

Mc Duff

I
L

r, .....
,

H

This may seem like

M

an unnecessarily

complex way to get a simple

70
result.

However, in more elaborate

involving

natural,

unchanted

association

will

be quite

discussing,

remaining

examples,

speech,

the resulting

complicated,

(in essence)

especially

those

patterns

of

and the system we are

valid,

will

~rove in the end

to be a simple way to get a complex result.
Our system will be °?oth conceptually
more adequate
~

if ue generalize

Rule, that

designated
Metrical

text

by introducing

of

the concept of a

Grids.

Chant, in addition
determinate
texts,

out earlier

association

like

its

ical

organization

of these

ordinary-language

patterning

of the terminal

difference

the vocative

pitches

sense,

"square"

hierarchical
systematically

organization

aspect

of this

6 version

8

in the temporal
of metrical

acccmpanyin.~
term in something

hierarchy.

patterns

that

The fact

that

can be seen in the
of the Children's
are identical

and weak elements,

patterns

hierarch-

and also a temporal

-- these versions
of strong

and a

~eaning both an abstract

of the "rhythm" are distinct

4

Our theory

We used this

elements

2 version

.

with their

and weak elements,

between the "lilting"

chant and the Children's

sequence of pitches

"rhythm."

of strong

two aspects

that

to a determinate

have a determinate

and its

on the basis

Associa-

Grid.

We pointed

first

elements,

and emp:l.rically

the idea behind the Metrical

and tune are associated

terminal

2.4.4 Metrical

these

simpler

Chant
in their

but differ

result.

has been intended

of the "rhythms" which we perceive

in these

to cover the
chants,

the

71
abstract

hierarchical

have said nothing

elements

of our metrical

is that

as an ordering

Qf "sequentiality

to it

We

of the terminal

about the temporal

the ordering
ir.. time.

is neither

11

of their

realization
terminal

Al though obvious,

necessary

elements

this

nor trivial,

of
is

property

and we will

return

later.
In ad.di tion

which the temporal
Let's

and weak elements.

patterns.

obvious fact

patterns

preserved

of strong

about the temporal patterning

One rather
metrical

organization

consider

to sequentiality,
realization

.-there are clearly

of the chants

other ways in

should be specified.

some examples:

2.4.4/la

lb

R

Aw

fJ J

R

f'A

s

Sandy

le

R

I

w

oh,

J

f'A

w
oh,

w
Sandy
s

IJ J I

J

s
w
San dy

I cJ dl

N.B. For ease of comparison in these examples,
one should set. a fixed
In the simple case of the vocative
the two syllables
ceptually

equal in length,

120.

on notes which are per-

Tt..ey are not necessarily

or even very close to it,

lem to the domain of psychology,

~ =

chant with "Sandy" as text,

of the chant are realized

equal in length.

tempo, say

objectively

but we may refer

this

prob-

and proceed.

If we expand our text· to "oh, Sandy," we find that we have
several

options

-- two easily

available

ones are given above.

We can
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.perform the three
notes,
that

syllables

as in lb,

of the chant on three

perceptually

or we can draw out the second and third

each is twice the length

of the first

the downbeat remains on the designe.ted

note,

equal

notes so

as in le.

terminal

element

Of course,

"San-" in all

cases.
In this
all

case,

syllables

the preferred

equal length.

which we prefer

to assign

option

However, it is easy to find a ca3e in
dissimilar

lengths

text:
2b

R
1,~6

/\

s

A

ey

t

J

s

Da vis

Jo

IJ

J

equal length

shorter,

of the previous

versions

The effect
for the vocative

although

Da

I .l

~s

'W

w
vis

~

/\

s

two syllables,

w

1

we would tend to

as before,

a way that

In 2b we se~ the result

/\

s

f~JlJv~l

I

syllables

w

Jo

is "Joey Davis,"

in such

R

but to ID6.ke

they add up together
•. This option
of making all

ls
the

while in 2c "Davis" is drawn out, preceded by either

the easiest

the standard

6

one of the longer

in 2a above.
equal,

text

t~ the last

to equal (perceptually)

ey

I ., ~

I

two syllables

schematized

~·

/\. w sI\

'W

s

'W

Jo

the first

although

of the

2c

R

'W

When the vocative-chant

syllables

to the syllables

...

2.4.4/2a

assign

seems to be lb, which gives

or most natural

of these preferences
chant -- apparently

or desired

deviation

of "Joey."

These versions

standard

possible,

one seems to be 2a.
is to maintain
this

form of the chant,

from this

are all

pattern

.J{ J

is for some reason

at least

is easily

a pattern

in rcy usage,

tolerated.

J/
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Examples could be multiplied,
to be able to outline
various

terminal

familiar

with,

is a pattern

the system which assigns

elements

a correspondence

but we have enough evidence

of a given chant.

be~ween metrical

which subdivides

familiar

from musical

the sort

that

is often

of the kind we have become

a metrical~-

intervals

notation;

of time,

A metrical
in the way that

we can represent

used to explain

to the

This system establishes

patterns,

and what we might call

durations

now

this

grid
is

it with a table

of

notation:

...
2.4.4/3a

0

d
.I

d

~

IJtJ

ttfJ

The different
to the different
etc.

an interval

note-values

levels

are simply e convenient

at which we divide,

of time.

are commonly permitted
convenience

J

J

Non~binary (especially

-- we leave them out,

like

time,

is in principle

any place

in it to start,

backward,

or up and dow11in the hierarchy,

and have available

In a system of temporal
sequence of temporal

logically

subdivide,

sub-subdivide

ternary)

divisions

at the moment, purely

for

of exposition.

The Grid,

fragment

way to refer

of the Grid.

intervals

patterns

-- we can pick

sequences

forward and

as we choose.

based on ~his premise,

must be assigned

(This way of looking

nor humanly necessary

infinite

various

some structure

at thillgs
alternative

any
as a

is neither
ways of thi.nking

74
about cutting
discussed

up time,

especially

in the section

For example,
for the vocative
following

on the ~ythms

the two sequences

of temporal

represent

the

-,

Now, one might well ask how we know that
in 4a should be aligned

,nth

the next higher

J .J~

the sequence

level

d
than in this one: J J J

in this

fashion:

d

,I

, rather

a position

in the Grid which coincides

is stronger
notes

represented

.'?.·······.
cJ,·/"cJ
........-cJ
. _,i
~ i~
.,-;.i.I J J
.....

4b

cl .,...d....
J :~
.....J- ....i:.

JJ

intervals

of the Grid:

0

d

will be

of Speech).

che~t "oh, Sandy" in 2.4.4/lb-lc,

fragments

2.4.4/4a

as they apply to language,

than one which does not,

corresponds

of the chant.
stress"

.

to the strongest

The rejected

with a position

d

J J

in the metrical

d

J

occupied by the other
Thus the Grid has its

not to be viol~ted
associated

structure

metrical

pat·i;ern.

is quite

simple.

designate

two syllables

own intrinsic

in the process

"stress

formed (as a hum, if you like)

temporal

This temporal
by person A.

pattern,"

note-values

The reason for the existence

d .

pattern

weaker than the

in the Grid) for the terminal

as a half-note,

quarter-

in the chant.

of finding

Imagine a single

level

would cause the "main

of "oh, Sandy" to occupy a grid position

position

on a higher

and the second of the three

position

alignment

The reason is simple:

(and their

elements

of' this

interval,
interval

which is

of a

"stress

pattern"

which we will
is to be per-

We imagine dividing

this

75
interval

into two parts,

temporal

intervals

our original

(a state

of affairs

which is symbolized

they must arrange

signal,

,J .J

humruing together.

to start

person A begins his

Some time later,
start

his second one;
time.

he still

) , then the
In order to

at the same time.

cl ,

At the

and person B begins his

person B mus-f break L,.f'f his first

note and

however, person A has no particular

duty at

Now, if person B had decided not to perform his second note,

wouid have had to coordinate

with his partner,

in a sense,

the beginning

equivalent

with the beginning

to that

higher-level

is even more marked if the "performance"
without

temporal

performers

staying

of a higher-level
note.

note

perso.! ,!:

(clap)

person~:

(clap)

like

note

This equivalence

is in terms of some medium

power, such as hand-claps.

had clapped in a pattern

2.4.4/5

of his first

but the same .is not true of his second half-interval.

Thus the note which coincides
is,

of the

J

first

that

Now, if we adhere to

.J .J is a "division"

the sequence

will begin and end their

this,

prearranged

This sequence of

d

two performers
coordinate

J J

as

is to be hummed by peraon B.

idea that

J

original

symbolized

If our two

that below,
(clap)
etc.

this

meaning of the vertical

(clap)

organization

(clap)

(clap)

of our grid diagrams would

be even clearer.
Fundamentally,

-1ur explanation

be found in the temporal

realization

for the various
of the vocative

possibilities

to

chant will be simply
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that

some alignment

metrical

pattern

stress
place

pattern

with a metrical

of the chant is not in conflict
of the grid.

to go into detail

This point

about this

The idea of the metrical
in order to describe
~d

also,

we will

it at this
to point

stage
out its

introduced

argue,

in our exposition

process,

in the proceedings

is not the

however.

of the temporal

of speech.

relationship

with the intrinsic

grid must be introduced

the facts

in the preceding

Let's

grid must be found in which the

eventually,

organization

But one reason

for introducing

is somewhat different

to the'Metrical

of chants,

-- we wish

Association

Rule

2.4.3.

section,

one of the examples which led us to that

re-examine

2.4.4/6a

6b

rule:

R

f'A

w
L

As the reader

will

ing a congruence bevteen
6b matches the portion
Metrical

Association

association

recall,

s
H

we began our derivation

the metrical

patterns

of text

w
M

by establish-

and tune --

of 6a in which the nodes are circled.
Rule then told

us that

the resulting

The

pattern

of

would be:
oh, Alicia

2.4.4/7

f

L
But the necessity

of aligning

I

H

dear

I

M

the chant with a metrical

grid

77
tell

us the same thing.

There are various

ment of note-values

to this

in musical

and as grid fragments:

notation

2.4.4/8a

possibilities

for assign-

ch~nt -- a few of them are given below,

8c

8b

°",\

~ i c.l A. de,...,.

ol., A-\ i c.io. c:la
iw
0

'

J

.I J J' .. J Jd
J.
IJlJf I @

J

~,J~J,JJ
. 1' "' t ..:t..,.
Note:

--·

<r•-.

These various
position

state

versions

in the chant,

always aligned
fragment.

That this

of affairs,

have in common that

the syllable

should be true

by assumption,

which is the strongest
is not surprising

the metr1cal
stress

to the fundamental

Suppose, for example, the strongest
with the first

syllable

imagine the chant performed
of where the tune goes):

the strongest

11 (as well as the high tone)

with thP. inherent

which would be antithetical

aligned

all

with a grid position

would be in conflict

pattern.

..

t t .'tt 't
-- . ·in these examples, we do not insert a time-signature
for the same reason that it is not don~ in recitative-a time-signature
implies constraints
on the s.tructure
of the metrical grid which don't exist in the context
of natural speech, and the vocative chant partakes of
this freedom.
The Children's
Chant, on the other
hand, is constrained
in the way implied by a timesignature.
-------

of Alicia,

in the

-- in any other

pattern

of the chant

pattern

of the grid,

nature

is

of a metrical

grid position

were

as symbolized below (we can

in a monotone, to eliminate

the question

78

2.4.4/9

d
d
..............•

:'J.--~··
'j ...j"JJ
Then the CJB.ina~ress
weaker grid position
name "Alicia."

of the chant would be aligned

than the totally

It is clearly

unstressed

at odds with

to the node labels

strong

on a weaker grid position

A similar

syllable

the nature

ship wh,ich corresponds
element to fall

first

strong

and weak, for the
than the weak one.

argument holds for the alignm~nt

o~ the text

grid.·

Thus, the fact

are associated

each of them fndividually
whatever.fragment

of the tune of the

must be associated

of the metric

with a metric

tune will proceed
Association

Rule."

grid,

develop a more precise

theory

be cast aside as an automatic

in

follows

from the fact

that

with the same position

in

grid is utilized.
that
ensures

in the way specified
Therefore

position

the H tone and the main stress

with each other,

In other worns, the fact
is aligned

that

of the

of the relation-

chant -- the H tone can go nowhere but on the strongest
the metrical

with a much

the chant,
ihat

text

and tune together,

the association

in Rule 2.4.3/29,

we are entitled

of text

and

our ''Metrical

to expect that when we

of "grid alignment,"

rule

2.4.3/29 will

consequence of an independently

necessary

process.
We might be tempted to go even farther,

and to suppose that

a
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theory

of the alignment

we need, enabling
patterns,

of texts

us to dispense

congruence,

etc.

and t'.l!les with metrical

grids

is all

with the whole t•.pparatU& o:f' metrical

To yield

to this

temptation

would be a

mistake.
The initial
is All" is that
m~trical

argument against
a theory

patterns

independent

o:f' grid alignment

associated

theory

the position

specifying

metrical

is required.

stress

for texts

which would govern their

this

point,

and tunes
independent

and thus with each other.

the existence

of

-- thus some

patterns

:f'or texts

and tunes

allowing

some way of indicating

(an SPE-type notation,

o:f' "congruence"

for example)

~lignment with a metrical

'lhis position

from the on~ we have been constructing
notion

aligned

11

-,

But one might grant
relative

presupposes

with the things

the Grid

which says

grid,

would most crucially
in

this

between the metrical

chapter

patterns

differ

in that

of text

no

and tune

would be involved.
'!here are three
and all
1}
will

arguments against

of them are fairly

The independent

strong

alignment

general

will

of text

come out together,

be var:ous

not possible

and tune with a metrical

For example, suppose that
2.4.4/lb,

with each other.

but beyond this

fet:1.sible grid alignments

for t.une and text

"congruenceless"

position,

ones.

not always cause them to be aligned

stresses"

this

to make their

point,

i~ "oh, Sandy," the text

while the tune to.ok the option

The "main
there

in a given case,
choices

in 2.4.4/lc,

grid

will

in

and it

is

independently.
to0k the option
thus yieldi.n~:

in
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2.Ji..4/9

One might be able
come, but the prospect

to give an interpretation

is a messy one.

align.'Ill.mt of tllD.e ar.d text
t°t'ere is nothing

will

to prevent

the stress

pattern

100,

can easily

be metricall,

2.1.:..4/)a

'>nly role

9c

H M
for

the

Out theory,

~ssociateC:.

witn

0

d

d

grid
texts

"congru~nce-les~~"
as it

stands,

primarily
and tunes

r =ingle

thE" :lesignated
hes given

relies

temporal

it

an initiflJ

function).

ou·f~.

The

or tune is flnally

of a metrical
associat:lon.

,J.nd unamb:i.gucusly performed

proce1:,s, as we have puinted

of

on, for our theory,

of text

·;ermine.:!. element

pa~terning

proper

associatj

element

would be very hard

on the pro,!t..Ss of align-

(which is its

termlnal

d

J J j J
H
M

theory

to define

of g,.·.~d align ...ent in tune-text
that

of 9c:

0

'Pa.""e 1~

up.

while the tune can

,J .J .J ~

will. &.lways be accura.tely

alignment

as that

d

with which congruence
task

as in 9a,

d
d
J J J· J

is ~o ensure
associated

I I '

HM

aligned

9b

--

"Pamela " for instance,

text.,

0

ment with a metrical
already

c.,f the

the independent

rest.J. t in "Wrong ,;.ssociations

of 9b as easily

the alignment

11hene difficulties
to pat~h

often

worse,

the association

since

be given

Still

to such an out-

constitUf~n':.
This last

by the

81
2)

It is intuitively

coincide.

a fact

could be phrased,

phrased

W (SW).

between their

patterns.

(based primarily

necessary

on their

have a phrasing

of its
without

that

the association

conflict
of this

sort

ill-formed
the structure

at this

point

of congruence
that

structure),

texts

do have

and since a

simply aB a melody

the requirement

of congruence there

phrasing

of tune and text.

patterns

are created

theory will

simp~.er uni ts with the text
We will

of unchantea

by

ensure
does. not

give many examples

speech -- for purposes

in the discussion,

song, in which the textual

of the tune:

in phrasing

own,,performed

own structure.

in our discussion

nursery

coincidence

ones, the congruence

of these

wit.h the text's

exen,plification

2.4.4/10

simpler

in which

the chants we have looked at can

In cases in which complex intonational
together

situation,

is clear

syntactic

would seP.w to be no bar to divergent

stringing

and tune

(W S) W, while the tune was

Since it

which underlies

with no words attached,

3)

of text

is expresl3~d in the requirement

metrical

tune such as that

for example,

This intuitively

between tune 8.1'.ldtext

certainly

the ''phrasing"

It is hard to imagine a quasi-polyphonic

the text

phrasing

that

of

we might concoct an
phrasing

is at odds with

82
While this
bespeaks

type of incongruence

a sophistication

we will

argue,

ordinary

is musically

possible,

beyoud the reach of the nursery,

beyond the reach of the intonational

it
and also,

patterning

of

langnage.
These arguments seem to me to be strong

congruence

tneor.y of tune-text

hypothesis.

Hbwever, if the hypothesis

take note of one further

association

at least

a

as a working

is indeed to work, we need to

wrinkle.

As we have defined
tune-text

associatlon,

enough to motivate

congruence;

will

there

are certain

simply be i1;1possible.

cases in which

Here is a simple

example:
~.4.4/lla

If our text
face a prc 1 1lem.

10A

,.

ws

oh,

Alonzo

W

Davis

for the vocative

The expansion

SW

chant is ''oh, Alonzo Davis,

of the root is (w s)

however, the subsec;,uent expansj_on of the

tune;
text

llb

R

is

[ws] ,

while in the tune it is

The empirical

fact

the vocative

tune.

that

kinds of texts

certain

chanted

(or,

as

we

is that

Indeed,

will

see,

(s

6

11

in both text
position

and

in the

w]

it is possible

to set this

text

it would be unfort ttTif>k if it turned
simply were "unmetrical,"
:iaid).

we

and couldn't

to
out
be

83
There are two ways in which we could arrive
between the trees
out metrical
structure
portion
that

lla

in

conflict):

of

lla,

of it.

first,

Certain

Of course,

concerns

or "skip over" a.
now consider,

~

there

occupies

in all

cases the strongest

are two types of
a stronger

position

J JJ

pattern

is

~

there

are three

pattern

t

~

I

I

0h, Alonzo Davis,"

'beats,"

three

beats

to the text.

while in the other

In one

case the

I

"oh Alonzo Davis.

11

We have seen other examples of optionality
of a metrical

pattern

"the placement

and kind of stresses

pattern)

J J
J~

quarter-note

with respect

11

I

is

0"Noh:z.o Do.vis

cases,

in a differf,nt
is

of all

is

J

of which the second is the downbea.t - .. however, these

case the pattern

position

J

-~~ J A/ot-2.0 J)a.vi S

In both of these

position

12b

J J
J J

Jli

of

of the p:t..rase , uDa-".

J

are arranged

suggests

grid alignments

of Alonzo, and those in which its

2.4.4/l2a

.

them with-

the constituent

some of the possible

we observe that

occupied by the main stress

J
J

superimpose

which we will

-- those in which

than the main stress
weaker.

is,

we could rearrange

.evidence,

In particular,

such alignments

(that

are possible.

This evidence
chant.

llb

and second, we could ignore

both options

this

and

at a congruence

(e.g.,

in

always remained constant

2.4.4/8).

However, in these

in the text
-- in thjs

ing of "oh" and "Alonzo" has changed.

in the grid alignment

(i.e.,
case,

i. ts

other

cas~s,

metd cal

the relative

stress-

84
· The metrical
entails
half

that

for

"oh" is stronger

of the highest

position

pattern

"oh, Alonzo Davis" given in 2.4.4/lla

than "Alonzo,"

constituent

in the tree,

expar..ded at a lower level.

with most non-lexical

words, is by its

the element it modifies.
!'Alonzo" (a process
although

in this

Therefore,

nature

it is the weak

while

"Alonzo" is a weak

oh,

11

11

as is the case

weak with respect

if we were to reparse

to

it with

which could be seen as a kind of 11cliticization,

case it does not necP.ssarily

the word boundary),
the strong

The word

since

in the resulting

..structure

involve

the deletion

11

of

"Alonzo 11 would become

position:
R

2.4.4/13

w:\
/).J-_A

W

WSW

SW

oh Alonzo
Because of the nature
is impossible;

Davis

of metrical

patterns,

a constituent

because of the natur~ of "oh," the pattern

*R

2.4.4/14

w

s

oh
is impossible;
structure,

thus,

the structure

ti\

ws w
Alonzo

given t.he c.ecision
in 2.4.4/13

to rearrange

is unavoiuable.

cc:,nstituent

[ww]
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Given that

the constituent

structure

is rearranged,

the grid

pattern

of the phrase.

alignment

J

J
J J

} IJI

J J

2.4.4/15

is now compatible
alignment

is,

incidentally,

unimportant,
strong

with the metrical

nonlexical

position.

in some ways preferable
monosyllable-'"oh"

In fact,

(or some other

thia

one compatible

.. does seem more natural
occupied a. stronger

positioL

that

metrical

of the vocative

tree
We will

covstituent

tree

find that

structure

specifically
We will

examine this

logically

motivated

inherent
of certain

texts.

can easily

this

in

of this

to the

tune.
type of rearrangement

such as "a/an,

"cliticization"

of metrical

11

types of words,
"the,"

relationship

"is

of the vocative
that

on.

of how to deal with the

tune and the metrical
there

etc.

II

to the phono-

of these wordL, later

to our discussion

We suggested

grid align-

2.4.4/13 is possible.

be ma.de congruent

phenomenon, and its

incongruence

2.4.4/13)

in

2.4.4/12a, in whic~1 "oh"

reanalysis

elements

Let us now return

of the chant

pattern

commonly occurs with certain

nonlexical

such a

,han "Alonzo."

the metrical

metrical

occupies

organization

(and indeed preference)

The resulting

-- the relatively

no longer

with the metrical

than the one in

Thus the existence

ment·suggest

temporal

This grid

pattern

were two ways to cope with

•
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this

situation,

text,

either

to reanalyze

or (alternatively)

to ignore

metrical

pattern

argued that

in establishing

reanalysis

does take place.
arise

a possible
original

structure

of the

or skip over a portion

of that

the congruence.

of the metrical

pattern

nonlexical

grid ali~ment
metrical

for

constituent

pattern

"skip over" certain

pattern

are enclosed

Furthermore,

does exist
the

sections

the portion

in which reanalysis

we need to be able to

of the tree.

Thus in the

we can achieve

of thP tree

congruence

1Ti th

in which the nodes

in parentheses:
16b

R

w

oh,
New, obviously,
that

our convenience.

(w('\
/µ,_I\

(w){s) (w)

s w

Alonzo

Davis

R

f'A

(S)

material

there

incongruity

is not to be invoked,

of "oh, Alonzo Davis,"

2.4.4/16a

to the point

difficulties

structih-e.

incongruous

the tune if we disregard

sometimes

"oh, Alonzo Davis" -which implies

To cover those cases of tune-text

metrical

of the text

words, and thus do not lead themselves

of the sort we outlined.

of the metrical

We have just

However, many examples in which similar

do not involve

to a reanalysis

the metrical

w

s

w

L

H

M

we do not want to weaken our idea of congruence

any subpa~t of any metrical

can be ignored

{J.) we do net want to sk.ip over

In particular:

unlese we are forced

tree

to,

(2) we do n0t want to skip over

at

discontinuous

material,

2.4.4/17

/\<\
Jl>1.r 'K

and(3)

as in the ca~e below,

I\

=

s (W)ls){w)

( s) w

s

w

Aloysius,

darling

AL

ing

we want to ensure that

constituents

R

in question

line

terminals

up with each other,

of the

so that we wolild

2.4.4/16a a; follows:

not want to parenthesize

2.4.4/18

the designated

R
. s)

(w(\

/), ~

w
(w) s w
oh, Alonzo
since

that

be associated

would cause the ma.in stress
with a secondary

All three

of these

simple reinterpretation

2.4.4/19a

(s)lw)
Dovis

stress

desiderata

of the notion

If T1 and T2 are metrical

of the tune (the high tone)

to

of the text.
will

follow

jf we adopt this

rather

of congruence:
trees,

then their

roots

correspond.

19b

If the nodes Ni and N. correspond, and their daughters
match in node labels,Jthen
the left daughter of N,l.
corresponds to the left daughter of Nj , and the
right daught~r of Ni corresponds to the right daughter
of Nj•

19c

If the nodes Ni and Nj correspond, and N1 is iambic
(i.e. has the for~ [w s] ) v;hile Nj is trochaic (i.e.

88

2.4.4/19c

has the form (sw] ) , then Nj corresponds
right (i.e.
strong) daughter of N1 .

If every node of T1 corresponds
to some node of T2 ,
then T1 and T2 are congruent,
and 'the set of
correspondances
betweei their nodes is a congruence.

19d

The tirst,

second and fourth

:-re simply a formalization
assuming all
the

along.

"skipping"

or

been discussing.
a unique

11

lgnoring

It

will

of congruence

of congru~

between the vocat.ive
As we will

text-tune

It has another

interesting

of the initial

which we have

with the addi~ion

will

of metrical

tm1e and the original

trees

reanalysis.
corres-

.i;'arsing of "oh,

3, it (along with the Metrical

of Gri'l alignme.nt
correspondences

with the same eff'ect)
in general.
- ·· a reanalysis

application

optionality

2.4.4/2oa

tune.

of -:he
Remember

had to be invoked:
20b

H

If we apply our new di::!finition
the init!al

of 19c,

gi~e us the right

low tone in the vo~ative

the kind of case in which this

to handle

between any two metrical

see in chapter

Rul1:::, or a theory

we have been

is designed

constituents

of any possibilities

give us the right

optionality

of the above definition

(19c)

of certain

is now defined

This definition

Association

11

clause

s~ould be cleartthat

independent

Alonzo Davis."

clauses

of the notion

The third

congruence

rhat~0ever,

pondances

to the

low tone will

of congruence

M

to 20a and 20b above,

be le$.1.'tou.,• o f cons id ~ration,

and the

89
congruence will be established
trees.

This will

define

2.4.4/21

among the circled

the following

H

rules.

make a contribution
the main stress

whose ultimate

We have yet to discuss

but it is easy to see that
to the phonetic

fate

the operation

is the initial

and not some other

not an insignificant

rising

.

tone which will

of congruence

in

their
text

of its

elements.

chant which is optional,
w
s w
Since the pattern
(Tl) T2 T3
melodies,

to introdu,~c
chapter

We will

some other

as exemplification
return

ideas;

but they have served

sections,

some of the ends Jeft

our consideration

a~tempt to tie

of the intonation

for our thecry

to them in later

have been allowed to dangle with these

we will

is

We have not by any means explained

speech.

purpose,

Before beginning
speech,

this

result.

about the tw0 chants we have discussed,

association.

a reason

low tone of the vocative

unchanted

expo3jtional

L to

II

occur on

2.4.4/19 offers

It is now time to move on to a consideration

everything

of cluch

they might cause the "free

will be shown to be a common one for intcnational

of ordinary,

is in the hands

of such an example, aci then disappear.

Thus, the definition
wh:,· it

association:

M

The L is now a "free tone",

rules,

text-tune

Srpi d~

L

of further

nodes of the two

at least

cus~ion into a neat knot of summation.

of tuneusing them

loose in this

discussions

in mind.

of the tunes of or1~fr:..ary
the major threads

of our dis-

90

Summary .2f the Principles

2.5

of Tune-Text Association.

We began with the assumption
aspects,

involves

of looking

the association

at things

common ground, primarily
strings

of (static)
Starting

theory

abstractions

assumptions

II

II

(segmental)
differ

thr.:-ugh an examination

Texts and tunes individually
which are hierarchical

organizations

elements,

in the form of trees.

These ~etricel

differ

will

1:,.swell.

be explo:red in greater

Burnet,

The basis

of these

exactly

200 years

over

Some of our

of tune and text,
"chants."

with ~etrl~al

of strong
patterns

and weak
are in some

as these are commonly understood,
The relationship

detail
metrical

in a later
patterns

of these

two concepts

section.
is Jndoubtedly

ago, 5 callP.d "a natural

what J'a.1.~es

propensity

in the

human mind to apply number and measure to eve1y thing we hear;
indeed to every thing,
being that

by

as it is a neceosary

which intellect

accepted

a specific

of certain

are associated

~atterns,

pa1;terns,

be understood

to view tunes as well-ordered

which govern the association

may be summarized as follows:

but obviously

will

we have proposed

This theory

t0 stress

in the. field;

lengths .•. "

we propose
5"
segme1~ts.

and justified

ways similar

This way

II

somewhat from the generally

from these assumptions,

of the principles

an d a "t ex.t

patterns

in that

tonal

in one of its

••. which are distensible

exemplified

1)

tune

"intonational

spans of differing

other background

intonation,

common and well-accepted

that

here to be suprasegmental
grammatical

of a

is fairly

(1970) writes

thus Bailey

that

creates

operation

to itself

its

and

of' intellect,
proper

objects.

11
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Burnet continues:
any opinion

or determinat~on

instinctive.

2)
their

The condition
metrical

the Metrical

~

grid,

metrical

patterns

4)

tune-text

for an account

additional

the Metrical

association,

association

will be dis~ussed

In conjunction

defines

with

super-

the under-

introduced,

and

of the temporal

the concept of alignment

in 2) above, may have "free tones"

deal with such .massociated
principles

Grid wa.s informally

explains

it.

In some cases,

any conflict

elements.

In addition,

and indeed supercedes

sketched

earlier.

on the other without

of tune and text

terminal

we argued,

The underlying

and a tune is that

2.4.3/29, the (congruent)

as the basis

of the chants.

of a text

it

rhythm .•• "

Rule g~ven fn

of a Metrical

patterning

of all

to

call

node labels.

of their

argued to be necessary

you properly

or (metrical)

of the metrical

The notion

I think,

in a sense defined

must be superimposed

Association

of the mind is previous

the foundation

be congruent,

structure

associations

3)

of the will,

on the asso.ciation

patterns

of constituent

imposition

propensity

This ts undoubtedl,t

Roughly, one tree

lying

"And as this

elementc.
in a later

Association

established
and/or

principles
1he nature
section.

"free

with

Rule,

by the process

syllables."

may be necessary

to

of these additional

92

3.

The Tunes of Ordinary
Appearances

the preceding

perhaps

chapter

to the contrary,

were not a theory

of songs using certain
the beginnings

Speech.

fixed melodies

of such a theory).

serve as the basis
now redeem that

they might stand as

They were instead

by applying

in

about the improvisation
(although

of an investigation

intent

the ideas developed

of English

the metrical

intended

int~nation.
theory

to
We will

of tune-text

!

association

to examples drawn from unchantea

Throughout this
answers to the questions
a liating

of all

of words.

although
we will

w~ ~'ill

is primarily

raised

in chapter

1, rather

discuss

basis,

in a way which permits
rather

intonation,
the orderly

cussed in secti0n

especially
task\

however,

types of tunes:
Since our goal is

we will

structure

exposit~on

in a systematic

this

of the key poinbs

fashion.
of certain

different

3. l

simple tunes.

in Some Simple Cases.

the tur~e of. our example 1.2.2/4,

below ( in a slightly

a given string

than in a way which would set out the various

Tune-Text Association
Consider

is an importaut

such a "dictionary."

We begin with an examination
3.1

than to construct

lexicon,"

a wide range of different

of English

to develop

"ways of saying"

of an "intonational

to write

a theory

of English

different

theoretical

not attempt

in the theory,
"tunes"

our intent

The development

to construct
section

section,

the possible

one with an adequate

speech.

verslon

which is reproduced

- - tne difference

, Boundary Tones.

will

be dis-
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3.1/1

r

.f:.,j

lis~

I

We observed
intonation

of this

is perfectly

in chapter

one that

example might be somethin~ like

obvious -- what else

Ivan. Sag and I argued that

in two kinds of circumstances
ing surprise"
is reiundant

3.1/2a

the use of this

or "where the speaker

of Indirect

tu..11eis a.ppropria-c.e

"where the speaker

is suggesting

9pcech

that

is express-

the utterance

These are some of tbe examples we gave:

9peaker walks into~
and says:

£22!!!, is shocked£!.!:.!!_~ Eaint

"My God - - the blackboard

2b

Disambiguation

-- either

or unnecessary."

''what I'm saying

could the answer be?"

In our paper The Inton~tional
Acts,

the meaning added by the

Speaker A:

''What_color

Speaker ~:

"I've

's painted

orange ! "

is the blackboard?"

told you e. thousand times --

job,

,

-------~

the blackboard 's 1>ainted orange !

2c

:,~!"

( understood:

to tell

I shouldn't

even have

you .•• )

----------"'-

2d

''Well, butter ll\Y parsnips!"
believed it •• , )

(understoo~:

2e

Speaker ~alks ~ friend's
oriental
carpet, and savs:,

!:..2.2~,observes

I never would've

beautiful

new

..

''Where'd you get the rug?"
2f

Speaker and friend have been discussing friend's~~·
Speaker suggests the purcha 2~ of matching !1.mners. .Priend.
asks how they~
find anft.hing to match. Speaker says:

--~

''Where'd you get the rug?" ( under8tood:
have more of the same stuff ••. )

Obviously,

We ~lso gave some examples in vhich the use of this

they would

tune would

hot be appropriate:

3.1/2

White House functionary
an:iounce:

"Ladies and gentlemen,
This tune is included
book, Intonation
to an adequate

podium to

the Marines have invaded Abyssinia."

in the system of O'Connor and .Arnold ( whose

of Collcg.uial
intonational

mounts press-conference

English,

lexicon)

'

is the nearest

as ''Tone Group 3."

thing

available

(N.B.

Only

95
those

of· their

examples

Head II appears

are : elevant
twie

su..:prise/redundancy
compatible

!£

for

hypothes.ls
with

this

something

course

The primary

is absent
in order
quite

particula.r

tune of "querulous

distinction

to argue

pleasant

but

the thread

-- we cited,

rather

similar

of the

as the
but is

single

protest,

"affronted

surprise."

examples

the atti tud.e expressed

"reaction

such an obvious

{querulous,

l'.'uns through

in fact,

11

that

of negativity

... ) that

out

their

like

by this

ac~ount

the one below
tu.'1e could

be

and positive:

this

is a difference

some of the examples

body of their

they

or. disgruntled

to tfie listener,"

~.s that

that

examples,

"i:I.'hat's the most bea'.ltifal
hat
and enthusiastic
comp) ment)
Perhaps

account

by Sag and. nwself,

''wa.rmth-_s:ri tiC.'al surprise

cri t~ _::al, :affronted
from ours

Tbeir

to be as condensed

suggested

not have occurred

disgruntled,

discussion).

Low

11

it.

unexpecte~,"

should

group in which the optional

does not attempt

Commenting on various
"senses"

tone

to tbis

4

meaning of this

quite

o.f this

text

they

give

I've

between
jn

~

ever

British

the pattern

(whi::h bas a primarily

to the example we have just

seen!"

and American
drills

pedagogical
cite~

(as a warm

in

that
intent),

J.1/3,

usage,

form the
are
For example:

3.1/4

Verbal Context:
Drill:

I ~ould hardly
It's

N.B.

What do you think

nothing

believe
less

my

of his latest

painting?

eyes --

than a masterpiece.

This example is given with a sketched pitch contour,
which is atheoretical
but fairly easy to read, in
place of O'Connor and Arnold's original
notation,
·which is somewhat mystifying to the uninitiated.
Along
with the theory of intonational
description
which underlies it, this notation has a number of very interesting
aspects, whlch we will discuss tn a later section .

..

Tb.us it seems that
accompanies

the attitudinal

the use of this

but simply a reflection

negativity

tune is not an essential

of the nature

that

his utterance

is unnecessary,

The reason for giving
of this
real

tune,

is that

linguistic

entity

either

of its

meaning,

it is necessary

surprise,

or an implica-

an examination

of the meaning

or both.

so elaborate

here,

part

of many of the circumstances

in which a speak.er would wish to project
tion

which often

to demonstrate

whose properties

that

are a fit

there

is some

object

of study .

..

We must show that

among all

the possibl.e

pitch

contours

been given to tokens of the examples we have cited,
options

represented,

natural

class.

the particular

If this

dict

the properties

If it

is not true,

is true,

then such a prediction

the particular

we have chosen,

then the fact

of the members of this

Thus the exemplification
section

versions

which could have

class

that

form a

our theory

can pre-

is an important

is of no importance

result.

at all.

which we have given so far in this

should be seen as an argument that

O'Connor and Arnold's

Tone
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Group 3, our surprise/redundancy
word, a unit

such argument,

It is well known that

everyone will

ours is essentially

to state

agree that

mean something.

there

utterances,

of word,

precision,

is based on our ability

yet

it does

to recognize

in which it may occur,

which is common to -ehese otherwise

and which contributes

to intuition.

sort

is a word "game," and that

This agreement

feature

an appeal

with theoretical

word as an element of any utterance

abstract

of intonational

the meaning of a more conventional

"game," is difficult

this

is a sort

of meaning.

Like~

e.g.

contour,

quite

as an

different

something towards their

final

inter-

pretation.
All we require
the reader
o.n

from the discussion

be convinced

abstract

feature

that

there

exists

so far in this

section

is that

an intonational

unit,

a "tune,"

which is common to the otherwise

examples we have cited,

and which.contributes

rather

different

something to their

communicative value.
If this
lying

point

form of this

texts.

is granted,
tune is,

On the surface,

low pitch
stressed

main stress

we Ree two crucial

Given our hypothesis
tonal

tune must be underlyingly

to ask what the under-

features:

high pitch

with a subsequent
that

associated
associated

fall

represented

this

surface

as /L H L/.

with a
with the

to low pitch

tunes are underlyingly

elements,

with various

1) a relatively

of the utterance,

and 2) a relatively

of the utterance,

of static

can proceed

and how it is to be associated

at or near the beginning
syllable;

sequences

we

again.

well-ordered

description
The fact

of the
that

the

high pitch
metrical

falls

on the main stress

pattern

of this

similar

tells

us that the
w s w
of) /L H L/.

tune must be (some parsing

Thus our "surprise/redundancy"
which is quite

of the text,

S/R) tune has a structure

(henceforth

to that

of the vocative

chant,

which, the reader

WSW

will
their

recall,

was given as

patterns

3.1/5a

/L HM/.

of association

There~ore,

with texts

should match -- and they do:

5b vocative

text:

/)\

tune:

ey

w
L

Da

The metrical
circled-node

portion)

pattern

Association
vocative

3.1/6a

of the text

the metrical

and the surprise/redundancy
Metrical

tune.

tune:

R

f'A

tune:

s

w

w

s

H

M

L

H

w
L

Joey Davis" matches (iu its

11

pattern

common to the vocative

The resulting

Joey Davis

I

for these

5c S/R

tune

associations,

by the

S/R tune:

Joey Davis
I
\ I

Rule, are these:

L

F0 contours

we would expect that

6b

I \

HM

L

HL

two cases are given below:

3.1/7a

,r:-,..~
Yo - e 'j

J) tt. -

s
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3.1/Tb .

..

To - e· ~

s

-----f-----~----~-----1----:.------1

..•
Both of these
pattern

predicted

·· examples differ

results

are consistent

in 3.1/6a-6b,
in various

but the chanted and non-chanted

ways that

1) In the chanted example, the tonal
(approximately)

level

pitches,

This was exactly

attracted

us.> since the elements
of these

2) In order for this
underlying

are considerably

lengthened.

to be about as short
natural

example is only

810

is

represented

tunes,

as

in the spoken

and the tc:'{t.ual

made clear ..

level

pitches

the syllables

in realizing

the

of the chanted example

Thus the chanted example (which happens
text

is likely

to be, in the

l 3 7 5' msec long, while the spoken

msec long.

3) In the chanted example, we feel
positions

is not true

are thereby

as a chant with this

course of events)

are realized

of the chants which initially

of their

use of phonetic

tune to be possible,

comment:

elements

the feature

elements,

deserve

whereas this

example.

association

with the association-

{at least)

by a.cute accents

three
/

I'

''beats,"
/

in "Joey Davis."

at the

It is also

100

possible

to perform it in such a way that

a 'beat,"

but three

is the normal case.

other hand, we normally
examine intuitions

feel

of this

two beats,

in such a noticeable

to be

In the spoken example,

on the

I

I

"Joey Davis.

11

We will

on the Rhythms of Speech

they distinguish

observations

of the difference

chant from speech

are not intended

between chants

to con~titute

and ordinary

speech,

which any such theory would have to account

next observation,

re-

way.

The above three

a set of facts

is felt

kind in· the section

we mention them now simply because

theory

every syllable

however, will

lead us to an important

a

but merely
for.

The

theoretical

point.

4) In the case of the chanted example,
pitch

of the preceding

as the insertion

syllable,

of a dotted

the "free

a process

association

syllable"

which we represented
line;

Joey Davis.

performed
ing H.

on the other hand, the same "free

on a pitch

Actually,

there

from "Jo-" to "Da- 11•
some complex of dotted

was a reasonably

lines,

so:

for a number of' syllables

the syllable

with the

the

H, as in the S/R version

cautions,

11

this

Davis

L

H L

of the NP "especially
as below:

situation

Joey

with

V ', ,J I

to intervene

L and the syllable

which might be performed

was

smooth and unbroken rise

However, it is possible
associated

II

L and the follow-

We might wish to represent
association

HM

syllable

midway between the preceding

ee.rlier
In the

~,, I I

L

spoken example,

took on the

between

associated
elaborate

with

pre-
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3.1/8

./\.

,.·

v..
e. s

p e c.

~

.
I

L- t-,.-. \.

l I ~ e.r a.. bora:te

a.

,...
c.~1..<.
t101r1s

f \-'e

.f

-l

In this
· · than

example,

"elaborate;

especially

11

" witp that

11

is assumed to have a higher

proviso,

its

derivation

3.1/9a

stress

is as follows:

9b

R

f'A

w
L

s

S

V

H

L

s

W

A\

6

V

W

especially

wsww
elaborate

Our definition

of congruence will

between the nodes of 9b and the portion
circled.

The syllable

treating

iamb/trochee

plus the Metrical
ttme-text

pre-

Association

correspondances

of 9a in which the nodes are

is skipped over by our principle

mismatches.

Association

establis~

The effect

Rule, will

given below:

of this

be to define

f'or

congruence,
the pattern

of
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3.1/10

especially

elaborate

I

precautions.

I l

L
In this
site

example,

of association

In actual
fill

H L

of the

performance

in the interval

feasible

reasonable
as~,
' rising

example,

to represent

then the observed
may safely

be left

would see the pattern

treatment

It seems neither

lines.

from some
It is

X as low, and point Y

physiology

same text

simply

as resulting

point

H.

X- Y

as

and common sense.

as a vocatiYe

chant,

we

below:

e,speci:1lly ....el.9-l;.9r9-te p:r_:~cautions
', I " , ~ , ,• '~ -- ,-"
I I
'\~
'-~- ....
~.....
·.:. .. , ~

The fact

-- --

that

of pitches
syllables

the

H

than right-to-lef't

Thus we may attribute

English

The fact

low tone,
prefers

(really,
the following

as uniformly

observed property

of a chant must be performed

us that

M

is not treated

to an empirically

which make up the tune.

tells

_,

L · H interval

take on the preceding

high tone,

#

- - ••

may be attributed

every syllable

rather

fact

of the interval

to physics,

of the

seven syllables

association

of association

L~-=:.

rising

this

if we specify

If we were to perform this

between the

of association

these

which adds additionai
that

intervene

h.!.s!lwith a rise.

between 1.£!:!and

to believe

3.1/11

syllables"

L and the site

of this

nor necessary

complex process

seven "free

on one another
that

rather

of chanting
of the set

the intervening

free

than the following

to spread tones left-to-right

forward
property

in time rather
to chants,

than backward).
but not to

103

unchanted

intonation

in English:

Every svllable

~

be associated

with some tone.
-----We have seen that
association

sites

{at least

between the specified
between a tonal
Let's

consider

free

tones.

association

syllables

intervening

in some cases)

"fill

How about free
site

between two tonal
in the interval"

syllables

which fall

and the boundary of the utterance?

some examples:
.•

3.1/12'

/
l'\

1---+----+---.-------1-

N.B. In this case the underlined syllables
in "precautions"
and "ne~sary"
have been devoiced, or at least have had their
voicing disrupted to the extent that the pitch extracter
has
not been able to extract a pitch.
The falling pattern of the
syllable
~-,
along with other ups and downs within the
overall
caused by

_/\_
F0 effects

i;.attern, reflects
of segmental phonology.

the

micromelody

11

11

104
by 12 ~bove, the metrical

In the case represented
of text

and tune suggested

association

pattern

in 13a - 13b will yield

congruence

the underlying

g}ven in 13c:

3.1/13a

w

s

s

w
such

A\ fA

w s w w
e lab or ate

13b

w s w
precautions

/'A

Vv

L

s
H

Such elaborate

13c

w
L

precautions

.are unnecessary.

I
L
If

we

"precautions,

I
H

had chosen to give "elaborate"
11

as we are free

I
L

a higher

to do, then the association

would have been:
3.1/14

Such elaborate

l

L

stress

precautions

are unnecessary.

I

H

I

L

than
pattern
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In this

case,

the

F0

would look like

this:

(both in producing

these

3.1/15

\

Since our intuition
in listening

to them) is that

corresponding
stress

to the

F0

on "elaborate,"

the way of saying this

contour

on "precautions,"

of associating

tunes and texts

these

confirm that

(point

the high tone,
Thus in these
corresponds
preceding

of association)
simply fill

cases,

to the highest

our method

syllables

between

of the low tone and the lo~us of

in the interval

the point

a

is working correctly.

In both example 12 and example 15, the free
the locus

a higher

in 12 reflects

results

and

sentence

in 15 indeed reflects

whereas the rendition

higher stress

sentences

between those fixed

at 11hich the contour

stress

ln the portion

"turns

points.

upward 11

of the utterance

the main stress.

We have explained
in terms of the association

this

coincidence
of the initial

of "accent

corner"

and stress

L tone of the intonational
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unit

#L HI;#

constituent

with the designated

it corresponds

pondance is defined

to.

on metrical

constituent,

the tone itself

nodes,

The stretch
and the

"accent

the notion

not terminal

dominating

we may loosely

and that

element of the textual

(Actually,

but when the node immediately
textual

terminal

of correselements

like

a tone corresponds

L,

to some

speak of a correspondance

between

constituent).

of speech between the beginning

corner,"

in both examples,

of the utterance

is relatively

level

and low.

!

This stretch
two free

comprises

syllables

the treatment
idea that
linguistic

rule.

relatively

level

pitch

initial

free

is indeed

low pitch

hypothesis

theoretical

account

theory
concerns

is,

the fact

with the

not specified
that

by

they are all

at a

doing what

system provides

nC'

of these

that

free

syllables

is
by rule

they assimilate

hypothesis

in giving

a

facts.

data,

and also will

initial

So we are faced with a choice between a

and a nonlinguistic

additional

of intonation.

of these

with the hypothesis

linguistic

issue,

that

is consistent

at all.

to the tone to the right.

this

"free,"

in 12, and

In both cases,

as a."lother example of "just

However, the treatment
consistent

by 15.

syllables

in areas where the linguistic

instructions

Certain

i1..t·the version

represented

Thus we might regard

comes naturally"

equally

syllables

in the version

of these

their

particular

six free

which we will

introduce

The first

us to some other

set of facts

an example of what we will

now examine, bears
a.spects

that we will

c&ll ''boundary tones."

on

of the

consider
We will
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then-develop
a..1d proceed

a more adequate

inventory

Some More Complex Cases.

3.2.1

The

High Prehead."

11

The version
of section

the version

of "an English

teacher"

3.1 was different,

of the same text,

which we gave in section
contours

of a similar

as we noted at the time,

set to the same intonational

1.2.2.

pair

which we gave at the be-

For'eas~

of examples ~re superimposed

r

\

\
'

r

l

°\···,

~·J.J

T

version

'v

l • sh

of the text

The dotted-line

high pitch
has initial

are examples of the eurprise/
and share

its

character-

example, however, begins with a

on the i-ni tlal
low pitch,

'

°'

c..he v-

{eet..

I

conto·l.lr we have been examining,

meaning.

relatively

,.~;-'··

E ~3

Both renditions

istic

below:

..._

··,

redundancy

the F0

\

...

a.~

from

tune,

of comparison,

3.2.1/1

1

tonemic units,

to examine a number of new tunes.

3.2

ginning

of underlying

like

syllable
the other

~,

while the solid-line

examples we have been

lo8
considering.
This distinction

is an instance

terrcinolo&Y of the British

school,

of what is called,

'~

pre~head

II

vs.

in the
"low pre-head.

11

tune 3, the contour we have

In a group of tunes which includes
W 6 W

analyzed

as

L H L, the choice between high a,nd low pre ·head is

said to be free,

although

the version

given ~s the basic

form of the tune.

the effect

distinction

jng

of this

adding the high pre-head
impression

excitement

tune in question
right,
tonal

is generally

O'Connor tl.Ild Arnold,
on meaning, say that

to a tune "is not to alter

in discus3-

the effect

completely

of

the

made by the tune as a whole, but simply to add vivacity,

livP.liness,
'

with low pre-head

1

normally

and capable
entity

and vehemence to whatever
expresses."

of being applied

in an intonational

The tradition

This observation
as it

stands

dictionary

of intonational

analysis

the "tone group" into

Head+ Nucleus+

of which all

The Pre-~

is defined

in slightly

O'Connor and Arnold call
of the first

prominent

it

different

~

onset syllable

as "the first

to the entry

for this

to which O'Connor and
the sequence Pre-head+

within

stressed

optional.

ways by different
before

word," while Crystal

the onset syllable

seems exactly

but the Nucleus are usually

"aey syllables

which precedes

the

of EDglish.

Arnold belong analyzes
Tail,

other attitudes

calls

the stressed
it

syllable

"any utterance

the same tone-unit,"

and usually

writers

defining

pitch-prominent

syllable. J II
Crystal
pre-heads

applies

his definition

-- he says that

"in rey data,

i11 a way which leads

to very small

the maximum number ( of syllables)
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was five:"

0 1 C~mor and Arnold,

in their

rather

brief'

as an example of Pre-head

a case in which it

However, their

of the (for them, pre.gmatic)

prominence,

~

discussion

which one would presumably

prom:i.nent word 11 in a given case,
large

number of syllables

prominent

can precede
free

this

four syllables.
notion

apply in discovering

suggests

the

that

pre-heads

onset syllable"

or

11

word" will

pond to the locus of the first
we are discussing).

comprises

cite

the "first

witb. quite

a

ought t~ be possible.

In terms of our theory,
of the f'irst

discussion,

in general

syllable

(al.though not always)

tone (excluding
..

We have seen that

stressed

11

this

a fairly

locus -- in example 3.1/12

"pre-head

large

there

tone

corres11

number of syllables

were six such initial

syllables.
However, the "high pre-head

discussing,
specifically

never seems to specify
the very first

other words, the state
a ''high pre-head

tone

11

preceding

shewn in.2b,

but rather

3.2.1/2a

x1 . .
-?
•I

..

whose nature

we have been

of more than one syllable,

of the intonational

schematized

is to be associated

in 3.2/2a

phrase.

In

below, in which

in some way with the string

the locus of the L tone,

does not yield

the result

the one shown in 2c:

. . .xn .

H

-""..
x1 .

11

the pitch

syllable

of affairs

of syllables

2c

tone,

2b

\

I

L

X • • • • • • .X •
~/n

H

.x .

I

,n

H

L

L
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An example is given below,
unnecessary"

3.2.1/3

"Such elaborate

precautions

are

with ''high pre-head:"

\.

f

-·

'\

&y1_

\

su.d, e

l a. b o .-Clfe

t>t'ec.ciu

H

performed

drop, is not at all
hearer's

on a rather
stressed,

s

in this

high pitch
either

~.

SSO.r!:J
I-

example the word such,
with a subsequent

in the speaker's

intent

rapid
or in the

perception.
My intuition

that

o."'e.Yt·n,u..e

L.

It should be emphasized that
although

i::o,...S

schematized

in performing

such an example is of a contour

like

below:

3.2.1/4

xl . . . . . . .xn. . .
H

I have the feeling
syllable

L

of descending

to the locus of the low tone,

smoothly frou1 the initial
and it is always something of a

111

surprise

to see that

instrumentally

occurs almost immediately
attempted

and find that

syllable

the beginning

to monitor the laryngeal

kind by the rough "field
apple,

after

(such,

the greatest

I feel

in 3.2.1/3),

monitored

I cannot say.

The pitch-drop
much different,
.. precautions,

immediately

in this
and therefore

on adam's

upward impulse on the initial

syllabl~

Whether I am performing

car.di tions

fingertips

and a prominent ··downward impulse on the

locus of the low tone (the stressed
same example).

I have

of examples of this

or placing

a prominent

of the descent

of phonation.

articulation

expedient"

part

case,

of precautions,

naturally

in that

under such highly

.•
following

if elaborate

such would not look very
had a higher

stress

than

became the locus of the low pitch:

r

\

~-'

\.
~-

.su.d, e ( a.
H

6 o r-CLte pre.c:ca.l..C.-t
ions a.ye U.\H\ec:.ess a.y.J

L.

So we might want to argue that
the underlying
associated

in the earlier

locus of the L tone was in precautions,

by rule

with the stressed

syllable

case,

in which

it has been

of elaborate:

112

I

precautions
..._______
I

such elaborate

3.2.1/6

H

But this
the leveling

would be a mistake.

off of the initial

of elaborate,

dark

pattern

In fact.,

abrupt fall,

happen to coincide

the same intonational
unusually

·-·L

it is pure luck that
and the stressed

in this particular

syllable

example.

were used with the text

Suppose

"it was au

night~"
.. t

V\

--t----+---+----f----ti~--+----+----1:__---1--~

In this
would coincide

case., the point

with the phonology of the text
below:

levels

with the word ,!!:!!, which is one of the least

words in the whole sentence.

picture

at which the abrup~ fall

This articulation

of ·the pitch

can be seen clearly

off

stressed
contour

in the expanded

113
3.2.1/8

~t:
..

~

.

•

!t

"t w

..A..~

N.B. The location of certain phonetic events (stop gaps,
etc.) can be determined from the amplitude envelope which
accompanied the original
form of this figure.
The locations
of the phonetic segments in the figure, while of course
approximate, were determined by this method.
What !!:!! (in 3.2.1/7)

and

is that both of them occur just
which the pitch

begins

to drop.

body of examples to say this

-lab-

{in 3.2.1/3)

about 200 msec. after

F0

contour

more by a blind

with great

cant property
If this
"pre-head"
linguistically

(in cases of this

temporal

the point

I have not examined a large
confidence,

of the cases I have looked a~, the segmental
of the

have in common

criterion

at

enough

but on the basis

locus of the leveling-off

nature)

seems to be determined

than by any linguistically

signifi-

of the text.
is so, then we would be justified

H tone,

in assuming that

and the L tone of the surprise/redundancy

determined

points

of association,

between them is governed by physics

tune,

but the stretch

and physiology.

the
have
in
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In general,
"explanations"
successful
physics

it is well to be wary of facile

in the area of intonation.

attribution

of intonational

and physiology

result

A good example of an unprocesses

is the idea that

from the characteristic

pr.ys.iological

to the account of

the pitch

subglottal

contours

pressure

of utterances

curve of the ''breath

group."
The danger of theories
areas

of data from systematic

decide that
tic

rule,

which do have tonal

of intonational

theory,

significant

Therefore,

to pay (purely

at the level

to discover

any linguistic-

of free
we will

any clear
syllables

descriptive)

in English

not attempt

such specification.
attention

cases

to

We will,
to the way

behave.

''!!!s!2
Pre-b.ead"

~~e

preceding

determined?

then we will have no

which may exist.

or even possible.

T'ne

sentation

between those

to such syllables

specification

continue

definitely

interpolation

tonal

in which such syllables
3.2.2

is not determined ·by linguis-

and we are unlikely

a theory which would accomplish

however,

Thus, if we

I have not been able to discover

in which the systematic

devise

they remove whole

investigation.

specification,

attention

regularities

Nevertheless,

is necessary

linguistic

a low-level

rP.ason to pay much further

ally

kind is that

the tone of "free syllabies"

but represents

syllables

of this

~~Boundary

discussion

is of systematic.interest
of the "pre-head

high,"

Tone.

has glossed

over a point which

-- what is the underly~.ng repreand how is its

textual

association

115
~vo points
of this

tone is not,

the "pre-head"
tion

of this

least

are immediately

In fact,

as the British

as they define
tone determined

given that

theory

the behavior

with the first

syllable

Metrically,
being stressed.

this

the surprise/redundancy
get incorrect

~recautions
"elaborate,"

2) neither

as we have developed
of this

association
the whole of

is the textual

by congruence of metrical
it

tone is absurdly

associa-

patterns,

up to this

at

point.

simple -- it associates

of the text.
tone is clearly

weak -- it is not perceived

as

is intuitively
w
However, if we represent it as H, so that
ww s w
tune with high "pre-head" becomes H L H L,

"g_rid alignment"

-- given the text

are unn~cessary,"

w;\th "precautions"

we would get the association

"such elaborate
higher

pattern

stressed

than

in la below, instead

in lb:

*Such elaborate

lb

suggests,

results

of the observed pattern
3.2.2/la

1) the textual

treatment

it;

in any way, and its

always "off the beat."

we will

clear:

precautions

I

I

H

L

Such elaborate
I
H

precautions
I

L

are unnecessary.

I

l

H

L

are 1.lllnecessary.
I

H

/

L

N.B.

The association
in la is a perfectly
well-formed
intonation,
whose generation will be discussed shortly.
However, it is not a possible output for the case we
are discussing
-- in particular,
it requires
"elaborate"
to be higher stressed than "precautions,"
contrary to
assumption.
The view which is best

in accord with the facts

of the matter
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seems to be that
like

it)

so far,
ance;

the underlying

is in fact

association

with a boundary.

the boundary in question

In all

embedded in larger

these

tone (and others

the examples considered

has been the beginning

it is easy enough to find terminal

in more complex cases,

of this

initial

intonational

of the utter-

boundary tones as well,

and terminal

boundaries

and

may be

structures.
B

Notationally,

such boundary tones will be represented

I.

as

T

For the purposes
corresponding

of tune-text

boundaries

association,

exist

it will be assumed that

in the text,

and that

congruence
B

requires

a matching of boundary to boundary.

I ,

In the ccn.i'iguration

T

the tone Tis
For purposes

a terminal

element,

of grid alignment,

weak.

In order to include

trees,

non-boundary

the node label

material

the.B positions

will

be called

a non-terminal.

are (redundantly)

these boundary elements

in our metrical

"content,"

symbolized by

C.

Thus the surprise/redundancy
be represented

while the symbol Bis

as in 2a, with its

tune with
most likely

high pre-head"

would

11

parsing

being that

in

2b:
3.2.2/2a

B

w

s

w

'

I

I

L

H

l
L

H

2b

R

C

B
I
H

We will

represent

the corresponding

f'A

w
I
L

s

w

I

I

H

L

boundary in texts

with the
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terminal

symbol

the nonterminal

$,

dominated by

which must always be immediately

node B.

Thus the derivation

with the L H L tune and ''high pre-head,"

of "an English

teacher,"

would be as schematized

below:

3b

3.2.2/3a

C

B

s

I

I\ w

H

s

The metrical

association

tree·of

the tune will

in the familiar

$ an

I

L

in this

to that

underlying

teacher

I

J

I

symbolized

English

There is a disproportion
and the terminal
Bis

an entity

line:

I

H

L

for this

we need to add the addition

teacher

I

The reason

L

output,

by the dotted

3.2.2/5

I

H

L

In order to get the observed

The tonal

H

'W

be made congruent

way, resulting

English

H

tunt,

L

I

pattern:

3.2.2/4

association

I

English

an

of the text,

IA

w s

additional

l

L
association

between the terminal

is fairly

element of

element of the corresponding
with phor.etic

content

clear.
B in the

node in the text.

(in this

case,

a high

118
tone),

while the textual

phonetic

content

B is an abstract

at all.

It is a fact

never are produced by themselves,
material.

boundary-symbol,

about intonation

with no

that

but only in association

tones

with textual

Th.<)refore, if a boundary tone is ever· to be realized

it must find some toe-hold
the syllable

immediately

in the text.
adjacent

That this

to the textual

toe-hold
boundary,

at all,

should be
is rational

enough.
We have recently
must be associated
free

syllables

that

the converse

be associated

rejected

to remain free.
hypothesis

with so~

valid

with textual

2,.we tacitly

chant version

addition

association

of the dotted

association

1I
L H

Similar
re:lundancy

tune:

material.

like

that

that

this

state-

tones are
we are

proposition

in deriving

We argued that

in 6a would be modified
line

suggests

tones must

In fact,

''McDuff'."

by the

in 6b:

M

examples can easily

all

invoked such a premise

6b

McDuff

3.2.2/6a

underlyingly

-- that

made above,

which argues

of a text
pattern

syllables

This would be a ~heoretical

observation

In chapter

all

of boundary tones

might well be true

of evidence

the underlying

tu allow

The treatment

in possession

the vocative

pr:eferring

syllable.

produced only in association

is true.

that

with some tone,

ment of the empirically

already

the hypothesis

be constructed

McDuff

I I'',
LHM

for the surprise/

119

3.2.2/?a

after

7c

I
L

The metrical
the \lllderlying

association

!

patterns

falls

line

representing

of text

I

the rain

L

H

I........
--.

and t\llle in 7a and 7b will
in 7c -- to get the correct

L

give
output,

from high to low, we need to add the dotted

in 7d.

John Goldsmith,
that

L

pattern

Theory of Der~

suggested

after

7d

I
H

association

in which "rain"

3.2.3

the rain

Associations.
in his theory

results

of Autosegmental

somewhat similar

by the addition

derived

not by a specific

gneeral

well-formedness

of dotted

linguistic
conditions

with some syllable,"
condition

is an extremely

restricts

the class

of possible

association

"ail

one~

"rules"

(=derived)

determined

patterns

which a Goldsmithian

association
of association,

lines

well-forrnedness

priori,
that

since

it so.verely

such a system could have.
to invoke the addition

to our underlying,

are exactly

based on the following

to very

tones must be associated

the sort

approach would work splendidly.

adopt such an approach,

should be

but by reference

rule,

The cases in which we have found it necessary
of dotted

lines,

of derivation~

promising

has

to those that we have been

like

This notion

Phonology,

metrically
of cases in

We will

two premises:

therefore

120

3.2.3/1a

All tones must be associated

lb

Association

lines

Both of these premises
utilizes

some others

(e.g.

with some tone) that
that

tion

may not cross.

are borrowed from Goldsmith's
that

we will

all

not adopt.

association

llnes

in lb.

The idea of this

theory· is

association

must be drawn, subject

pattern,

to the condi-

to unambiguously determine

Cases will

arise

by certain

later

so far,

the correct

principles
derived

on in which la and lb will

additional

principles,

One such case can be adduced immediately.

have to be

which we will

brought

the cavalry,"

set to the tune

brought

Consider
Bwsw
HL HL :

cavalry.

la

associa-

add as

they become necessary.

''Lassie

he

must be associated

of the cases we have encountered

and lb suffice

supplemented

work~;

·I

In all

tions.

syllables

la is not met by some text-tune

if condition

then additional

with some syllable.

the text
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H

C

!)\

H

w

s

w

L

H

L

The trees
pattern

in 2a and 2b will yield
By hypothesis,

given in 2c.

with the$

available

L....-,

H

the underlying

sequentiality,

be realized

the ordering

of our metrical

with the same ''beat"
initial

dance is H to

I

L

theory,

as the designated

[ r.:ss~e]

I

H

, this

3.2.3/4

of this

process

L a s -

H

L

of

But by the prin-

element of

Since tb~ underlying

sit).18.tion were

to the right:

the L tone must be aligned

terminal

metrical

of grid alignment

means we have to get the tone on the proper
realization

associated

By the principle

H L must be preserved.

syllable.

association

the ~avalry.

phonetically?

association

L

with some syllable;

C:neimmediately

L

How would this

H

the H tone underlyingly

fs the

$ Lassie brought

namely its

L

boundary needs to become associated

the only candidate

ciples

$ Lassie brought the cavalry.
J
I
\

2c

R

syllable.

[i.:.ss;e]
corresponis the only

If the phonetic

,

122

·then the meter wo,ll.d be wrong, since it is normally the beginning
of a note that is felt
must begin the syllable,
boundary-linked

By this

as the ''beat."
and this

leaves no room for the preceding

H tone.

The force .of this

argument is constructively

B tone -- we can draw in the dotted

associatton

no room for the tone to be performed.
metrical

association

syllable.of

between Band L initial
to "think"

the difference,

The best I

'WB.S

to delete

line,

the

but there's

It is thus fortunate

theory that the tone in fact

Given a situation
the initial

argument, the L tone

for our

~annot be performed.

in which
a nonboundary
tone is associated
.
..
the in~onational

phrase,

is little

able to do at performing

with

the distinction

boundary tones is neutralized.
but there

still

It is possible

or no phonetic

such a distinction,

effect.
on the

example at hand, is given below:

--·

~
L a_ s ·- s,e

·V

~.

bro~ht

the.

C. ..t V
---l

Q

l .~j

'
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3,2.3/5b

A,~

\

~

~

La.s-sie

the.

----f-----;-------f-----a.-..-...;'---1

a..\ r j.

C. a..V

----------~----

5a is the case in which the boundary tone was supposed to be
high -- 5b is the case in which it was supposed to be low.
possible

to feel quite

while producing
resulting

a strikh1g

difference

them, but the phonetic

tokens,

on playback,

rule"

metrical

association--·will

principles
well.

to handle this

give the correct

Suppose we attempt

tune of the vocative
3.2.3/6a

R

1
John
'

between such examples
is minimal, and the

do not seem distinguishable

It does not seem to be necessary
deletion

effect

It is

to invoke a special

case -- the principles

guarantee
result

perceptually.
"tone

of the theory of

the observed result.

These same

in a number of analagous

to set the monosyllabic

text

cases as

"John 11 to the

chant:
6c

-,-. ......

John
,.
L

, ,

H

. M
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Given the metrical

patterns

for text

and tune in 6a and 6b, the

definition

of congruence given in char~er 2 will

correspond

to root,

ciples

Association

Rule, will

of the corresponding
giving

the solid

condition

enstn'e that

association
will

line

in 21c.

This again leaves

little

The well-formedness
association

lines.

it is the initial

portion

strong,

with the beginning

the alignment

of the

the metrically

of the syllable.

of the following

of the syllable.

elements

may be seen as

or no room for the preceding

to prevent

the second portion

terminal

-- this

which is metrically

be aligned

The prin-

to our Metrical

the designated

add the dotted

of the syllable

high tone will

is nothing

in referen~e

as we argued earlier,

Since,

strong

discussed

nodes will be aligned

in 3.2.3/1

realization

having n ..1 out of text.

and then stop,

of grid alignment,

simply make root

low tone.

There

mid tone with

Thus the predicted

alignment

is

schematically:

John

;>\

IE

\~,~~\
L

In this
no special

M

case the low tone is constructively

rule need.be

in the same position
neutralized.

H

Indeed,

invoked.

in the tune,
there

If it contrasted

deleted,

with another

we would expect that

is a tonal

alternative

although

contrast

in this

tone
to be

position

--
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"there are actually
on t~e relation
the first

this

versions

of the first

of the vocative

as the third

below the second tone,

tone -- for some reason,

but on replay,

the same as th~ third
and doubtless
to me;

rarer

pitch.

This version

than the other

two.

or the second tone,

tones form a descending
acoustically,

markedly larger
folll' tonal

in

tone when I perform
it is clearly

nature

highly
is rather

marked,
unclear

range of the chant

high.

the first

differ,

I persist

is fairly
Its

In both of the oth'?r two versions,

and third

and thus has

as well as instrumentally,

it seems to occur on~y when ~he overall

is set fairly

depending

In one version,

it to be in between the second a11d third

version,

either

chant,

tone to the second.

tone is a minor third

the same pitch
feeling

three

interval

levels

3.2.3/8

in that

the first

and in both cases,

minor third.

the second

The two versions

in one of them the first

with the second tone.

for their

tone is lower than

tone forms a

They thus require

description.

1
2

The version
appropriai;e

in circumstances

to the speaker,
the speaker
to regain

with the smaller

either

and hearer

the hearer's

initial

interval

in which the intended

physically

or metaphorically.

have just parted
attenti.on

seems to be
hearer

is closer

For example, if

company, and the speaker wishes

for some reason,

then the version

with
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the smaller
calling
there,

initial

a great

iuterval

distance,

as we will

that

is more

about the appropriate-

tone is on the same pitch

versions
rais~s

distinct
there

of a musical version

pitch

version

rather

as the

than the

related

the twelve-tone

scale

a tetratonal

and that

are
and the

are ~onsidered

class.

Thus a scale

between the pitch

of

taken as

which is one octave up.
12-tone
into

chromatic

scale

of Western

twelve equal steps.

by multiplication,

which is the characteristic

is a ratio

the

scale?

I know of, octaves

equivalency

is defined

"half-step"

intonation.

What wilJ be the properties

into the distance

2x

The number

in deseriptions

to it by octave intervals

For example, the familiar

so the chromatic

recurs

In other words, any given pitch

a tonal

the interval

chant require

point.

of English

systems that

and two times that pitch,

of intervals

levels

o:f' such a system,

to be what we might call

music divides

an interesting

is tetratona.1.

"the same note."

must be fitted

of the vocative

is a good reason for this,

the human scale

set of other pitches

perception

is

is really

interval

out in the next section,

system really

In all

three

description

point

Let us suppose that

basic,

initial

with the "distant"

these

of the systematically

considered

the hearer

I have intuitions

in which the first

four tones for their

underlying

If the speaker

version.

The fact

!!. steps

that

it seems to pattern

"proximate"

~,

with the larger

To th~ extent

ness of the version
third,

or is not sure that

then the version

appropriate.

would be preferred.

R such that

''Equal" in

not addition,
interval

1?ach scale-step

of

is R times
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the pitch

of its

scale

step is

third

scale

predecessor.

Rx, the second scale

into an octave,

1.0595, and constitutes

third

minor third
close).

tonic

~

Of course,

scale

primarily

flat

proceeding

considerations

reasonable
scale

in a

by equal

tone,

aesthetic

for extensive

against

perfect

intervals,

octave plus
is pretty

of the piano

interval

of a tetra-

C-E~ -G~ -A-C.

is not a good one musically,
(defined

by the second

second only in importance

plays no role

in it.

by equal intervals,

series.

dictates

use, one pay attention

to

But it is the only
independent

So the overtone

the choice of a tetratonic

concern for sonority
musical

fourths=

e.g.,

and therefore

scale

{the minor

but the correspondence

imp0sed by the overtone

militates

of a minor third

of a fifth

harmonic)

a tetratonic

scalP. composed of equal

to see by inspection

choice of a scale

the first

way to define

of half-steps

is the characteristic

because the interval

the octave,

three

it is possible

harmonic of any musical

strongly

interval

of it,

a minor third

Now, this

Since the whole
12
R x = 2x, or,

This number is approxima·cely .l .189,

to the musical

is slightly

keyboard that

ratio

a tetratonic
,

by the equivalence

defined

the

This Lumber is approximately

the characteristic

argument,

R =

and corresponds

R2 x,

scale.

By a similar

has

x, the first

{Rx)=

R •

we know that

3:2
"I\/r;:-2
.::: ...

R =

by s i mp1e a 1ge b ra,

tempered 12-tone

step ia

is

R • (R2 x) = R3x, and so forth.

step is

gamut must be fitted

intervals

Thus the base pitch

scale,
that

of any
series

and any

in choosing a

to the demands of
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the overtone

series.
from any aesthetic

However, if one were not starting
tions,

but primarily

from the desire

to superficially

music (.,."chant")

a linguistically

it is reasonable

that

tetratonic

scale

of the kind we have been discussing.

~herefore,

the.reason

a minor third

the mathematically

there

of the vocative
interval
effect

chant,

neutralized

version

by our metrical

sort

(of about

is clearly

is on its

can be effectively

of a name like
theory

whose pragmatic

as "proximate."

distinction

of the text

initial
produced in

"John" or "Sandy."

of tune-text

tone

between a wide

value we characterized

of this

we have

and a n'.'lrrow interval

exact meaning, this

This is

association.

The Tonal Phonemes £f. English.
The combination

initial

of

tonal

for the initial

a distinction

as "distant,"

-- no difference

as predicted

interval

the linguistic

possibilities

in case the main stress

the vocative-chant

third

unnatural

argument to the side,

in particular

whose pragmatic

Whatever its

3.2.4

striking)

are various

we characterized

syllable

is that

Most probably,

with the second tone (or about a major sixth)

a tritone)

elements,

four pitch-classes.,

This (I think rather
observed that

into

would be set so as to give a

is humanly so natural,

system specifies

transform

given system with four tonal

the intervals

that

considera-

of the minor-third

tones of the vocative
tone,

defines

interval

of the second and

ttU1e, with the two variant

four tonal

levels:

forms of the
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3.2.4/1

1
2

3

4
We will give these levels

3.2.4/2

the following

1·

high

(H)

2

high-mid

(H-M)

3

low-mid

(L-M)

4

low

(L)

.•

Given a set of two binary distinctive
, the
[!Low]

3.2.4/3

four levels

arbitrary,
that will

will be specified

1

high

[+High, -Low]

2

high-mid

[+High, +Low]

3

low-mid

GHigh,

-Low]

4

low

f High,

+Low]

This assignment

of features

not phonetically,

and their

the expansion and contraction

in time).

The nature

somewhat further

it is correct,

realization

of the speaker's

section

for reasons

are defined

abstractly,

will be influenced
tessitura

to modulate pitch,

of these levels,

in a later

as follows:

The four levels

phonetic

over which the speaker is prepared

~ High] ,

features

to the two mid tones is simply

at the moment, but I believe
emerge as we go e.long.

names:

or registers,

by

(the range
at a given point

will be discussed

-- we will argue that the unavaila-
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bility

of hard-and-fast

particular

register

disturbing,

since

available

(e.g.

turalists

English

of pitch

levels

contrastive
~

contours

Pike

underlying

our terminology
middle,

of pitches

tune is
form is
abstract

unused.

of

in terms of' three
•A description

The four levels

and distinguishing

view of the matter,
tradition

of al:

possible
are
of the

we stand squarely

we differ

distinction

(theirs

and in the distinctive-feature
analysis,

f

"
in

in terms of our view of the

phonemes of English;

In terms of this

for the validity

of meaning so far discovered ..•

for the four-fold
low"),

In argu!ng

would leave many theoretically

for the writing

intonational

ever)

-- American Struc-

WUliY"of the contours ••

with this

(if

four phonemically

"a description

says:

or six levels

the Wells-Pike-Smith-Trager

high,

7

which have differences

Agreeing entirely

of a

features.

it openly.

combinations

enough to provide

are rarely

has {basically)

could not distinguish

in terms of five

criteria

is hallowed by tradition

have proclaimed

a four-way distinction,

for the identification

Low = 100-110 Hz) should not be paL·ticularly

for e.ny phonological

levels

criteria

such context-free

The idea that
distinct

phonetic

the "distant"

somewhat in
is "extra

analysis

high,

we give it.

form of the vocative-

the "proximate"
(LHH-M);
[-High]
+High]
f+High]
+Low
+Low
-Low
(L-M H H-M). Thus we can
(+High]
[-High]
[+High
-Low
-Low
+Low

1

out the sequence

to both versions,
corresponding

with the

1

as
[+High]
[+Highl
r-High
+Low
+Low
-Low
+Low/-Low distinction

to the distant-proximate

distinction

in the initial

common
toneme

in the meaning of
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the resulting

tune.

The preceding
structure

of intonational

structure

to their

on this

raises

In the recent history

we may single

out two general

position

structural

view, t\Ules are made up of sequences
static

tone")

and the phonesthic

tonemes,

ordinary

these

speech.

units'of

contour
there

elements,

tion

properties

and separate

{e.g.,

or global

According to the
of distinctive

like

nuclear

or lesser

any fixed

characteristics

rather,

of contours,

of a point

the contour,

falling,
affect
although

all?)

arises

of the interpretation
f'rom its

participation

which

of inflexion
involving

no

the interprethe iuterpretn-

may vary somewhat from case to case,
the surrounding

inventory

of a given pitch

of meaning;

These properties

or the sentence,

A large part· (perhaps

division
units

in

view (primarily

ones (being generally

bearing

of a given property

of a given contour

elements

''high falling

is not really

the existence

etc.).

of th~ utterances

on the nature

there

of gestalt

sharp chcnges in slope,
tation

the

meaning of greater

nor any possible

is some inventory

of the contour)

positions,

According to the phonesthetic

into well-defined

may be local

internal

in turn ·combine to make up the t\Ules observed

championed by Dwight Bolinger),
of structural

of this

of the literature

position.

or complex elements

which are combined into

complexity;

of the internal

tW1es, and the relationship

meaning.

question,

the issues

structural

(either

~

discussion

circumstances,

depending
etc.

of a given property
in some sort

of

system of sotu1d symbolism.
The point

of view that

we will

adopt incorporates

features

from
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both of these positions.

As we have made clear,

tunes are to be analyzed

as strings

elements;

idea is not at all

notion

however, this

that

intonat~on

symbolism.
synthesis

We will

represents

of static,

we accept

phonemically
incompatible

a (conventionalized)

try to demonstrate

with the
system of sound

the reasonableness

gf. the Intonational

of such a

Lexicon.

If we are to make sense of the.• data which will
when we begin to consider

not only the nattn'e

a wider range of twies,

of the phonemic wiits

about the kind of structurally
sequences)
initial

of these

level

disagreement
I believe,

tmits

of this

further

structure

for these

to make a distinction

whatever

tr...;,e) are usually

elements

but also a little

sequences

(and sequences

of

The nature

of the

has been the source of enormous
literature.

difficulties

the failure

greater

to recognize

than the sum of their

some kind of decomposition

when we analyzed

the two vocative

There are,

-- first,

between morphemic analysis

of words, and second,

that word.s (of
parts.

of tunes into more
twies into a portion

Low in the

(the feature~

initial

The idea behind this

that
tonal

elements

of the intona.tional

specifications

compatible

entries

them.
lexicon

might consist

of some sequence of segments,
"intersecting"

the

and idiophonic

which they held in common, and a portion

tone) which distinguished

in

we need to know

involved,

in the intonational

reasons

We presupposed

come pouring

that we can expect to find.

and confusion
two basic

significant

analysis

basic

distinct

in the next section.

3.2.5 Some Remarks£!! the Nature

failure

the view that

move was

of incomplete

with a number of

to produce a completely

sp<:cified
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string.
If we set aside for the moment the possible
their

feature

matrices,

these basic

combine to form "tunes,"

Morphemes are properly

of form, but have some practical
of meaning as well.

words are not (in general)
parts,

we usually

well as form.

and recede,

Thus pre-

lexical

compositionally

in precede

them into a "stem"
In this

sort.

and prepose.

-

H H-M

or

comparable perhaps
that

H

L

still

necessary.

to maintain
to

pref'ixes
a core

-pose in

the two "prefixes"

vs. proximate,

painted

even though a

with two contrasting

low is replaced

$ The blackboard's
\_.,'
\

-cede in precede

tunes can be considered

casa the "stem" appears

the meanings of distant

component

in the intonational

Suppose we now compare our surprise/redundancy

3.2.5/1a

claim to stand

have meaning as

family,

obtains

We hypothesized

a tune in which the initial

units

of some kind to the

of the two vocative

of meaning between the two cases,

represented

and prepare,

undoubtedly

to divide

&.nd L-M-.

units,

from their

these parts

members of their

Our.analysis

interpose

derived

to wake a contribution

situation

m~

Even though the meanings of polymorphemic

lexicon.

L-

structural

entry for each member is undoubtedly

A similar

of

to morphemes, which may

not theoretical)

I

meaning of the individual
special

(if

have some sense that

are felt

elements,.which

are somewhat analagous

combine to form words.

as units

intonational

incompleteness

or something of the
tune (L H L) with

with a low-mid:
orange.

l I

HL

3.2.5/1b

$ The blackbe&.rd's painted

orange.

H

HL

1,, ..

I

L-M

ll

We maintain a high IBT in both cases;
nothing we haven't

seen before.

the derivations

F0 contours for these cases would

look like this

3.2.5/2

--~q,

........ ;. ~ I,
I

...,.......

'

J.So - '"-

.-.........
·....
-..\ \,•e•

•.....

1.00.

-the.

involve

bl'lc.l<. bot1.v-d's

\.
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The intonation

which results

the "surprise-redundancy

contour"

cases which we would analyze

from substituting
probably

differently)

falls

system -- they say that

the disgruntled

o~ Tone Group 3 (~

retaining

the lightness,

participation
nuclear

in the situation,

tone."

this

S/R ~)

characteristic

to be inadequate,

of Tone Group 4,

Tone Group "avoids
whilst

and the effect

(Because o:f the nature

argued by Crystal
in their

the airiness

(along with other

under the aegis

in the O'Connor-Arnold
effect

L-M for Lin

of personal

of the High Falling

of their

there

still

treatment

of ''heads,"

is not a very clear

place

system for our L-M H L tune).
We have already

expressed

disagreement

wlth the notion

that

w s w

8DiY mean:t.ng of "disgruntledness"

is associated

with the

WSW

our idea of the distinction
discussed

later

.

on, although

primary goal of the present
is simply that
sequences

between

there

this

L H L and

sort

work.

L H L tune;

WSW

L-M H L will be

of le~icography

The point

is not a

that we wish to make here

is no reason to expect the meaning of such tonal

to be a direct

function

of the meanings of their

perceived

parts.
The juxtaposition
versions

of the vocative

tune gives us two "prefixes"

two "stems" (H H-M and H L).
the one that
the ~wo stems

arises

in 3.2.5/2 with the two

Of the two intonations

The resulting

situation

if we take the two prefixes

-pose and -diet.

interpose,

predict,

interdict)

structure,

and the elements

of this

structure

L-M) and

is somewhat like

pre- and inter-

The four words that
are perceived

(Land

result

, and

(prepose,

to have a certain
are not unrelated

internal
to its
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ultimate

meaning, but the degree of semantic_ compositionality

fr0m fairly

matter

(interpose)

small (interdict).

situation

of linguistic

common sense in non-intonational

is familiar

enough to have become a

it seems to have caused a great

analysis

of intonation.

an intonational

some intuitively
or pragmatic

Almost witho~t

exception,

intonational

An example of this

optional

an a pragmatic

we p1·oposed to be that
•••

"over-analysis"

the interpretation

in certain

the availability

same contour,

We explained

of attention,

Commenti.ng on this

analysis,

to it.,

constituent

we observed that

inconsistent

vague to be of much predictive

value."

is,

as Pike points

which

which bears

Pike,

in analyz-

it was composed of

incomplete

sequence."

"the meanings he assigns

morphemes are,

cal re!:\dir.gs, not demonstrably

fact

E,,Ointing, contrasting,"

deliberation,

pitch

that

this

in question,

or implication."
suggested

cases,
of otherwise

"the si:,eaker is using the utterance

and the other meaning "incomplete

The difficulty

that

of" the meaning of' the contour

one meaning "center

(allegedly)

semantic

is commented on in Liberman

affects

sor.1e assumption

ing an example of this
two units,

into

in the scope of a negative.

result

it to ~adict

has a fixed

unit of which it is a part.

choice of intonation

differences

to be a unit with

comp6sitionally

1974. We began from the observation

e. particular

in the

it has been assumed

"meaning," necessarily

value which enters

morphological

deal of confusion

element which is perceived

graspable

of eve-ry larger

and Sag

to fairly

Although this

analysis,

that

great

ranges

like

good astrologi-

with the facts,

out,

it is difficult

but far too

to avoid
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the Scylla
cation"

and Charybdis of "artificial

-- intonational

and thus empirically
the "disgruntled"
examples),

definitions

or over-general,

"incomplete

pointing,"

of the contradiction
show a little

later

overparticular,

O'Connor and Arnold's

insistance

on

of Tone Group 3, in the face of their

own

an4 thus empirically

Pike's

which is incapable

for the effect

We will

try to

acute in the

and non-compositionality

The assumption that

in en attempt

from the meanings of its
the minimal structural

are necessarily

also their

meaning seems to result

in the same difficulties

the parallel

in more ordinary

assumption

much the

that we attributed

"morphemes" would arise

the meaning of interdict

patterns

(like

For now, we oniy wi~h to observe that

to certa:i.n cases of intonational

intonational

of accounting

why these proulems are especially

same problems of .agueness

morphemes.

inadequate

contour on scope of negation).

stuctr of intonation.

to derive

and "oversimplifi-

tend to be either

wrong (e.g.,

character

complexity"

component

units

of

minimal units

of

that would arise

lexicography.

from

Thus, there

is
B 'W'

clearly

some relationship

between the ''high falling

nuclear

tone" (H L)

SW

in 3.2.5/2a and the parallel
that

H L sequence in 2b.

It may also be true

these two "morphemes" share some core meaning like

participation

in the situation.''

Nevertheless,

expected that

the meaning of (for example) the sequence

"persona:

it is not to be
W 6

necessarily

be compositionally

W

L H L will

derived by adding up some core meaning

s w

w

of the "stem" -H L arid some core meaning of the

prefix"

11

L- ,

w

especially

if we require

it is in the vocative

that

the contribution

of

tune (and other occurances).

L-

be the same as
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An additional

units

arises

complication

because

in the analysis

of the extremely

symbolism in constraining

of language is "l 'arbi traire

role played by phonetic

strong

intonational

meanin~s.

du signe

less

II

that

content

of English

universal

lexicon

symbolic (better:

sequences.
specific

tunes,

arbitrariness

In the non-intonational
cross-cuts

(e.g.,

for English)

-ink in wink and blink)

(e.g.,

terminally

of this
that

nature.

significance,

since

which distinguishes

/high+

"rising"

intona~ional

there

oppositions

sequences

(e.g.,

issue.

and "falling"

is no feature

oppositions

should be seen as being

importa~t

then any theory with static

face a problem,

high/

with non-distinctive

rising)

This is an extremely
features

symbolism clearly

a key role.

significant

felling/terminally

the overall

/mid+

phonetic

into the system.

and non-morphological

often playing

Some psychologically

some degree of

must be built

morpholoey and even phonoloey,

short/long,

by the

examples of language-

so that

lexicon,

of the

value of tones and tone-

and meanings for tunes,
or conventionalization

portion

is determined

ma.zw
clear

are also

than in intonation.,

a substantial

~tapho~ical)

However, there

In no other aspect

manifest

and we have every reason to believe
of the intonational

of intonational

tonal

on the one hand, from the sequences

is true

are of systematic
segments seems to

inherent

(for example) the sequences

If it

to such a theory

/low+

mid/ and

/high+

low/ and

mid/ on the other hand.
Our use of two distinctive

features

to specify

the four tonal
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levels

alleviates

specify

this

problem slightly,

since

such as the sequence / [+High

(which characterizes

any of the

/high

low-mid/ /high-mid

not possible

to express

set of sequences

the feature.3

The necessary

conclusion,

distinction

distinction,

"rising

is not a direct

a complex property

like

phonetic

those distinctions

that

there

We have a sense that

sequence

and "falling

II

is that

characteristic

the rising/

of the phonology

sy~tem, but rather
of the systematic

an overlaid

representation

which would be required

is excellent

"rising"

gestures

by opposition

to "falling"

gestures.

are conceived

of as rising

and falling

levatio/positio,

upbeat/downbeat

toes is generally
generally

thetic.

(greetings,

an arsic
Raising

expression

sign languages,

questions,

evidence
in general

of the

in defining

are signaled

indefinitely;

in music

{arsis/thesis,
up on the

while coming down flatfooted

the eyebrows is an other-directed

gesture

etc.),

(signaling

nonterminal

while lowering
concentration,

pauses etc.

gesture
the eyebrows
etc.).

In

while more "final"

with a downward motion (superimposed

the point

is

are usually

signs are being employed in the "utterance").

be multiplied

is true.

beats

In danc~, rising

with an upward motion of the hands,

terminations

this

share some property

respectively

etc.).

gesture,

that

Weak and strong

of skepticism

is a more self-directed

whatever

However, it is still

symbolism in general.
I think

slgnaled

low/3 ).

for such a theory,

or morphology- of the intonational

tune,

{/hif!)l low-mid/

in any simple way.

sequence"

falling

to

J [-High J/

"Archi-sequences"

low/ /high-mid

it becomes possible

is simply that

on

Examples could
"rising"

and
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"falling"

have some general

metaphorical

they may play in intonation,
be attributed

to these

self-directed,

nonfinal

on the theory
linguistic

that

and that

concepts

value independent

the roles

in intonation

vs. final)

we have proposed,

which can in general
(e.g.,

are exactly
that

of any role

other-directed

vs.

what would be expected

they are essentially

para-

metaphors •

...be fact
"falling"

that

the normal metaphorical

value of "rising"

is sometimes violateC: in the case of particular

and

intonational

..
t\llles,

shows that

\llliversal

sound symbolism does not completely

the meaning of intonational

words, although

it obviously

determine

has a strong

influence.
If we are to understand

this

situation,

examine the properties

of conventionalized

in general.

a usage originally

Following

phenomena in Bantu.languages,
will

call

these

aspects

Ideophonic
to us;

the first

linguistic

systems,

properties
1)

sets

structure

of language ideophonic

and J~st of these

of language.

ideophonic

distinctive

is determined

three

tendency
is,

to other

cases,

we

systems.
which will

be of interest

tend to differentiate

It is the fourth

systems apart,

that

to cover su~h

they share with more conventional

while the remaining

are words;

systematically

established

and since extended

have an interesting

Ideophones

systems of sound-symbolism

systems have five pr ...,perties

them from other aspects
most clearly

we would do well tu

property

but the other

to correlate

cited

with it.

they are made up of sequences

elements

(=phonemes),

by a morphology.

which

in patterns

of
whose
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2)

In general,
directly

3)

the meaningful

ideophone,

but rather

properties

defined

by some set

units

that

are typically

is,

they refer

cognttive

particular

aspect

of any particular

Ideophonic

signs

of an ideophonic

is (usually)
predicted

rather

8.tzy'

than to any
•

-- the meanings of particular

particular

by universal

influenced
case,

these

characteristic

with the universal

basis,

form-meaning

system,

which

but is not entirely

by it.

Within a given system.,
specific

..

rather

of analagous

such structure

may become a specific,

consistent

to a class

system are strongly

However, in

corr~spondances

complex)

metaphorical

structures,

ar~ not arbitrary

considerations.

not

of a particular

of (more or less

of different

elements

analysis

system.ere

on it.

The meanings of these

aspects

5)

in an ideophonic

given by the mcrphological

than referential;

4)

units

ideophonic

not predicted

lexicalization"

is possible

11

words may take on particular
by the universal

either

basis,

-- that

is,

meanings which are

or by the particular

system they belong to.
,.J

The most familiar
words, like English

linguistic

clang,

clank etc.

echoic may also have an ideophonic
completely

accidental

gives a. loud, resonant
high-pitched

that

examples of ideophones

Words which are not exclusively

component -- for example,

"gong" refers

tone when struck,

wind instrument.

are echoic

to a large
while

However, there

metall.tc

"flute"

refers

it is not
disk that
to a

are cases in which
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ideophonic

systems extend far beyond the metaphorical

of the sound of a word to a non-linguistic

sound.

For example, in Bahnar (Guillemet
the words /bl~:1/.and
3.2.~/3a

/bl~:1/

/blo:1/

are glossed

in Diffloth

1972)

as follows:

when a small fish

2.

when a man who has debts comes to your door or

1.

when a big fish

2.

when an important
appears

quickly

jumps out of the water.

at your window~

,

/blo:1/

1959, cited

1.

appears
3b

relationship

quickly

jumps out of the water.

person

comes to your door or

at your window.

3. when a great effort

is made to reach an object

which is out of reach.

4. suddenly speaking louder when one cannot be
heard well.
Several
dealing

aspects

of the above example deserve

with words, made up of sequences

expressive

noises;

2) the aspect

produce a difference
a single

of phonemes, not just

in meaning is (in this

case) a single

but highly

metaphorical

vague and difficult
usage is vivid,

way;

related

abstract

the general

of

of phonemes;

properties,

in some intuitively

which

reasonable,

"meaning 11 seems hopelessly

to pin down, yet the application

effective

free

feature

of phonemes or sequences

3) the meanings of these words are extremely
of situations

1) we are

of the word which is changed to

phoneme, not a substitution

pick out classes

comment.

and often very exact;

to a particular

4) the particular

phonological

opposition

has a non-arbitrary
something like
debts")

connection

( or metaphorically

related
related

/o/,

which is

qualities,

qualities

vs.

like

like

"having

"impo:ctant"

11

This last
partial

the two words,/~/

to the meaning difference,

cmall (or metaphorically

vs. large

or "loud.

which differentiates

listing

point

deserves

of certain

some amplification.

pairs

of adjectives

Suppose we make a

with intuitively

corres-

ponding properties:
I

3.2.4

large

small

strong

weak

important

unimportant

loud

soft

dominant

submissive

Now, there

is some phonological

which characterizes

the difference

system of ideophones
this

feature

semantic

(if

But it is not at all

extensions

to happen is that
opposition
Eis/little,

of these

a systematic

"tense/lax"

itself

(say tense/lax)

and /bl,:1/

clear

In the

are memoers,

it occurs in the proper position)

tense means big while lax means little,
metaphorical

opposition

between Bahnar /o/ and/~/.

of which example /blo:1/

opposition

content.

feature

has

that we want to say that

and that

the other

core meanings.

Rather,

meanings are

what seems

analogy is made between the phonological
and the class

important/unimp.ortant

of the choice tense depends entirely

etc.,

of semantic

so that

oppositions

the actual

on the nature

"meaning"

of the situation
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to which one decides
be true,

in an ideophonic

element
its

to apply the ideophone

lies

in the ability

phonetic

concepts.

In one sense,

particular
On this

and.the

3.2.5/5a

in these
t,11:,,

number of different

element means itself,

and their

of their

referential

meanings,

metaphorical

character

of ideophonic

sound-

indeterminancy,

are closely

the

connected.

of the meaningful

This

element

of the meaning is clearly

examples from Korean (cited
t,11,,

metaphor out

properties.

charact~r

between the non-arbitrariness

essentially

exemplified

to a large

or phonetic

.,

way) from

(in a systematic

to make a kind of free-ranging

view, the non-arbitrary

'Ihus it may

the only meaning of a given

an ideophonic

phonological

abstractness

collllection

character

then,

meaning ~orresponda.nces,
apparent

that

to analogize

or phonological

given the human ability
of its

system,

in question.

in Diffloth

1972):

L

sound of small bells.

2.

swaying movement of something suspended.

3.

feeling

of being left

alone when every-

one has gone.

4. someone appears flippant.
5b

tt,11,7

tt)l~?

1.

sound of narrow bells,

2.

swaying movement of short
tightly

3. feeling

bells

hit

hard.

object,

suspended.
of being left

one has gone;
more suddenly.

alone when every-

shock of solitude

comes

14~
N.B.

Diffloth

cites

more than twenty Korean examples from a "paradigm"

by holding

created

constant

word with medial -1-";

'back and forth

like

ly there

this

property

of possible

the possibility

considered

connection

between the phonological

Following
call

this

ical

extension

ideophonic

,to construct
opposition

is a fairly

of some intrinsic
The previously

property

noted fact

defined

certain

also follows

on these

sequences

from the fact

Apparent-

system of

examples,

is

a metaphorical

itself

standard

and any orie of

is a general

units

(single
in certain

elements

units,

features

of

but rather
in specified

positions,

meaning in ideophonic

metaphorby the

the meaningful

morphological

of features
that

usage, we will

of the signifiant,
that

systems tend not to be their

positions,

etc."

concepts.

what I believe

properties

mentally

in these

mode of meaning, in which the signifi~

term iconic.

various

t/tt,

as the ability

different

suspension,

some meaning

of nonce formations.

again best

of rather

disyllabic

words in the ideophonic

The-meaning of the distinction

a class

"repeated

seems to represent

movement, oscillation,

are thousands

Korean, including

the formal property

etc.)

systems is funda-

iconic.
Iconic

noises,

meE'.ning is also characteristic

gestures

systems is that
are often
constraints.

etc.

However, an interesting

-:hey are linguistic,

arranged

according

As a result,

than paralingu:istic

of non-Hnguistic

to fairly

aspect

expressive

of ideophonic

made up of phonemic sequences
restrictive

morpheme structure

they are more prone to conventionalizatiou

systems generally

are -- the range of possible

which
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metaphors

is often

become less
ality

iconic

across

ideop~onic

section·

but rather

scattered

ideophonic

English)

classes

like

A restriction

than sound, is seen iJ
clasp,

-- climp and clont

a noise,

a mode of fastening,

~

click,

and glob,

or

clop,

clas::ies

cluck,

c:~,

and modes of fastening

exist

at all,

nor yet a smaller

"gl-"

emissions

of light"

example of apparently

arbitrary

The case of English

clink,

The system is of course

don't

but simply a name.

can intermingle

clank,

and clamp.

while

is in Bahnar, Korean, eti:~. ,

of the metaphor to shape and consistency,

complete

onset,"

identifiable

An example would be certain

clang,

rather

The fact

that

or sharper

"cl-"

with non-ideophonic

sorts

counterpart

that

of lexical

"noise

1,

and for "attentionglint

of ideophonic

thus shows us clearly

is neither

is used for

{glow, gleam, glisten,
restriction

far from

while Clint

is used for shapes,

etc.)

is an

iconism.

ideophonic
structure,

ana:.ysis
in greater

proportion.

To sum up our view of the situation:
distinction

in composition··

is not a clearly

as there

arbitrary.

etc.

or lesser

the

and whi6h shade off into areas where

clunk,

attracting

decrease

in just

of examples which have ideophonic

character,

of words for noises,

give us clip,

there

of the lexicon,

meanings are iconically

With abrupt

words may decrease,

time.

ideophonic

to glint,

elemeni;s .

and the degree of composition··

polymorphemic words in general

In many cases (e.g.

partly

the meanings of the ideophonic

and more arbitrary,

of the resulting

same way that
ality

restricted,

between ideophonic

We make a fundamental

and morphemic modes of lexical

structure,

that

is,

modes of analysis

mentally

iconic

properties

this

in their

(referential

ing the string
fact.

of words.

mode of meaning.
vagueness,

but intersecting

systems are funda-

Their other

meaningful

precision,

Their other

typically

formatives,

etc.)

precision

clear

not partition-

in complex ways, etc.)

follow from

characteristic

partitioning

follow from this

for obvious reasons,

underlyingly
arbitrary

and morphemically
to greater

in hopeless

derived

or lesser

arbitrariness

ambiguity).

and most lexical

of morphemes as

the assignment

of

feature

Both ideophonically
to lexicalization,

of non-compositionality.

for a given word to have both ideophonic
independently,

into separable

of partly-specified

words are subject

degrees

(referential

(the referential

because

strings

in their

properties

of the string

fragments

meanings to arbitrary
would result

arbitrary

and tlie normal status

non-intersecting

characteristic

elements

Morphemic systems are fundamentally

mode of meaning.

matrices

Ideophonic

that

is,

It is possible

and morphemic analyses

systems have this

mixed character

to some extent.
It should now be clear
between the "structural"
intonational
structure.

lexicon,

in our proposal,

distinct

segments are defined
strings

and "phonesthetic"

This implies

of phonemically

how we propose to effect

that

a

fundamentally

segments -- we have specified

by the

class

views of intonation.

distinctive

of tunes

The

ideophonic

words are made up of strings

intonational

of segments may be arranged

thus one important

has

a synthesis

features

~High,~

in morphologically

in English

that

these
Low.

canonical

has the form

These

ways --
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B

C[

w

A complete specification

an intonational

or it can be more or less

in 6 above is

matrices

such a word can be a
by the sum

"frozen."

meaning-bearing

The

which go to make up the whole range may be the presence

absence of a given feattu·e
features

in certain

due time.

that

vague and difficult

literature

certain

properties

meanings often seem hopelessly

application

effective

to a particular

is parallel

to the observations

about ideophonic

meanings in general.

Metaph~r, in human experience

sequences of

more abstract

but can have vivid,

in their

kinds of understanding

3.2.6 ~Family£!

often made in the

as a whole, resists

reduction

consist

morphological

of a sequence of three
by a pa:lr of optional

this

has been recognized,

of the careful

means for

Tunes.

w s w, flanked

structure

to

and communication.

The members of one important
English

and often
usage or

arr., formal system, but is a lUliquely powerful and efficient
certain

or

of these cases will be given in

intonational

to gloss,

effects

of usages,

or ce;tain

Examples of all

The fact

quite precise

in a give~ p9sition,

positions,

of the whole array.

class

of the feature

whose meaning is given compositionally

"parts,"

"parts"

B

C[ ] )

word -- like other ideophones,

nonce formation,
of its

w

s

J) [ ] [ ] [ ]

investigators

Trager (Trager 1961) writes:

tones,

group of tunes in

with the metrical

boundary tones.
explicitly

of English

"American English

The exister:ce

or implicitly,

intonatlon.

pattern

by most

For example,

intonational

of

patterns
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consist

typically

central

pitch

pitches

and a terminal

accompanies the primary

When a clause
two pitches,

of three

stress

of a phrase

begins with the primary-stressed
the central

~nd the final,

The surprise/redundancy
representative

the initial

there

are only

being absent."

which we examined earlier,

is a

specification:

[-High]
+Low

[~~

[~~

The

or clause.

syllabic,

group, having the feature

of this

3.2.6/1

tune,

contour •.•

·t

T2

Tl

Varying the feature
pragmatic

+Low

value of the tune,

to be described

shortly.

T3

in T2

although

does not change the basic

it does introduce

The variation

in questicn

a difference,

yields

the following

two outputs:

Low, High,

3.2.6/2a

Low

Low, High-Mid, Low

2b

+High
-Low
At this
the following
tura

1) Expansion and contraction

may produ~e effects

in feature

composition

given a more contracted

as a High-mid tone,
tho.t the features
that

we have to face the problem which is posed by

two facts:

(or pitch-range)

variation
tone,

point,

this

+High
+Low

phonetically

of individual

tessitura,

tones.

may represent

given a more expanded tessitura.
:!:High, ±Low have articulatory

is so),.with

pitch-range

differences

of the tessisimilar

to

Thus a High
the same pitch
If it is true

content

(and I expect

being the result

of
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differences

in the force

of the articulations

two situations

(high tone/contracted

expanded pitch

range)

perceptually

as well.

true

for tone languages.)

that

a given aspect

effects

different,

in any event.

the tonal

significant

of a long vowel, in allegro
a shcrt

vowel in lento

fooled,

of course).

phonic,

then the effect

have no connection

meaning is iconic,

features,

and varying

to the extent
the pragmatic

the pitch-range

domain -- in a language

vowel length,
speech,

may be

speech (~lthough

it is pcssiblP
short,

fl.~

a native

on meaning of the short/long
with the expressive

In an idecphonic
might have similar

that

a token

phonetically,

hearer

However, if the words in question

at all

distinction.

two distinctions

as

would not be
are not ideo-

distinction

will

value of thP. allegro/

syBtem, on the other hand, these
(though probably

not identical)

value.
Iri order to cope with this

of tonal

features

to be worth studying
grammaticalized

si tuat:.on,

1) Even in purely

ing assumptions:
values

seems to be

may be similar.

with phonemically

iconic

a.r.d very possibly

2) Nevertheless,

We could make a comparison to 1 another

lento

then the

~ange, high-mid tone/

Something of the sort

of intonational

of varying

features,

pitch

are articulatorily

different

invclved,

iconic

and pi tch-re.nge

lndividuall.v;

independently.

we will

rn&.ketwo simplify-

modes of medning,

features

are distinct

if grammaticalized,
2) Ln a single

utterance,

the
enough

they wi.11 be
a speaker

wil}. not change tessitura.
Assumption 1) is probably

true.

Assumption 2) is certainly
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false

-- ve know at least

of tessitura,

called

in most studies
on tessitura,
occur.

the be.sic gesture

is rising

The phonetic

resulting
rising
value

in~

lower peak;

gest~e

to proceed

of the gesture

"restraint"
gesture

vs.

and falling,

T2

attitude"

3.2.6/3a

ratiocination

effects
is this:

of

-Low
If

in the central

of the

the rise,

is to allow the
the baste

expressive

equivalent

portion

of the

"surprise

tempered by some other

etc.)

"simple

vs.

of

surprise."

Detective
looks EE from his examination of suspect's
safe-deposit
box, knits~
brows, and savs in~
puzzled tone:
There isn't

I

L
3b

effect

then the metaphoric

"lack of restraint"

(worry,

metaphor

articulatory)

re::;traint.

is surprise,

like

its

is to check or restrain

without

follows.

with the peak of' the rise

the effect

might be something

that

±Low in position

of the iconic

(and probably

in posjtion

undoubtedly

we may illustrate

The nature

+Low

Other effects

in the discussion

contour,

narrowing

and d~clination

phenomena.

of the opposition

to the discussion

cases.

tone language,

and gramrnaticalized,

them, by choice,

in some particular

is a progressive

intonational

of the surprise/reuundtl.llcy

feature

often

downstep in African

both paralinguistic

We disregard

stressed.

there

of English-type

Returning
T2

that

Same tletect,~,
says in witless
There isn't
I

L

any money in it!
I
i

H-M

SP.me

L

_situation;

(expresses
surprise,
tempered by consjderation
of where else the loot
might be stashe<l).
hl~

.iaw drops,

and he

amazement:
any mone-y :in it!

I
H

I

L

(expresses
s implF. and

sur ri.se_.
1.JJ1a.lloyed •
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N.B. It is not claimed that this opposition is binary or
discrete
in expressive value, although it is based on binary
and discrete
features,
since it is possible to "rein in"
the rising laryngeal gesture to various extents by +Low
articulations
of varying degrees of strength,
with obvious
iconic results.
This effect is parallel
to the degrees of
"terminal s·:mori ty II implied by var.ring degrees of expressive
gemination in "clang," "clangng, 11 "clangngng" etc., all of
which are in opposition to "clank."

3c
11S'"-

......... 3a..
--3b

..
J.so_

:

\

''\

',\

\,

.tao_

Gl

V\

M

o n eJ

...,, •,
j·h

;

+.

----·-I

N.B. Both of these examples show a H-Minitial
bounda~r tone,
which serves only to increase the "vehemence" of the expression.
The particular
example of th~ intonation
in 3a whose F0 contour
we se~ in the dotted line, also has L--M in place of the original
L, a possibility
we have alluded to before, and will discuss in
its own right a little
later.
Given the fertility
modifications
are

of surpris.e

dcubtless

possible.

of the human mind, other
by the feature
If

were "the content

of this

of restrained

unreztrained

redundancy

vs.

res trained

the basic

utterance

metaphorical

:tLow in central
expressive

value

is redundant,"

position
of this

of nri :.iga'ting

gesture

then the anulogu~s

ge.::t1...res might O(: "expreasion

b~r consideration

(T 2 )

of

·:!i.rcl:nistanr.!~S,
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social

taboo against

expression

imputing

of redundancy."

and the distinction

to others,

Again, other

etc. " vs.

interpretations

"simple
are possible,

may well be nuanced.

The facts
contour

idiocy

just

considered

suggest

that

form of the S/R

the basic

should ~e

3.2.6/4

w

s

w

f-Hi~

[ -Highl
+Low

J

L+r..o;
J

'
with the distinction
interpretation.

_:tLowin position

We might now ask what the effect

changes in the feature
arithmetic

T2 open to fairly

tells

specification

us that

there

for the three

64 possible

are

to cover all possibilities,

not attempt

We will,

them exist.

free

iconic

is of making other
positions.

Simpl~

combinfltions

-- we will

nor even to discover

if ~11 of

however, go through a few of the more interesting

variants.
First,
that

it

we have observed

is possible

in the pattern
The effect

exaggerate
estimate
similar

to substitute

given in 3.2.6/4,

of the feature

the "upbeat"

of an overall
the pattern

that

witho,lt

we disagreed
expresses

occurrence.

low

enormous E>ffect on the "meaning.
position

"low high low" pattern,

itself:

and 3.2.6/3c

a low-mid tone for the initial

but it is clearly

have some reason f'or its

to 3.2.5/lb

+Low in the initial

the +Low version

attitude,

in regard

is to e.xaggerate

and thus to

with O'Connor and Arnold's

"<lisgnmtlement"

the marked option,
It is not clear

or somE'

and needs to
that. it

is

11
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necessa.r- 3 to say B.Dv7thingmore precise
in initial
fall

than that

the version

position

is exaggerated.

It is also possible

to be arrested

at a mid pitch.

We would expect that

of the "neutral

11

low-mid tone in final

relatively

tentative

or indefinite

the firmer

and more definite

This prediction

air

position

for the terminal
the effect

would be to give a

to the ending,

termination

with +Low

as Jpposed to

of low tone.

is borne out by the facts,

as the following

pairs

of examples suggests:
I

3.2.6/5a

I gave it

I
L

I gave it

I

L

to Samuel.

\

"

H-M L·M

to Samuel.

\
H-M

'

L

5c

v'\.

.I

\.

j

<X..

ve. it

'-

sae
1_____

JlA-\
H_-,~M----~-M
M

(':)_
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5d

.

J

i

i

:

------t------

Interestingly,

lower.

5c

in both cases,
is more neutral

is that

in

release

of the~

the pitch

5d

the pitch

perceptually

or tentative,

while

or angry.

has already

i_y lA. I
L

release).

5d

The prim~·

reached

quite

nucleus

that

(low in one case,

trailing

off is not so clear

action

the difference

is due to a difference

syllable

away of subglottal

preserve

difference

a low level

(about

135 ~

at the onset of'
to that

The reason for the

- · it might be attributed

to the dying

(which would not be countered

boundary tone (representf'd

5c,

off to about

in t:te tone assigned

low-mid tone),

at the

whereas in

trails

in pitch

low-mid in the other).

of' the "neutral"

uted to a. L terminal

the pitch

seems to end

5d is more firm and

10 msec of the release)

In both cases,

(L~

drops to about the same level

although

(85 H2 within

We have proposed

the syllabic

contrary

pitch

iM

de.

1-\-M

is by no means so low at the comparable point

10 msec after

75 ~·

the terminal

and may even seem abrupt

positive,

j

s

i+

L

instrumentally

i!

i
i

~a.ve
·l------------1----

...

i

!

by any strong

or it might be attribin parentheses

under

the F0

plots).
If we substitute

effect

is quite

off to 75

~

a high-mid pitch

different.

There is no question

as the breath

boundary tone,

in the terminal

runs out,

or whatever:

of the pitch

or the necessity

the pitch

H-M,we have the vocative

stays

position,

the

trailing

of a low terminal

When the terminal

up.

sequence is

H

in unchanted

speech in a way to be examined shortly;

when the terminal

sequence is

H-M H-M, we seem to have another,

different

which we will

also

which also funct:i.ons

rather

~LiMfH H-M (what we called the vocative

occurs as well on (more or less)

jocular

admonitions:

,

Cover your earl:'!

......
,

\

L
6b

H H-M

Cover your ears !

\

L

I'·,

H

L

6c
l.So - .

\

\

\

\

.

\

J.OO.

.
.
..

......
, ..

c o

v e

ir

-~-~----~----~

entity,

I

take a look at.

The sequence

3.2.6/6a

tune,

:,ov.v-

e

a. r s ~

tune)
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The version

in 6a has a kind of playful,

the version

in 6b, in which the fall

it wouldn't

matter)

is all

has a very different

times.

there

of menace, as in the example that

is still

a marked diff'erence

3.2.6/7a

case,

-- there

follows.

can be an

However,

with the surprise/redundancy

You better
I
t

give me the ··money.

You better

give me the money.

I

in this

11

The /L H H-M/ tune is not always Jocular
undercurrent

quality

tune:

( "or you' 11 be sorry ... "

/I

H H-M

( "obviously that's
you should do ...

/ l

what
11)

H L

L

7c

J..So ..

'1Cl.

...... '7b

,x;;A\
:\_
.

.....:
-•

1 ~5' -

.~...
~-

..f·'

1

~

..
•,
..
\

--!-----+,----

Thus the surprise/redundancy

L+H~.gh] [-Hlgh]

, with the feature

--

the way to low (or to low-mid,

implication;

"I 've told you a thousand

something like

finger-wagging

$

--l'-----r

tune has the "skeleton"

f,-!Low] in

the various

[-High]
positions
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serving

to "modulate"

signifies
and

the effect

exaggerated,

position

signifies

changing the terminal

very different

tune,

position

which (given

the terminal

calling

"vocative

rl

tune")

J [:+Righl
[:~!1the

-High 1
+Low

-Low

J

position

restrained,

final.

We have

[-High] to [+High]produces

air to the utterance,

(the

signifies

definite,

lends an admonitory
people

+Low in initial

+Low in medial position

+Low in terminal

seen that

-- roughly,

sequence

a

H H-M)

and can also be used for

-- we will

warning/calling

call

this

sequence

tune.

!

St-M) [

f

l

Both the surprise/redundancy

1 SL-M2
H-M) l L 5 ,
H

and the warning/calling

tune family,
L
SL-M(
tune family,
L
H-M, have in common

that

rising-falling

they are basically

sequence becomes
and (perhaps
that
tonal

l

/H-M H-M/ or

because

of this),

of the warning/calling
feature.

in nonfinal
standing

its
tune,

by itself,

the effect

gestures.

If the terminal

/H H/, we have a "level
meaning is rather

''high level

nuclear

it is a highly

What a fantastic

I

L

in only one
tones"

marked, very emotionally

baseball

\
H-M

game!!!

\
H-M

tone,"
from

occurs

is simply one of "continuation,"

tune --

3.2.6/8a

nuclear

different

from which it differs

When one of these
clauses,

5H

but

charged

159
8b

\.

\.
whet.i

..»a.

Cl

_b':l-_J
1. j

Se

:Q.
__
M €.~~!.
l ! __

I

Particularly
way I can perform

that

the level

otherwise

if any syllables
this

tune naturally

stretch

terminal

the contour

follow

is to feign

sounds like

singing

instead
that

the only

such excitement

is performed with creuky

However, I have observed

seems mmatural.

the main stress,

~

of speaking,

and

some people do "sing"

such exclamations.

Wewill consider

one last

class

pattern

we have been investigating,

nuclear

tone"

of modifications

those which have "low falling
s

(which we vlll

spell

tone" is characteristic

~d

Tone Gr01.ip 1 consists

2.

Low Fall/.
Stepping

We have explained

or/
their

[-High 1

J

+Low

J

).

of O'Connor and Arnold's
of the string

Tone Group 2 consists
Head+Low Fall/

'W

[ -High1
-Low

nuclear

of the basic

"Low falling

Tone Groups 1

/(Low Pre-head+)(Low

of the string

Head+)

/(Low Pre-head+)

High Pre-head+Low Fall/.
use of the term "Pre-head"

( eve.r-Jthing

160

preceding

the stressed

syllable

Nucleus (represented

in these

syllable

prominent

of the last

landmark of the highest
whole tune centres."
"tail;"

often

nucleus

and tail,

of the first

"prominent"

examples by "Low Fall")
word," recognized

importance,"
Any syllables

the "Nuclear tone" is actually

The

is the "stressecl

es "clearly.

and as the pivot
followin~

word).

• . a

on which "the

the nucleus

are the

distributed

over both

obviously.

What they call

"stepping

head" is defined

as follows:

"the

..
stressed
pitch;

syllable
that

of the first

Crystal

and so on until

strongly

three-way

is adequate,
tance.

criticizes

classification

or that

He observes

the particular
that

this

heads.

[or)

He argues that

classification

classification

longer heac?.s.••

the

rising

heads (with two

and rising-falling

analysis
if anything,

the additional

suggests
further

that
sub-

complexity ...

"

suggests

is simply not adequate

But we may assu.'!le that

to anticipate

is probably

a four-way distinction

heads,

"statistical

is not too detailed:

is needed,

All of this
unit

(-falling)

and stepping)

are of major impor-

"the head of the tone unit

falling-rising

11

O'Connor and

types involved

and proposes

level

of the third

is reached.

the idea that

heads ( w1th four main subtypes),

main subtypes),
(-rising)

the nucleus

that

of heads (low, sliding

most complex segment to describe,"
into falling

word is on a high,

of the second word is a step lower;

a step lower still,

Arnold's

important

that

the concept of "hea.d" as a struetural

to deal with other

than the simple::;t cases.

O'Connor e.nd Arnc,ld 1s distinction

betwe,:n Tone

Groups 1 and 2 has a real basis;
allegedly

"stepping"

distinction

abstract

away from the

of the Tone Group 2 head, and consider

nature

to be basically

of their

so we will

low vs.~.

(Actually,

a large

example of Tone Group 2 have only one "step,"

i.e.

the

percentage
a high tone,

anyway).
On this
that

assumption,

incidentally,

Tone Group 2 normally
is a pre-head

there

it becomes highly

interesting

has the (l.lllmarked) low pre-head,

without

a head,

then the "pre-head"

but if

must be high,

I

If the true

"spelling"

of Tone Group 2 is something

/f+B:gh
1[:i~](~~~] /,
predictably,
l.lllstressed

initial

"pre-head")
like

this

if no secondary
strongly

systematic

that

although

In any event,
spelling

stresses

suggest

validity,

reserved,

The version

do not differentiate)

of being

entirely

~,

have no
useful.

possible

Ir-High~[-High]
[;-High~
/) is
+Low
-Low
+Low
.
possibly

position

seems, if anything,

falling.

the "lowest"

of the
Facts

descriptively

used to convey a cool,

from the other

part

head and pre-head

calm, phlegmatic,

grim or surly

attitude."

( which O'Connor and Arnold

more phlegmatic

Torie Group 2 (which we are transcribing
is dlstinguishecl

or on some

prP.cede the main stress.

gestrTe,

in initial

go, equally

school definition,

the notions

dis~ssionate,

r-Ilighl
-Low 1

with

in the "head,"

Tone Group 1 (as befits

as "characteristically

detached,

[ +High

they are perhaps

of the rising-falling

glossed

stress

(by British

syllable

1 will

then the initial

on some secondary

like

as

/r+Higl~

and

l:Low
J

duller.

r-}Iighl
r-HigiJ
/)
-Low J +Low J

cases we have examined so f'ar by virtue

It is glossed

as "used to give a co.tegorjc;

162
considered,

weighty,

it is said that
responsible
pressing,

•••

judicial,

wh-questions

are rendered

irri tabili

ty" are often

11

point

right;

we will

glosses

as performed by the author)

we will
will

use individual

otherwise

serious,

considered,

tonal

and subtract

weighty,
or

entities

nothing,

seem

except to

of the connections.

exampl;s

(in our notation,

-- to enliven

cases to bring

pay little

intense,

"a ring of impatience"

for these

appropriateness

Here are some of their

serious,

conveyed.

add nothing

out the ideophonic

to statements;"

"searching,

It is added that

O'Connor and Arnold's
exactly

character

" wh5.le commands are "firm,

dispassionate."

a sense of

dispassionate

with F 0 contours

the presentation

out certain

points

of the list,

to which we

attention:

3.2.6/9

1i5-

\.

100-

15"-

)
IM

h 0

-t

su. r

(1--M)L

The above is an excellent

Tone Group~.
boundarJ

I have analyzed

ex,:.1rnple of

p

r

I

L-M

s e d
·-~·

L

the "ph.i.egmatic, dull"

it as consisting

tone ( which is the most u."lmarked case),

of a low-mid initial
fellowed.

by the

tonal

W

sequence

8

W

LL-ML.

section)

In this

(and the rest

of the examples in this

we will put boundary tones in parenthese~,

beneath

the F0

the tonal unit.

plots,

in order to distinguish

The fact th~t the initial

than the terminal

low is fairly

low is not strongly

in the notation

them from the rest

of

low is somewhat higher

normal form::, voice when the nonterminal

stressed.

3.2.6/10
I

1~-.

\

'\.

\.

so

s·o.i cl

shouldha.ve

~olL

The fact

that

the syllables

said,

a falling

shape is due to their

phonetic

consonant

tends to cause a rise

in F0

general.

while there
Jacqueline

is a lowering

Vaissiere

these phon~tically-caused
overall
before

intonation
begins

att1·ibuted

somewhat higher

to the fact

so

etc.

'-

individually

have

content. -- the ini.tial
(noticeable

in F0

before

only after

voiceless
its

releas~,

an obstruent,

in

has propo:;ed the name micromelod·., for

perturbations

contour.

o y-e

L.-M

L-M

('-),

of course),

.f

be

The fact

i!l FO super.tmposed

that

the stressed

than the earlier

t!'lat i,he heightening

syllable

L-M syllables
effect

on the

of initial

of

do can be
voic(;!less

164
·consonants

depends somewhat on streao,

(the actual

values

for the maxin.a~ as re~ordcd

which is not necessa~ily
are:

said

at least

~

130 ~'

reliable

in U\Y experience.
by the pitch

too nee.!' to consonantal

detector,
erticulations,

135 ~).

125 H2 , -fore

_3.2.6/11

!J.S -

~

100 -

15"-

~-

"\
-t ho..iIS

So

~\

ho W jO

~-·~

L-M

L-M
---·---------·---------

---r

-----!----~-

The above eXl;\mple of Tone Group 1 (the
a rs.the:::- long "tail
the fac.t that
al phrase

all

11

we will

--

syllables

lack independent

of the possibility

a.. b o_u.-t it.

.feel
l-

l.L

"phlegmatic

comment further

follow.lng
tonal

the main stress

specification,

of a terminal

in a later

tune")

shows

sectior.

er.:

of an intonation-

with the sirgle

exception

boundary tone.

3.2.6/12

l 1S".
1SO -

J

J.1S-

h.

\

\
100.

It.,s
(J.-M)
--~---

b s
\-\- M

c..

Q.

· 1----

-~

u.

tel

'j

-----l------s-------1---·--J

c..e.v-ta.;"'
. t--i"\ L.

The p1·eceding example is our first
"judicious
i!llplicit

tune").

case of Tone Group 2 ( the

We can use it to make a pc:,irrt which has been

in much of the preceding

discussion,

out in an embr,;onic form in chapter

o.nd which was brought

2 -- the treatment

of non-lexical

words.
If the metrical
were to follow

its

pattern

surface

3.2.6/13

of the text

structure,

R

w

ws

operation of a "rhythm
rule II to shift the main
str·ess of absolutely
back
to its initial
syllable,
in this particular
case.

w
certain
s

absolutely
would predict

ceJ.·tain."

the tone assignment

While this

represents

a conceivable

way

I

I

I

We are assuming the

N.B.

..

s

This structure

H-M

certain"

A /\ A

w
it's

absolutely

absolutely

it would be:

/~

"it's

"it's

L-M L

to say the sentence,

it requires

which does not normally
pointing

to an entity

ref~1rring

to something

on it's

results

chapter

2, in referenc~

take stress

jn

in

unless

the background

from the principles

3.2.3/13

strong

rather

:'..s readjusted

on tbe word it,
(i.e.,

than anaphorlcally

of the discourse).

of grid alignment

to 2.4.4/11 and sutsequent
that

stress

it ifl used deictice.1ly

new to the discourse,

We have been assuming

strc.ct.ttt'e

a rather

"stress,:

This

discussed

in

exarr:ples.

in the normal c;ase, the kjnd of
to

give

somet.htng

like

the

following:

in

166
3.2.6/14

w

it's
This metrical
ness of~~'

pattern

will

and the correct

predi~t

tune-text

both the relativ2

stressless-

for 3.2.6/12.

association

The

l

readjustme&t

involved

not unrelated

in producing

words become attached

In general,

the intonational

if

normally,

this

according

attachment

etc.).

have a certain

to lexical

treatment

pattern

unless

prominence

prominence,

such attac.:hmeut,

although

words in their

words will

assocjation,

the formati v·~ in 4.uestion
or contrastive

is

use of

seem normally

words (e.g.~)

so that

vicinity.

non-lexical

of tune-text

(as in deictic

Some nonlexical

is obviously

in whicl! certain

of these

to our theory

is required

being given special
pronouns,

metrical

to the phenomenon of cli ticization,

non-lexical

precede

this

to

in the usual case they do not undergo

it is certainly

possible

for them to "glom on"

intonationally.

I believe
in chapter
value

is

occt.·p:r

f'

that

the rationale

2 is a valid

only structm·al,
more important

of the utterance

(e.g.,

Subsequent
subordination)

one -- unless

it happens,

or is otherwise
metrical

a formative

:.:edundant (e.g.
than part

position

attachment

it's)

of the real

proces3
whose
would

content

absolutelv).

to this

there

we gave for thls

is

rebracketing
.. cason

(which is really

to belie·1e

that

a kind of enforced

word boundaries

may delete,

causing

unst~essed

nonlexical

with one of th~ir
one, since

thetc

neighbors

that

approximately
this

locutor,

(cf.

are tonally

we are asked the distance
is

monosyllables

miles;

cases

not involving

miles.

1

The existence
put a high initial

the st.ressed
existence
contrastively

thirteen

miles.

L

H-ML

l

injwictions

to use

) ',,

of the initial
botmda.I"J tone,

tone of the
syllable

of a list
stress

would be accounted

tune:

we might answer instead:
It's

but the initial

nter··

H-M L

If we wished to heed our schoolteachers'

3.2.6/16

j

.•

}',,

L

complete sentences,

to suppose

employing the surprise/redundancy

Thirteen

Suppose

This di.stance

we had some reason

if

enclitics.

was, or ought to be, well known to our

we might rep1y,

3.2.6/15

similar

word

1972). The issue is a complex

from Cambridge to Milton.

thirteen

information

Selkirk

to beco~e a single

it's

would also give us a place

to indicate

/L H-ML/

of thirteen

tonal

(unless

of such questions
the pronoun).

to

vehemence, if we chose;
unit would still

for some reason,

e.g.,

anu answers,

we wished to

This treatment

of the initial

for 'r:y the normal "cli tic.izat:i.on

11

go on
the

it's

of unstressed

pronouns and a'J..X.lliaries.
However, ve might decide

to make our answer even more unnccessarily

complex, and throw in the whole noun phrase

instead

of a mere prcinoun:

168
"the distance
a large

from Cambridge to Milton is thirteen

miles."

number of ways in which such an answer might be intoned

we wish to examine just

one of them, the one whose underlying

association

is given below:

3.2.6/17

The distance

from Cambridge to M{lton is thirteen

I

L
In this

example,

sometimes referred
destressing."
F0

There are

the subject

to as "anaphoric

tonal

miles.

I"··

H-ML

noun phrase has underJone what is

..

destressing,

Depending on our choice of initial

contour might look like

--

11

or "redundancy
boundary tones,

18a or 18b below:

3.2.6/18a

r.

·~.

,he d,'sta.hce·+~c~~v,·J5e to 1v1;1+u111
i's
t.hlr fee.~ i,.,;'fes

-cH-M)_
___~ -~l--,--~---t-·--+---+----4!:~

_H_-fL.k __
~--

the

3.2.6/18b

J

Jl

r

t"'

Jist-o..no,.

ik

Gt,.,£•".,e
1'>14;/ton· ;s · t I,;.- -tee" ..,; IeJ
~L.+~M_;.L)~,r---+I
--4-1
-+I
--11----eJ-:
_ __, I ff,/t1I--

)'--+-I
--+-I

'--'""'(L,t-"I

The point
·~ initial

which interests

boundary tone)

aspect

the subject

of the tune that

is exclusively
we observed

In British

is familiar

associated

thus giving

redundant

have seen.
this

to us.

(at least

The tonal

us a ten-syllable

or anaphoric

is nothing
I think

case entirely

"better"
that
to that

this

unit

/L H-M L/
which as

to the discourse.

to the suggestions
NP plus copula is in the

pre-head.

phenomenon?

It will

not do to say

material

cannot receive

(non-boundary)

tones

around,

then they will

get the tone,

as we

it would also be a mistake
of the non-lexical

hav~ something in commonboth pragmatically
case of nonlexical

of the

in any

miles,"

according

the whole subject

How are we to represent

i.f there

NP does not participate

could have stood alone as our contribution

given in O'Connor and Arnold)

that

{with the exception

with the answer,"thirteen

school termiuology

"pre-head,"

us is that

to try to assimilate

words, although

they do

and intonationally.

words, tl1ere are a numoer of reasons

for us to

In the

170

re-attach
these

them lower down in the metrical

is that

phonological

the unstressed
units

is valid

treatment

Indeed,

structure

if the metrical

a process

by obvious

must still
im_plication.

and e\en inevitable

on the systematic

phonetic

ln any case,
cliticization,

will

cliticize

that

the clitic

be a separate

onto.

rebracketing,

at this

phonology,

then this

of the phonology,

6), we will present
to which it is

should remain defined

are defined

may be an intersection
and the constraints

at the time of

process

of

with the word it

itself
parent)

conditioning;

{which ensures
may, on this

view,

thus the constraints

of the constraints

on metrical

on a boundary-deletion

from the traditional

of

which has the effect

constituent

word with its

phenomenon, with distinct

different

association,

they must be, then the process

The "coalescence"

view, bu-:. will

process.

This

not be defended

ttme.

Whatever the true nature
represent

patterns

into a metrical

becomes a single

on cliticization

further

if metrical

clitic

the phonology.

according

such structure

must be precedeQ by a rebracketing

the future

proposal

of tune-text

6n the output

structure

we

level.

as in our theory

coalescence

is rather

that

if this

throughout

of the textual

of metrical

become

over the traditional

In our summation (chapter

an idea about the nature
reasonable

rules;

forms the basis

be defined

of

In the next chapter

advantages

which seems to follow all

tree-structure

word.

must exist

pattern

-- not the least

cases typically

of stress

{and it has some striking

view) then metrical

putting

monosyllabic

with a neighboring

Will propose a metrical

tree

3.2.6/18 entirely

or cliticization,

it will

as a case of "super-cliticization."

not do to
For one

..

171

thing,
prefix"

the ''lack

specification"

cf tonal

emerges in a rather

This is rather

similar

could be viewed as "pragmatic
section

3.3.

Thus there

morphologically

complex tonal

tone and neutral

of the treatment

suffixes")

is perhaps

that

followed

be pointed

of an initial

by the expected

If this view is correct,

"stem" of the tune.

will

out in

the text

"answer," would not in this

any special

case require

as a

boundary

/L H-ML/

then the attachment

the "stem" of the tune to the portion'or

metrical

of tags (whi~h

some reason to view 3.2.6/18

word, consisting

low-mid tone,

pragmatic

11

way, namely as a low-mid tone.

specific

to an aspect

')f the long

that

of

constitutes
operations

the
on the

pattern:

3.2.6/19a
C

/
B

/

~

-----

$ the distance

from Cambridge

7(\

S

W

thirteen

S

mi.les

19b
C

w

"'
/";,

w

s

N.B. The# in the tune is
intended only to indicate
the presenc0 of some kind of
morphological structure,
an
issue to which we will return
briefly
in the next section.

w

L-M # L H-M L

19a and 19b wlll

define

the pattern

of t\.Ule-text

association

seen

172

an;y deformation

in 18a, without

But this

will

of the metrical

structure

not always be so easy -- for example,

of the text.

if the question

had been ''Who did John give the money to?" we might have answered

"John gave the money to §.,~s
word on the answer "(to)
with

~'"

Susan's

~ohn gave the money],

putting

uncle,"

the "stem" of the tonal
the L-M prefix

and associating

which is not a syntactic

constituent

under

an;y normal conditions.
My belief

is that

the correct

the following:

a certain

and non-lexical

words, among other

metrical

tree

its

This is the process

with them.

uncle,"

(including

redundant

is "cut loose"

left
that

is roughly

if possible,
allows

elements

from the

with neighbor-

unstressed

auxiliaries

NP, which is not tmderlyingly

in

This is also the way in which I would propose

for the necessary

money to Susan's

to such cases

categories)

on the end of the subject

a constituent
to arrange

of material

and readjoined,towards

ing constituents.
to contract

class

approach

constituent

structure

of "John gave the

under the circumstances

stru~ture

resulting

from "cutting

gave,~

mon!:Yand readjoining

loose"

described

the redundant

them leftwards

above.

elements

The

John,

is something like

w

h

w
w s w
John gave the noney
s

(the highest

constituent

for rhythmic

reasons

are discussed

further

chapter
We will
cases

like

tilese

point

involves

sw

-- such phenomena
in

4.3

and in

5).

out in the next section

immediately

is

that

the description

of'

us in a number of complex theoretical

173
issues

of the highest

importance,

which cannot be aiscussed

from problems of syntax and semantic
place

interpretation

which are out of

So we will in these cases allow ourselves

to make descriptively

in this

necessary

apart

work.

adjustments

(and also timing,

as discussed

We now return
the "judicious

in metrical

structure,

in chapter

to our discussion

tone."

to get the tone assignments

5) to come out right.
of examples of Tone Group 2,

..
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An interesting

feature

of the above example iB that

what O'Connor and Arnold would call

a

"steps

in "I simply can'-~ imagine. "

II

as the underlined

Our theory
simply,

simply assigns

and

intervening
that

stretch

H-M tone to the stressed

is presumably
in relation

syllables"

earlier

of free

have a reason

examples of this

-- it is often

are relatively

in this

level

true

that

intermediate
syllables.

imagine,"

can't

we see that

syllable

on the following

The

the stressed

they step

theor.1 of

Some aspects

syllables

in such a sequence

with most of the fall

level,

of

head" may really

Thus if we look closely

is relatively

to

then we might

nonlinguistic
onP..

true,

character

syllables),

the "stepping

stages,

is really

case (namely that

of imagine takes most of the fall
syllable:

of

examples of sequences

ls a special

on stressed

that

ing on the lUlStressed

first

there

in favor of' a linguistic
type suggest

syllable

of imagine.

If it

for abandoning our tent.ative

such interpolations,

exist

that

defined

They give the

11

subjt::!ct to the kind of interpolation

in the chapter.

syllables

downwards by increments

syllable

to the various

as O'Connor and Arnold assert,
the treatment

11

L-M tone to the stressed

we discussed

of "free

syllables

:3tepping head.

it has

occur-

at ''can't

while the low-stressed
to the low-mid pitch
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I
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i
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Kl___
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e
"steps,"
head,

11

to this

one feels

f

i

""

In listening

that

:,

1·

tr'I;

I

there

"stepping

interpolation

rules

below, where

~

,

i,

_JJj

ae

In order to describe

of free

syllables

see the discussion

Suppose we have a situation
are syllables,

stepping

11

w:l.th more of a smooth,

we might want to introduce

and

a class

tonal

entities,

as in the diagram

T1 - T2

are tones:

the interval

rule WOtlld have to create
'111

created

,

T 11 etc.,

a set of

which would in some way

by the particular

of,

of complex tonal

T2

Then our interpolation

a

(for a differ-

1 · · · · · · · · ' · ~n

Tl

partition

!

f
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subsidiary

:

a rendition

for the treatment

3,3).

x1 -

!
i

is also possible.

ent approach to the same problem,
words in section

1

is something to the idea of a

head" in our theory,

interpolation

-------1i---l~

example, as well as to cases with more

al though it also seems that

"glissando"

I

----t--~

•

:

'I

i

mode of realization

of'

T1 and T2 •

assigned
We will

These subsidiary

to (some of?) the stressed
carry

this

would be required
rules

tonal

exist,

and exactly

suggestion

no further,

to determine

how it ts that

they do it,
cite

syllabic

nuclei

considerable

research

such interpolation

way to look at what they do,
if

one further

and in Yhich the steps
of stressed

x1 - Xn

since

by O'Connor and Arnold with a "stepping
seem to be steps,

in the stretch

whether in fact

is the correct

however,

\tTould have to be

syllables

whether this

We will,

entities

do it they indeed do.
example of an example notated

hea.d,

11

in which there

do indeed

do SHem to correlate

with the

syllables:

3.2.6/23

I\. "\._

·l \

\

\

·1---

Looking at a more detailed

the

of attachment

L-M tone,

of the

the existence

w

o

1--M

H-M

point

kn

.I

s t1A..
pi d.est

version

of the stretch

H-M tone to the point
of "steps"

.

l4---

from the

of attachment.. of

seems fa::.rly clear:
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We hav~ now gone about as far as we intend
tion

of simple

the family
family

of falling

of risi~g

carrying

words" in English.

"tonal

tunes,

tunes,

points

would arise

exhausted
the
in

Our purpose has been served;
some of the queations

raised

1.

an underlying

only examined simple tunes
commonly uccur,

in the next section,

fo1·m for

-- concatenation

tunes.

but the general

So far we have

and compounding of various

a phenomenon on which we will

ably well to cover tl''.ese cases,
them.

to go in our examina-

even begur. to consider

to answer at least

We have proposed

sorts

and haven't

such a survey out to the end.

in chapter

L

We have not completely

but no new theoretical

we now ~re in a position

w

0

i

rest

form of our theory

at least

to the exter,t

our gaze briefly
expt,.ndB :::-eason-·

that

I understand
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We have proposed

a metn0d for asbociating

Thi.:: method has two advan-1:.ages -- first,
the

tunal

effect

extremely

of stress

general,

rules.

but rather

beings

to impose

in time.

eonsisting

(primarily)

of a series

of appeals

certain

sorts

this

propensity

may be ,hat evolution

proposal

should

the right

this

coulr: be done -- tut

-- there

We h~ ·.re remarked

We proposed

with

that

iconic.
SOPh~

ki.nd

co,1siderable
wri tf's

that
11

It

is

reason

motions,
for

e+c.

correct,

that

for

of our

ability

to

ways in wl::ich

that

lexicon

category

stem from the
the basic

much of the

lt;8!1~

to the h~a'1

the part·i_cu-

s~erus

to she.re

of' ideophonic
fact

that

both

mode of meaning
of "tunes"

c value

eestural

system.

words.
e..re
is

stems
is

Thei·e

such a view - - to gi ·,e one exe.r:1pJe, Ha!TL-5
b.nd me.:rning, these

certainly

true

contours

(althougr..

the 1:;;reat wealth

then

arc not a1·bi tro.ry.

intonationRl

ties

how

The value

claim

..tic

of events

many other

of its

is

of humar,

in deciding

we are

undoubtedly

in which

of relation,11ip

"pe:>.11'orm" ::.ntcr,:1.tiona.l

tand

si1nilari

"-;n incid£rice

on gestnre.

the

systems

precedent

if

the better-understood

l!e r·.avcc i1nplied

from

choices

it

of idiosyncn

on sequences

same choices.

strength

output

that

these

se1ni-cc..,nventionalizecl

are

on the

patte::::!::: obse:cvec. in the

many properties

list

be det~1·1llin_d not so much on its

give

lar

output

.•

9.

to the propensity

but

predicting

and second,

not of

basic

formally,

and texts.

corre<.'tly

etc.,

of structlll'e

has wade the

therefore

works,

changes,

We have had to make certain

to rep1·es0.nt
it

pattern

it

tunes

';he.t it

wi U out

::.t lm"

features

border

is extremely

epproprlu

been s\;g:estccl

clcse:l_y

diff:i.cul

t to

:.e :fc.ci al c:xpress ::.or.s,
to me

of' ir.~~oiiaU.:.,;;...l t:.XLression

thr.t

ll. Eegli.sh

PH?

lf
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that

the Ur-Englishman,

hands,

forbidden

by social

convention

to wave his

chose to wave his Jarynx instead).
In addition

assoc.iations,
involved

to the underlying,

we have suggested

in interpolattng

There are probably
phoaetic

of representation)
specification

there

considerations

g~neraled

(stressed)
involved

( the loweRt systernatically

of tonal

patterns

tune-text

might be add.:.tional

tones for certain

further

representation

that

metrically

in English;

free

syllables.

in deriving

the

significant

level

foI' examp:e,

complex tonal

patterns.

On-::e this

two very important

associated

with linguistic

to t~e more conventional
al phrasing;

the nature

enti tier

in English.•

notions

and the nature

is accomplished,

issues:

of stress

the ordinary

we will

and their

grid,

and

to

patterns

rclationsh·.:.p

of intonatton-

and. its

language

oI'

proceed

of the metrical

patterns

of the metrical

to the problem of the rhythms (in
speech.

the

of changes in tesuitura.

OW' next task is to make a few remarks about the nature

discuss

processes

i'elationsh::.p

sense)

of
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3.3

Complex Tonal Patterns
This &ection will be much too short

subject.

One reason for this

another

reason

inquiry.

is that

The subject

standing

is the unfortunate

the subject
is crucially

of the interrelationship
complex case;

somewhat narrcwer

issues.

It is expositionally

this

arises

is believed

for an under-

syntax,

and semantics

is focused

to separate

the description

fall

syntactic

An example of this

fro!"l cert.ain

kinds of post-sentential

In ref'(:rence

pattern.
of tonal

of our theory
boundaries

boundaries,

tags,

particular

patterns,

This implication
words separated

implies

of a boundary in the position

thE:
In some

to assume

particularly

out,

NP and S

separating

an instance

example,

a claim

in t~e text.

case is the boundar;

1 (th~ example "Sam struck
to this

of

to the extent

where it has been traditional

boundaries.

existence

the metrical

of cor~esponding

nf important

mentiom~d in chapter

of the text,

in the case of sequences

those boundaries

the existence

structure

metrical

by implication,

pattern;

which ":Jy the nature

presence

0~1

of the form and meaning cf sentences.

to determine

most strikingly

independent

t.~at tte

of course,

+.onal association

by boundary tones,

cases,

important,

impossib~e

may be made about the syntactic

of time;
to our present

of cong~uence makes a claim about textual

given an observed

that

pressure

but our attention

complex tunes from considerations

to its

is not very important

of intonation,

in a:ny reasonably

Our theory

to do justlce

sentences

of which was

~· friend.")

it should be pointed
represented

by

the

mit
cc:i"ullll,
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will

automatically

produce the facts

this

example, as opposed to the ex.a.mple "Sam struck

which were pointed

First
out receives

out in chapter

about tune-text

the main st~ess

or the phrase:

..

strucl:

Sam

l

out

wlll
simple

tonal

3.3/2

the version

with the "comm&"between out ancl

word in isolatic,n

w

are not relational

w

1[1[

,
J

L

structure

of a

1

but refer

there

in representing

t112 maximal

structm·e

B

bou.nda17 tones.

notions,

they dominate,

that

tonal

was:

s

where the Bis represent

of the rcot

earlier

We observed

[ 1(

elements

pat terr.. obGerved ill 1. 2. 4/4.

the association

B

L

L

need to say a few words about what the nec!essary

loolt like.

li-M

l

H-M

Before we derive
we

H-M

friend.

ey

\

H-M
is exactly

h\

w
out 11\Y"

Sam struck

!!![,

out my friend,"

let us derive the cese without the boundary, in whi'!h

lb

This

in

1.

3.3/1a

le

association

Since

to the ::.11trinzlc

is no reasun
such cases:

"l 0ur.do.r::r" and

r,e,t

to allow

11

ccmter,t

11

m~tur·e of the

triple-

u::pansion

182

3.3/3

Indeed,
what

this

boundaries"

11

corresponds

are like,

When a "tag

11

well to our intuitive

stri~i

3.3/4

w

like

of

structure

like

the above,

this:

:B

?

.B

w

s

concept

structurally.

is adtl.ed, given an initial

we get a terminal
B

rather

[ ] [ J ( ][ ][ 1[ 1f 7
The "beefy"" of the ::1.g generally

must be the unmarked low-mid tone,

has only a s:i.ngle tone:

or some "allophone"

of it;

which
e.g.

in the environment
B

B

I

I

high
the pitch
m.id" area,

of the tag will

but simply sags a little;

"low-mid" tone is actually
In any case,
normal type;

clause:

not plummet to an acoustic

which is reasone.ble

a kind of null

hand, there

bounda.r-.r tone,

tonal

is an intonational

intervening

"low-

enough if the

articulation.

the tag does not get a separate

on the other

with a noticeable

high

low-mid

word of the
boundary,

between it and the main

often

3.3/5

.
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r·

r·
)
\

\I\..

.$Tua.tish,i:

..

e I e.

d.h

V

0..

~ (H-M),

-~(H~)-+----r------=L-.;Thus the tonal

t Q y .$_1j(>I.A.

counterpart

Sin~~ our theory

congruence

this

any general

raises

specification

innumerable

questions

of tonal

requires

is not especially

of the theory

I.

I

(H_)_

affix,

analagoUR to the attachment

the tag to the ma.in clause.
of' tune and text,

b-M

I

of the tag is a sort

word in a way quite

appended to the tonal

SiMple.. ton1

structural

surprising.

o: such congruences

about the nature

of

HoweverJ

inunediately

of the representation

at

issue.
We will
examples,

give just

the first

one example.

consists

tonally

while the second hs.s the same word+
example.

This is not a matter

like

the material

tonal

structure;

i'ollowing

nature

VO!'d

of a pair
affix

pair

of complete

structur~

of

"words,"

as the previous

of opt5.onali ty -- added-on conunents,

the co!!lillB.
ir.· 6ai to not tar.:e the word + .af:f'Jx

and epithet-tags,

in 6b, do not allow the

In the following

like

the material

+ word structure

and becoming aud.ed-cn comments) •

(without

following

the comma

changing tbeir

184

3.3/6a

ct

c. a.. r

:T'oh~
l-M
'

I

H

!

I

~

i' K •"'.9

(,Jithou:t

o...

I

,

'--t1

L (Ll'

H;M

!i:

6b

\_ ·'1-the.

To,h~. Wov.\,lt\l . .91\ief'o\e his
c.,~~
Stv..p,4
1--M.
---'lr---+_H_...L=-,,,.;(..-b"7)-f-1--tr.L
..

Nevertheless,
metrical

structure,

the addenda in the two examples have the same
as near as makes no difference;

source must be found for their
deal with this
synt.a<.:ti

":!

situation

structures,

differing

in two ways.
accord!ng

intonational

so some non-metrl.cal
behavior.

Supp:Jse we classify

to principles

-

like

"takes

We could

and label
affix;
-word + --

185
takes~+

word; etc."

If this

real

of arguably

different

classes

syntactic

structur~s

intonational
tonal

classification

turns

syntactic

structures,

shotu.d be taken to define

phrasing,

out to reflect

with some reflection

then these

the basic

forms of

of them being clci'lned on

representations.
Alternatively,

could conclude that

we

and 6b above does not correspond

Rather,

two different

syntactic

structure;

the material
"tag"

tonal

(whatever

to any diffc.rence

C'f the word+

the intonational

exactly

that

in syntactic

structure.

forms have been mapped onto the same

the effect

following

between 6e

the difference

is),

·break to be interi:,reted

while the effect

form is to cause the same material

form is to cause

affix

as~

of the word+ word

to be interpreted

as an added-on

comment.
We will
ponding to the
this

issue

ass i.lillethat

unrler both

"commasII are represented

js independent

ponds to a difference

of whether

ln textual

vi th an inval1::.?.ble

provided
ty:9es

of syntc1.ctic

structures,

then the effe~t

in part,

string

If the first

of &ny sentence

the tonal

rcr,rest::ntatJ.on

hypothe;is)

a lcinc. of

in some forri1 in both
che differ..:r;ce

corn:!s-

strings

in tonal

--

form corres-

syntax.

Both of theGe alternative
consequences.

the boundaries

hypothcsE:s,

have extremely

hypotheses

interesttng

even in p&.rt, then we r.re

hypothesis

is

probe

the r.iature of s.t least

into
If

the

is to define

true

scconrl

a ~ncl

"sc~ccmd semantic~"

true,

is

Gynta.'( on 7-hc

which hac e.n intonation.
have 'lie&1.ings,

hypothesis

Since

eve;·i

terminal

the eh:menls

we know nlree.d.y tbnt
lJ

ccrtaln

c1eft'1(:;d cm tlw

o.r'

( u.rider any

strln~.

'T'he
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range of tonal

meanings covers only conditions!:?.!!

to our knowledge,
8.'fl\J case,

this

undoubtedly
tonal

so that

overlay

a better

words with textual

a few tonal

variants

under any theory;

effect

"words" of the tune,
association

understood,

knows.

of utterances,

pragmatic

vector

it corresponds,
defining

it. can simplify

the description

has an interpretation.
for the difference

tion

of the utterance

structure"

tically

separv,ted

deal with truth

clearly

to account

is only thG

it

and this

if its

exists;

and referenc.e

I'or the interpretation

in the discourse.

from the aspects

then m:::.ny complexities
language,

that

of the content

could be factored

of this

was
like.
putative

according

This kind of "informa-

of semantic

( the tradi tionel

into

be

of the text

specification

of the determ:inatLon

of

If the ton::i.l

simple example of what such forms would have to
canc'idate

to which

form p1·esumably

form, which is varied;

form, would be a structurlng

to the role

string.

would be necessary

between 6a and 6b on the basis

The most likely

some

consequences

of form, this

Such a supposition

interpre-

constituent

on the textual

spe~ification

form, and not the textual

an extremely

tonal

svntax

tonal

of projecting

word onto the textual

tonal

system has an independent

tonal

minimal basis

are minor compared to the possible

an independent

out

considerably.

on th~s rather

from a tonal

of

This has to be true

But the conseq·1.1en~es of def'in_j.ng an independent
tation

In

as anyone who has ever tried

on a complex sentence
properly

by the

usage,

"pragmatics."

on the particular

constituents,

syntax and semantics

of textual

term is probably

of meaning, defined

depencs for its

appropriate

of

the inter·e.ction

j

could te systema-

nterpretation

whlch

domain of sema.11Ucs),
n

.

H

mee.:n~1g

•

:i.n

.. •

01.·u.ine.ry

of ·:..simpl.ificd

SJ stem
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of textual

interpretation,

structure.
al

The potentialities

syntax

in this

tonal

of the two possible

dependence of tonal

form on syntactic

has such interesting

the matttr

further.

my frie::id"

that

just

a:ti.f

of th<'~ pragmatic

structure,

further

issues

to the issue
on tune-text

raised.

in this

or its

of the effect

is true,

exists

we maintain

the

the assurr -ption
1

Thus the

this:
7b

R

C St~

/~ ;(\

Sam struck

sBw
out$

Sam strtick

out $ ~ friend

H-M

l:-1t L

l

Sam struck

11

ignore

in l1oth tune and text.

R

w

is simply

of the comma in

~~nCl~

7c

to pursue

in the con~ext

we can safely

goes something like

3.3/7a

area (the

are tangential.

-- whatever else

derivation

w

value

independent

we would like

investigation,

association,

a bounda-ry of some sort

intonational

intonation-

However, the domain of data involved

to which these

Returning

issues

of an actual

hypotheses

consequences,

too vast for us to attempt
of an inquiry

tonal

words) are ve-ry great.

Since either

out,

regard

(as opposed to simple concatenaticns

of individu~l

status)

with the system interpreting

my

/~

s
B
friend$

$

I\ L..-. I '",,J
L-U.

H-M

w /\wB

a~flx

c(~

H-M H L L L-M H-M
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The fact

of the existence

tone on .QE.!,just

as we observed

1.2.4/3b and 1.2.4/5.
done in the past,
except

that

The rest

forward onto the free

is quite

empirically

out.

deal more

said about complex intonational

and "prefixes"

"suffixes"

3.3/8a

Lisa
-

{L)

-

II

#

tune

as we have

syntax

question,"

llke

of medial boundary tones

to the left

.
of· a purely

is free •

descriptive

nature,

to be

words (which may be expanded internally

sorts,

An example which might suggest

form of the vocative

to examples

than backward onto the already

association

common even when the syllable

of various

to the "tonal

mY_, rather

This rightwards

by reduplication

is just

the Low

the medial boundary tone to associate

syllable

There is a great

"trap"

in reference

of the derivation

assuming some solution

we have allowed

overcrowded

of the boundary will

rutd externally

the tag-intonation

a reduplicative

by the addition
already
analysis

of

discusned).
is the follow1ng

/L HR H-M/

! !!

I'",

H H H~M

3.3/8b

J
(
L
(I-)

l------

•

a..

I

H

-!--·-------,------·-'-----

H

H- M

·~--------!--------·-·

·-------+-·--·--

There are two different
elaboration

in our theory:

and the phonological
of intermediate

ways in which we could represent

they might be termed the morphological

method.

tones,

Ot.r hypothesis

to account

for

,:s ~;epping heads,"

method, according

form of the tune is simple,

and there

after

assignment

tune-text

non-underlying

tones.

as the result

of this

the position

that

al ] etlcon,

there

of processing.

exist

1nto

/L H R-M/

to tune-text

association

downstepping

11

tones to some set o:' rules
various

sorts

to create

the simple tune

with tune-text
the

in the iutonation-

operate

"stepping

heads,"

11

into

/H-M H-M L-M L/,

in the standc..cd way, and then

character

of the sequence of hi~-mitl

which determine

the phonetic

realization

of

of tone sequences.

to take ~dvantage

of the existing

to give the correct

suspiciously

we could take

er~d. which

/H-M. L-M L/

The advantag:-- of the morphological

order

8 above

association.

for e::...d.l'!lple,by turning

attributing

of

~.mrds out of simple ones,

/L H H H-M/,

We could invoke such a procedure

proceeding

examples like

processes,

the

and locatic,n

Alternatively,

morphological

operating

which creates

the nature

which cre,~tP. U)mplex intonation

for example turning

some procedure,

We might atte11pt to explain
sort

would be an

to which the underlying

is completed,

form of the tune by s~cifying

"elaborated"

prior

exists

method

about the interpolation

exa'!lple of the phonological

the initial

such

e1:ough)

would seem to be that

assignment

of the
\:e

it enatks

uB

of tune-text

associatioD

ln

(al',;'ays to stressed

s~clle.1)h.:s,

apparatus

int.erpolated"

11

nE::edto arri-,e

me:thcd is that

tunes.

· 'The p:cimary

at a nun"ber of tones

cli.fficuH.y
j

n the
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Wlderlying

representation

the text.

We will

case,

in dealing

stringing

of the tune which will

have to face a somewhat similar
with the generation

together

tonal

words,

us from pursuing

dissuade

equivalent

tones

dissuade

since

ment in the phenomenon of

phonetic

there

of the first.

In addition,

mid 11) which by itself

11

high tone., but which exhibits

i.e.

should not
The necessity

of

to underlyingly
head")

precedent

there

realized

should not
for such a treat-

African

tone languages.

on

fl.

pitch

lower than that

is a form of high tone (generally

has the same realization

as an ordinary

"downstep" in sequence with itself',

MM M the first

in the sequence

by

in a sequence of the form H L H, the second

be downstepped,

high level,

is a clear

phrases

method.

realization

of

problem in any

difficulty

downstep" in certain

high tone will

that

this

11

In these languages,

called

so that

(in the ce.oe of the "stepping

us either,

t.he nature

of complex tonal

the morphological

a non-equivalent

attributing

suit

while the succeeding

tone is realized

tones are realized

so

at the normal

at successively

lower

levels.

The preceding

highly

truncated

discussion

will be said in these pages a.bout the important
structures.

The first

draft

the domain of complex tonal
that

all
point

there
that

was anything

wai. at issue

of' association

of this

work dealt

phenomena, since

interesting

happenini

was tht: c;eemingly tri7ial
of two ur three

tones.

il

represen~z
issue

all

that

of complex tonal

almost exclusively
had not occurred

in the s:lmple cases,

with
to me

vhcrc

task of deterJ11ining the
Later,

I carr.e to see the

191

details

of this

as a whole;
earlier

trivial

on

Icy'

In other

these
they

resulting

case

like

tones.

a single

of textual

l
t r1c
•
en·ocen

nuclear
they

tones

I

to be at work.
to the

in

3.3/8.

reason,

in both

his

can be fall

can nt-..;ver be fall

us

analyzes

11

+ fall,

II

they

represent

(most)

nucleal'

"the

£iSt~

him

them as
under

~,

tone

for

addi tiori,
like

the

a largely
tones

as kinetic,

he has primitive

to mid 11 e-r,c.

tones

:dse

descriptions.,

the pe>ssible

on the obs0rved

In other

+ ~,

bOlmdary

and Arnold do, so that

remarks

categories

from hls

o:f a "reduplicated

"low rising

11

1.- •
re 1a t•1ons1:1p.

.• with

So for

Crystal

(in Prosolic

we would describe

association

cor,ipound tones,

"low f'all,

that

result

word for us (as

tonal

and e. terminal

of complex and compound nuclear

He ob.serves

the

esta-:..._;_ishes categodes

Judging

"tone-unit");

T2 , T 3

category.

For this

but

with

Crystal

pp., 217-220)

the same way as O'Connor

categories

I

:from

of' the

epipheno!nenal

iD about

fall

high tone

additional

an artefactual

has been downgraded

t~neo:

in English,

of a single

conditions

in the

are

a theory

system

on wh::\.ch I based

,.,;hich I believed

from those

on elaborated

would all

elements

basically
various

system,

and "compound" nuclear

cases

class

point

and Intonati.on

are

abstract)

intonational

of observations.

One last

o:f "complex"

of the

the regule.rlties

what was previously

of a set

Systems

as a microcosm
view,

qlli te different

words,

status

present

and less

(broader

of fact.ors

task

are

kinetic

words,
+ fe.J.l,

+ ri~,

properties

of the

extrc::mel:r intere=sting.
tones

must di.splay

cin

complex and comp~w1d
~

+ _f&..11+ ri.3e:

fe.11 + E}re + rt

SC',

etc.:
1=tc.
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Falling
this

and rising

property

kinetic

exocentric,

are

of tone-units

tones must alternate;

11

11

are interpreted

necessarily
either

the result

as equals,

+ fall,

or with one suliorrl.inated
system requires

as an empirical

criterion

unitary

sequences

right

in this

Any sequence of static

source.
of kinetic

pitch-movements

Thus the sequence~+

two "falling

fall.

In order to define

static

tonemes

basically

distinct
Thus this

ftom intuitively

Nothint; about
it

simply

tones

is E,Ccessarily

11

~

"endocentric."

to define

we must resort

a "falling

+ low + high + low,

but rathe1· the pitch-movement

two successive

ones.

~ the sequence

(reinterprete~

they define)

tones,

separate

and it has a simple

intuition;

the sequence,

nefine

low; and the necessary

juxtaposed

he includes

low coul::l be consider':'d

tone";· but if' we repeat

J

patterns,

is

which seems to him to help differentiate

tonal

He js exactly

to his i.ntui tions,

to the other.

tbJ s result;

sequences

or subordinate."

according
tonal

without

"'Exocentric'

separate

of two different

his descriptive·

intuitively

and he says that

as either

Thus a sequence fall

sequences

"falling

tones,"

fall

we

do not

+ rise

by means of

to the sequence high + lmr (ln:eak) higp

"break"

.:l.n the pattern

will

only occur between

tone-units.
empirical

to kinetic

tonal

primitives,

prim..ltives

of the tonal

observa.tion
strongly

by an author

supports

system are stacic.

+

who is committed

the idea that

the real

-t
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4.

Metrical

Patterns

The purpose

oriented
~

and Stress.

of our theory

wi +,h binar:,

trees

and ~) was to represent

of metrical

branching

patterns

and "relational"

the stress

patterns

in a way which would allow us to acco~pl:sh

a natural
rules
ting

out of a belief

and texts

(i.e~

not entirely

in a few points

music,

restricted

of associating

problems

also

is natural

than perhaps

dance,

etc.).

a. strong

at the root
periphery,
does exist,
di verse

of detail)

rather
belief

that

is

to parallel

atructures

in

would work was

to look for simplicity
at its

cc;mplex:ities

a natural

and general

some more or less

elaborate

agglomeration

system
of

machinery".
is indeed

natural,

apart

then

from their

to play a central

role

Gtf.\tus o.S well.

they he.ve

rel,:.tionsl-.ip

i.n

ordered

that

have some indeperJdent
!:Li",

of ad hoc
of associa-

but related

than collecting

intimate

chgpt.er · l unrler thA

co1mr1only

to

we would expect

its

:tole in the specific

the process

Fc.,r ex:amp:.e, we would expect

which we argued

in

(i.e.

and general

any system at all

which we set out to understar,d,

associat:tcr..

association

the process

but we have preferred

to heve validity

constructs
process

our s;,stem

of tex.ts

does not have to be learned,

serially

of this

and arbi trar"J
If

that

independent
Finding

not just

tune-text

and speech,

of the problem,
because

and "phrasing"

to language

motivation,

node labels

We wanted to avoid complex lists

for tone assignment,
tunes

other

way.

and ~eneral

(as rooted,

that

of' tune-text

the r::'.:trical

ln tune-text

patterns

association,

Ic1 particular,

it

is

clear

would
that

the phenc,:liena which we discussed

accE-ptea. name of

~

tr~~

12.~1-t.!:~)T;S.

In this

chapter,

and patterns

of word stress,
try

t;n>es,

these

the cyclic

of certain

types

of the interaction
stress

of relative

under embedding.
to suppose
will

that

apply

head

that

supposition

i.f

ol' wheth~r
the2,r crE

mined by principles

than

the

co:nplr.:.1:)

sirdlar

These arg:nnents
of prosodic

will

rules,

rules,

and the

and nonstructural

\;..'1i

first,

put it

of relati.ve

like

this:

and that

the general

modifyir-g

ts

in question
internal

that

ty

11

"it

stress
is natural

(a phrase)

of i. ts pa1·ts and the

of complexi t~r~"

to those

"cyclici

the structure-c~e·oendence

properties

that

of the

shape of a complex lmit

its

their

in favor

the preservation

levels

would predict

noun M.gher stress

regardless

domain:

are combined,

to uni ts of' different

natural

nature

the phonetic

parts

and some

we have been employing

phenomena.

arguments

b~" the inherent

manner in which these

some theoretical

. stress-shifting
of

Chomsky and Halle

be determined

but. we will

Rules.

and second,

in general

in the domain

patterns.

in the phrasal

stress,

in representing

tentative,

of structural

There are two interlocking
rules

exploration

Especially

of the sort

IJ.1he"Cyclici ty" of Stress

of stress

patterns

be rather

concerning

in determining

4.1

patterns

way to repreEent

the representation

factors

will

of arguments,

metrical

are a promising

representation

a preliminary

in English.

exploration

a series

that

be of three

of stress

this

to construct

empirical,

undertake

of the idea. of mt trical

of the usefulness
stress

we will

simi~.ar rules

will

For exe.mple, this
tendency

to give a

a.d,jecti ve wi 11 hold true
ar2
stress

i:;imp1e or complex,

patterns

app1y in tbe

'"j11
larger

and

be d0l;c-:r-

domf!in.
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In order to express
supposition

formally,

the following

natural

(and undoubtedly

'Jhomsky and He.lle had recourse

correct)

to a system wi t.h

properties:

Stress
sorts.

4.1/la

this

assignment

rules

dependent

on structure

of various

lb

The princi.ple

of cyclic

rule

le

The principle

of stress

subordination.

ld

Stress patterns
represented
as aequences of numbered stress
levels,
each a feature of ~ome segment., generated by la, lb,
le a~d certain additional
minor rules.
In a theory

in which stress

application.

patterns

patterns

of the sort we have been discussing,

achieved

with these properties:

4.l/2a

Stress
sorts.

2b

assignment

rules

dependent

are represented

as metrical

the same effect

on structure

Stress patterns
represented
af' hierarchical
(relatively)
strong and weak positions .

can be

of various
organizations

of

..
2a represents
stress

assignment,

simply the idea tha·;-. structure
and :i.s common to both formalisms.

sin1ply the defin1 tion
not need:
ordj nation;
To

the principle

of a. metrical

patte!·n.

of the cycle;

plays

in

2b represents

The m0trical

the princ:iple

a role

theory

of stress

does
sub-

any n.onbir.ary features.
. is so, consiuer
. .:i
see why t h 1s

below in convent~onal

t he "nuc_ear
1

and mei.:.r:i.cal versions:

s t ress

-L " given
.
ru.e,

System 1:

4.l/3a

a)

word stress

b)

Nuclear

c)
d)

System 2:

3b

a)
b)

rules:

Stress

assumed.

Rule:

[

V
1 stressJ

17

1 stress/_Q

J

(applies
only to phrasal constjtuents)
condition:
Q contains no 1 stress.
of NSR.
Principle
of cyclic application
Principle
of stress subordination:
"when
primarJ stress is pi'aced in a certain position,
then all other stresses
in the string under
consideration
at that point are automatically
weakened by one . "
word stress rules:
assumed.
Nuclear S:.ress Rule (applies
only to phrasal
In every phrasal
constituent,
put
nodes):
the strong position
on the right.
N ~ s/
formalization:

[M-J

Applying

these

rules

to a simple

we get the following

address,"

4.1/4

[[madison avenu~
1

1

2

l

case,

derivation

the NP "madison avenu'?

from system 1:

addressl
word. st!'ess

1

NSR on inner
stress

2

3

1

,-

derivations

4.1/5

Jike

the principle

of cyclic

plus

NSR on outer

stress
If we lacked

cycle,
subordination.

cycle, plus
s ubordina ti on.

applic!:!.tion,

we vould get

the following:

f

(madioon avenue]

address]

1

l

1

word stress

2

,_
'>

1

NSR on outer co:,Etj_ tuent,
plus stress
subo!'.ii na:-.ion.
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No further
the rule,

applications

crucially,

of the stress

can only reassign

In the simple phrase

rule

to a 1 stress

1 stress

"madison avenue address"

are possible,

this

is not,

Bince
vowel.

perhaps,

so terrible,
but it would be unfortunate
to generate a stress pattern
2
2
2
2
1
like
"rather fancy madison avenue address,"
which would be permitted
by a noncyclic

theory.

a noncyclic

Furthermore,

would have a hard time statir.g

assumptions)
subordination,

since

without

of application

of the rule,"

the notion

c,f

theory

( on these

the principle
cyclic

11

of stress

domain at the point

!

make a great

doesn't
example,

giving

stress
stresses

of rule
A metrical

We ass\.Une that

subord:ination

There is no obvious

assignment

on a cyclically

at a cyclically

higher

to the output),

the wrong main s·~ress

princi~le

below,

deal of sense.

to prevent

from subordinating

the whole idea of stress

except.

way, for

lower domain
level

{and thus

by h&.ving a cy~J.l.c

application.
theory

approaches

the syntactic

the same problem ·tn a different

constituent

with the metrLca.lly

neutral

structure

node label

gives

us

a tr,~e,

N:

4.1/6
N

~

6

N

N

L/'~
n~ac:1son e.vemie
The metrical

constituent

version

is of :..he i'or:n

of the. NSR Bi::iply tells

[ws],

us that

evrc".i.'/

which i-:n:pEes the nodf' lab<<!s:

way.
c-is

4.1/7

The same trivial

principle

will

give us:

4.1/8

~
w~

s

A~~
avenue address

madison
It doesn't
bottom to top,

matter

top to bottom,

once -- the same result
The metrical
and indeed
Furthermore,
variable.

how we apply the

also

One possible

in all

lacks

makes do with the single
the formal

NSR11

from the middle out,

is achieved

theory

metrical

11

randomly,

can be

or all

of stress

opposition

subordination,

strong/weak.

statement

of the r-ule need not involve

formallsm

for such a rule

would

write

any
it

a::,

follows:

4.1/9
where N and M are simply
g:i.ven constituent

structure.

s a:r.d w is essenti&lly

symbols fo!' nodes in the syntactic:ally
The nature

:celational,

at

cases.

any notion

binary

it

--

of the metrical

as we bave emphasized

node

la1Jels

from the
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beginning;

there

complementary

cannot be a node~

node~,

and vice

meaning of assigning
constituent,

except

versa.

This implies

the node label~

is the assignment

in association

with the

that

the real

to the second element

of the pattern

ws

in a metrical

to the constituent

as a whole.
The fact
than n-ary)

that

the metrical

op:;;:,osition,

is required,

and that

statement,

are all

that

interesting
issue

For the conventional

theory,

additional

assumption,

particular

rul2 involved.
rules

The metrical

tion

of rules

that

is,

r1les

hiera.L·chlcal

intrinsic

ell

points

theory
l'! at

.

that

subordinatton

no variable
in its

in its

favor.

However,

related

is for prosodic
lacks

accounts

to the nature

of the

"cvclic"

propertjefi

in.he:1:ent nature

character

of the

-- rath2r
entities,

pt1onological

ent~_tics

p):ed·: cts

th&t prosodic
II

rules

'
II
.
t·.er
c:,rc] .J.c
cnarac

:is nc,t. riecess&:t·:,r), but
I;1

view of this

to postulate

for the cyclic

among phonological
of the

of the

it

ruleo.

any apparatus

for the

cycle.

in an 0pt:!:onal

cycle

Thus it ls as reason~ule

theory

fo:::- :-~esr:,entl;;l.l:-ulcc.

of stress

argue

the phonological

•...:.::·c
) !"":.e.
':C' u

of rules

principle

(rather

here has to do with the phonological

do not heve this

properties

th'= :i r v e :.:·,·

e.pplieation

as it

makes do with a binarv

IlSR requires

not logically

relations

the metrical
by

-- it

on the basis

Segmental

no special

the metrical

the most interesting

for segmental

theory

il

applica-

of pro:::::,dLc

pheno1r1enon i tseJ f.
than c.ef'inine;
theJ

define

thc,r:i:::elves.

Trn:..'rcf'ore,

wU 1 ~.ecr~ssari ly,
1 •·l· (·· ,, ..·.
I··
\ ••. 1....1. 1-'•.i.
'~t-=:,!J

<1 'f-1
•rt'[
·' -t.. • ·

t ,(.

C",r

rr.al:es r:o prr:dlicttc;n

fa:..:t, I think

_;_
L Ls g_l.!ite

cl ·

P..t

0
\

·

C·
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interesting

that

,

recherche,

the arguments for the segmental cycle are so few,

and controversial,

cycle" can be recreated
processes

while the evidence for the "stress

in a convincing way for important

and productive

in almost 8.rJ¥ language one chooses to look at.

An important

has al~s

been that

for the cyclic

argument for the plausibility
since stress

principle,

of a segmental cycle

rules provided

the most reasonable

such a convincing

and parsimonious

case

approach

was to assume that all rules app:cy-cyclical:cy- unless proven otherwise.
If it is true,
principle
"cyclic"
~

as our treatment

of cyclic
properties

rule application
(e.g.

al~

for stress

preservation

under embedding) being instead
the phenomenon itself,

of th~ NSR suggests,

for segmental phonology,

is unnecessary,

mere:cy-that

So let

our sights

apparently
of stress

of the nature

rathe~ dramatico:f cycli.c rule

cyclic

it is unnecessary

ordering

of stress

down a notch and consider

the Compound Stress

System 1 (conventional):
a) word stress

b) CSR: f

V

Listres

rules:

J~

rules

in the case of the NSR.

Rule (CSR):
4.1/lOa

of

or indeed aJliYWherein phonology at all.

Of co\U"se, we have not shown that

us shi~

levels

result

the existence

there is no

their

the~ the burden of proof shifts

onto those whc wish to demonstrate

ordering

rules,

of relative

an ineluctable

that

assumed.
1 stress/_

Q( ##P>]

(applies only to lexical constituents)
Q contains no 1 stress
conditions:
P contains no #=I/=.
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c) principle
d) principle

4.1/1oa
10b

of cyclic
of stress

rule application.
subordination.

System 2 (Metrical):
a) word stress

b) CSFl:

rules:

assumed.

N--+s/ (_M]

·

(applies only in lexical constituents).
condition:
Mis a single word.
c) NSR as before.
Some derivations:

[f?Ollllluni
ty cente;:_j

4.1/lla

[rin~ce

committee']]

1

1

1

1

word stress

1

2

1

2

CSR (plus stress
subordination)
on
inner cycles .

2

3

1

3

CSR en outer

. ...

[(~awdegre~

llb

1

1

1

2

1

3

2

l

4

3

The reason

that

"community center
changes,"

is simple:

change~
1

1

word stress
CSR on inmost cycle.
CSR on medial cycle.

2

the main stress

FINANCEcommittee,"

1

lf.l/12a

requiremen~

cycle.

at the beginning
2

commtmity center

i.

in these four-word

of the last

vy-'

~

committee

'-v---"
p

cycle,

cycle.

examples is

but "LAWdegree requirement

2

1

finance

CSR on outer

we have
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.3

1

2

1

law degree requirement

4.l/12b

~'-"0-'

p

Q

The variable

P will take exactly

it can in both cases,

can --

no 1 stress,
case.

changes

one word on the right,

and so does.

The variable

so that it can. cover only the syllable

In the second case (because of the different

caused by the different
degree requirement,

constituent

structure)

and so (being interpreted

the locus of application

Q

if it

can contain

-nance in the first
derivational

history,

it can cover the stretch
maximal.ly) it must.

Thus

of the CSRwill be as marked by the arrows,

in the two cases.

..

This ingenious
principle
largest

of the cycle.
constituent
1

4.l/13a

solution

obviously depends crucially

For example, if we had started

1

1

l

t

2

yields:

Now let's

with the

in the second case, we would get:

law degree requir~

13b

on the

~g:.,

q

p

2

1

law degree requirement

2

changes.

derive the same examples in the metrical

theory.

4.1/14

If we check over the tree in 4.1/14 for all possible

points

of
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application
and

of the metrical

N5 meet the conditions

do;

N6 and N2

fail

because what follows

fail

of the rule,

it

,

'We

find that N3

but none of the other nodes

because nothing rollovs

the rule simultaneously
understanding

s/ [-M]

CSR, N-,>

them, tilld N1 ~ill

is not a single

to all possible

word.

places

So applying

(with the by now familiar

by definition,

that making a node strong,

makes its

sister

weak), we obtain:

4.1/15

In order to metrically
utilized

disjunctive

in the way that

ordering

(the notational

convention

of parentheses)

the other theory did -- however, to avoid the complex

and somewhat separable

simultaneous

N1 and N2 , we could have

specify

rules

issue of defining

disjunctive

(for which subtl.e and interesting

been ma.de by Vergnaud, Halle and Prince),

we prefer

ordering
proposals

for
have

to allow the HSR

to step in and give us:

4.1/16

R

~s
s~

/"'>,.

/"-.

community c~
The interesting

feature

/"''w

L" committee
L'>...
finance
of this

derivation

is that

it involved

no principle

of cyclic

on the maintenance

rule application.

of the constituent

structure

but since the whole idea of metrical

that

a relation

they represent
defined

sary feature

strong/weak

on a constituent

struc~ure,

"community center
"second half"

rules
without

committee,"

neces-

rather

than a disjunctively

stress,

above the word level,
parenthesis,

"put the stress

However, later

ordered

is not without

to two simple rules,

angled brackets

on the left
word;"

in this

constituent

the NSR says "put the stress

section

in terms of which the higher-level

or curly braces.

in any lexical

we will discuss

of the CSR with the main node-labelling

finance

principle

assignment

committee" would be accomplished

a possible
for word

in "community

by one case of the

combined rule.
Applying our principles

to "law degree requirement

we get:

4.1/17

/N"

N2

~

N

d

law

N

~

degree

of

reduces the (structure-dependent)

hand member is a single

on the right."

center

is an inherently

of the CSR (which happ~ns to be identical)

any variables,

The CSR says:

stress,

finance

of English

collapsing

defined,

the NSR work to give the main stress

This way of doing things

whose right

is

of the process.

Also, the idea of letting

merit.

patterns

hiera.rchical4'
this

success

of the text through-

out the derivation,

i.e.

~

It depends for its

N

/5"

requiI·ement

changes,"
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The statement

of the CSR (which,

must be ordered before

the NSR, a fact

restriction

to lexical

categories)

environment

[-MJ,where

N2 and N3 all
these

three

meet this

in our present

perhaps predictable

tells

nodes simultaneously

4.1/18

from its

us to look for nodes in the

M is a single

condition,

formulation,

word

in 4.1/17,

while none of the others

nodes N1 ,
do.

Making

strong yields:
R

~

changes

....
The metrical
of the application

The crucial
conventional
tion

theory

pattern

is now completely

without

system,

differen~e
is that

between the metrical
the metrical

This difference

variables,

cyclic

Since stress

rules

rule

merely its

no issue

property
relationship

theory and the

th~ory deals with the specifica-

theory

deals with the specification

is what allows the metrical
application,

and stress

above the word level,

are ID1ique in assigning

any intrinsic

so that

of the NSR arises.

of nodes, while t~e conventional

of segments.

defined,

n-ary features,

theory

to do

subordination.

in the conventional
which do not represent

of the segment to which they are assigned,
to the stress

in many ways a step forward to treat

levels
stress

of other
patterns

segments,

but
it is

as represented

by

2o6
features

of nonterminal

nodes, rather

thFm. as features

of phonological

segments.
T'ae fact that the metrical

theory provides

a statement

llSR and CSR which is somewhat more straightforward
conventional
I think.

theory is interesting,

The most important

the phonological
tar suggests
stress

rules,

structure,

by their

their

Segmental rules
and therefore

,

involve

"annotations"

interpreted

»efore pushing this ~othesis

project of reformulating

of constituent

as reflecting

involve annotations

of sequences of feature

"cyclic"

very strongly,

properties.
one would like to

-- we will not attempt here the gigantic
the entire

&DiY'argillllents from word stress

system of English word-stress.

and its

interaction

can be concocted in favor of the existence
theory of stress

To t:,.?gin with,
with respect

1) the rules
arbitrary

differs

or whether

with other rules

of the phonological

cycle,

assignment.

it is necessary

to word stress

syBtem of phrasal

in a

cyclic

However, we will try to address a few remarks to the question

given a metrical

sci

cycle --

output depends on that structure

do not have these

take a look at word stress

Our discussion

that there is no phonological

118¥ which has been (incorrectly)

matrices,

and is a ..point in its favor,
however, seems to be the issue of

point,

nature,

and therefore

... operation.

than that or the

cycle and the typology of rules.

the hypothesis

of the

to point out that the situation
in three

important ways from the

stress:

for stress
exceptions.

assignment are subject

to a certain

number of
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2) a constituent

structure

always defined,

3) vord stress

suitable

for metrical

in the absence of additional

patterns

are not entirely

to the distinc'.:iion between stronger
there is the distinction
h&S effects

intrinsic

vowel reduction,

etc.).

...

type, its

other type.

The

both syllables

-- in addition

and weaker levels

The metrical

a syntagmatic

ot the first

of this

principles.

relational

between stressed

is not

of stress,

and unstressed,

which

to the segments on which it is defined (e.g.

what might be called

entirely

annotation

sister

[! stress]

relation

opposition

is invariably
distinction

character

strong/weak

-- when one node is
and necessarily

of the

on the words level is not

-- for example, disyllabic

are [+stress]

is always

are possible,

words in which

although metrically

one

must be strong and the other~-

Poini #1 above is just one of many examples of how the Lexicon
inf'ects

with arbitrariness

of the village

idiot

semantics in its
semi-productive

everything

savant,

own peculiar

it touches.

it mimics the operations

way, which gives rise

systems -- it is hardly surprising

into the realm of prosody are likewise
and arbitrary

tions.

of syntax and
to complex and

that its

forays

a complex mixture of productive

principles.

Point
to specify

Playing the role

#2 means

that any metrical

a constituent

structure,

theory of word-stress

or else abandon some of its

We will make a stab in the direction
Point

#3 suggests

will have

that in addition

which is defined on nodes (nonterminal

of the first

to the relation

assump-

alternative.
strong/weak,

elements in the metrical

pattern)
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there must also be a feature(!
and which is related
not identical

which is defined

distinction,
but is
1 0
1 3
Consider the pair of words modest and gymnast.

to it.

of the :form [s w] • The only strictly

open to us would be to represent

4.l/19a

on segments,

in some way to the metrical

Both must be metrically

possibility

stres~

them as follows:

19b

"

metrical

R

fv
;I

8 V

modest
·I

gymnast

According to the view of metrical

patterns

we have been developing,

19b is incoherent and meAningless -- the only opposition that the s
.. ....
over the second syllable participates
in is an opposition with what
might have been substituted
is typical
metrical

of segaental
relation

Wlder the words represent

4.1/2oa

features,

strong/weak

we propose the following

~+ stress]

for it.

This kind of paradigmatic
but is foreign

in which the

the distribution

20b

Ay

mo dest
+

There is obviously

hypothesis

+'sand

Instead,

-'s

:
R

+'sand

it.

of the

of the segmental feattn"e

p

of

to the nature

as we have conceptualized

representation,

opposition

-'sand

same relationship

the metrical

the idea that

this

pattern.

interrelationship

R

A

s
'
gym

wI
nast

+

+

between the distribution
We will suggest as a working
is defined by the
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following

view of stress

1) initially,

there is an assignment of the segmental

[.:!:.
stress)

feature

2)

assignment at the word level:

•

second, there is a metrical

3) third,

bracketing

there is an assignment of metrical

on various

4) fourth,

there is an adjustment
[ + stress)
.

We will now make a proposal

what follows

rules

for

is exactly

number of points

•

node labels,

principles.

segmental feature

with particular

of the word.

of detail

of the

•

,

intended

1) - 4).

the right

of the distribution

to flesh

out this

I am not entirely

way to do it,

skeleton

sure that

and undoubtedly a

will have to be changed.

The point

exercise,

however, is to investigate

the issue of whether aey

principle

of cyclic

bas to be invoked, and our

preliminary

rule application

conclusiOI". will be that it does not.

The stage is set by the initial
to the string

of segments.

vowels and vowels in front
everything

else is

for initial[!

-j

stress]

that bracketing.

of strong clusters

we will suggest

additional

condition

we will state

principles

portion

on the string,

by which this

-- we will give them as a list

for convenience in exposition

+, while

The central

bracketing

The set of rules

[ + stress]

is that tense

are

certain

assignment shortly.

should be seen as a well-formedness
and labellings

assignment of

One obvious principle

the task is to impose a metrical
label

of the

of

and to

is accomplished

on such bracketings
of separate
them in such a

rules,

and
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we;, that they can be applied

results,

but their

that of a :filter.

of ordering,

Once a bracketing
vell-formedness
will adjust

to generate

the correct

true natlll"e, as I miderstand them, is not that of

a process but rather
is that issues

algorithmically

etc.

What this

are not allowed to arise.

and labelling

condition

consistent

has been achieved,

the distribution

means theoretically

with this

a set of further

of the segmental :feature

whose primary role is in determining

complex
rules

[!.stress]

,

vowel-reduction.
I

We will divide

the well-:formedness

ture into two parts,

...

bracketing
string

in a

to the right.,
neighbor,

and labelling.

in English words is left-to-right

of syllables

bracketed

bracketing

way

(subject

condition

then groups the constituent

struc-

The basic form of
-- in other words, a

to no other constraints)

which groups the initial

on metrical

syllable

will always be
with its

neighbor

so formed with its

rightward

will assign ~ong

to the

and so :forth:

4.1/21

Since the basic

labelling

le:ft daughter of any constituent,

principle

this will produce,

e.g.

2ll

4.1/'22

R

A~

S

V

V

Pa me la

- --

Since the most important of the
wills~

s __.,. s

that

I

4.1/23

last

{\

example will emerge from the

V

.,

R

V

Pa me la

....

+ -

-

Kot all cases, obviously,

will be this

of complexity is a set of conditions

as rules

these conditions

inserting

into the string ot segments.
they divide the string

simple.

on bracketing.

\

bracketing

f ,

is that
cannot

given in 24a below is not well-

in 24b and 24c are allowed:
24b

;{\
lx/xxi

source

We will describe

'!be meaning of "foot boundaries"

For example, the configuration

*

The first

a "toot boundary," symbolized

into groups which the metrical

formed, but the configurations

4.l/24a

rules

+

S

violate.

redistribution

l

-

system as:

, this

-+ stress

24c

;(\

/xxjxl

I\
Ix/xxI
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There are basicalfy
(real]¥

conditions

4.1/25a

All

only two "foot-boundary

'lhe first

:/Iboundaries are f'oot boundaries.

of' these rules

~erJ' common, and is hopefully

in the environment -/[+)

is probably universal.

( -]

'lb.e second seems

one of' a very small number of possibilities.

An.example of the bracketing

I~,·~
ti~1

4.1/26

rules"

on well-formed bracketings):

A foot boundary is inserted

25b

insertion

imposed by 25b:
·t

which yields:

A

assumption
+

....
In order to impose the correct
example, we need to state

node-labelling

the node-labelling

rule.

on the above
In its

most general

form, it is this:

4.1/rn

In an;,y lexical

metrical

if' and only it.it

collapse

this

to lexical

from the pru:;asal labelling

The meaning of' pomplex, fundamentally,

while N2

constituents

is to

rule (and the CSR, with which we will attempt to

it shortly)

mat~rial."

[MN] , N is strong

is co~lex.

The purpose of the restriction
differentiate

constituent

rule,

the NSR.

is "dominating non-terminal

For example, in the case below, N1 is simple (non-complex)
is complex:
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4.1/28

The meaning of' the biconditional

(MN], N is

constituent
simple.

in Rule 4.1/'Zf is that in a

strong if' it is complex, but weak if it is

This rule will impose the following

labelling

on the bracket-

ing defined by 4.1/26:
·I

4.1/29

f'A

w

w

s

assumption
+
The reason for this

labelling

is cimpljr that the node [-tion]

is simple, while the node [-sumption]

is complex.

In order to derive a quite wide variety

of cases without much

comnent, we need to add to the initial

further

the following

4.1/30

distribution

to verbs,

[.:tstress]

rule:
Case 1:

fstress)-;>

[+stress)

/_[-stress)

Case 2:

~stress]~

[+stress]

/_

The two cases of this rule are disjunctive
generalization

of

is that Case 1 appltes

but there are exceptions

will simply -have to be lexicalljr

Estress]

f.stress]

#

-- roughly the

to nouns while Case 2 applies

on both sides,

so that IDS.Di(words

marked for which case they take.

#
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or Case

An example

lf..1/31

1:
+ stress

A me l"i ca

(initial

A me ri ca

(Rule 30, Case 1)

-

+

l~h~1

assignment)

(foot boundary insertion)

r~

~\
.-

·I

A me ri ca
+

(bracketing)

-

R .

. ...

w

~11

( labelling)

A me ri ca
+ -

Given the system as we have set it up, we could have achieved
this

same result

enviro~nt

by means of a rule

/ _

the formulation

[-stres~

[-stress]

sure this

on bracketing
is the right

a foot-boundary

f-stress]

in terms of f:stressJ

keeping constraints

abaolutely

inserting

#;

assignment,

we will stick with
in the interests

of the English word stress

cal and lexical

exceptionality

of

to a minimum, although I am not
choice.

What we have given so ~ar should be seen as the basic,

portion

in ~he

system.

productive,

Various kinds of morphologi-

will be added, but first,

it is
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appropriate

4.1/31

to illustrate

the system in its

(initial
± stress assignment
the terminal
+ must be lexically
specified) •

cat a ma ran
- +
, cat a ma ran
- - - +

simple :f'orm.

I

A'\\

cat a ma ran
- +

(:root-bouna.a.ry insertion)

(bracketing)
·I

R

i0i

...

S

V

V

V

( labelling)

cat a ma ran
- +

'

S

4.1/32

[-1

mo non ga he la
- + - + -

l

S

( ,_,.1>

+

I
-I+ -

mo,non ga be la
- +

A~

mo non ga he la
- + - + -

[+1

(initial
[±stress] assignment -ve assume the penultimate vowel is
\lllderlyingly tense).
(foot-boundary

(bracketing)

insertion)
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4.1/32.

mo non ga he

4.1/33

dividend
- - ·+

A'\

dividend

-

-

+

( labelling)

.I

di vi dend

-

-

.,

+

R

A\

di v1 dend

-

!

....

I

-

+

+

4.1/31J.

clas si fi cation
- - +

A1~

clas si fi cation
- - +

~~
(\

\

/\

-

-1,
+

4.1/35

sa 11 va
- + -

w

.I\

clas si fi ca tj.on
- - +
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4.1/35

saliva

4.1/36

l

salivate
- + +

sal i. vatef

/\

-

+ +

,

salivate
- + +

sal 1 vate

-

t

+ +

J,

+ .....
'l'b.is last
the initial
result

syllable

of the rule

second syllable

4.1/'38

example raises

a point

of "salivate"

becomes [+stress]

we have referred

becomes (-stress]

[.:!:stress]

adjustment

stressing:

s --P

of interest.

to previously.

The fact

that

is a regular
The fact

that

its

is the result

of another

rule:

rul~s

bracketing

and labelling):

(follow

s

r!1 r!1
destressing:

w

--+

[l]
The next point
ments in the notion
4.1/'Zf.

The listing

of interest
of "complexity"

w

/

_cv.

(!J
is the existence
referred

below is not complete,

of various

to in the labelling
but will

refinerule

do for our present
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purposes:

(-ory 1 is not complex.

4.l/39a

, [-escel

!!·)

39b

fesque]

(et.

39c

Tense high vowels are of'ten complex.

are complex.

Examples follow:

I

4.1/40

sal

I
r+-

1 va kor y

- + +

·I

A~

...

-

J+ -l i

saliva
tor y
- + + + -

In the example above, the constituent

be strong,
result

except that 39a specifies

ment specifying
and

f stress]

rules
4.1/41

/

is the "main stress"

tor y
+ + + -

saliva

[-ory] would normally

that it is not complex -- the

salivatory,

not

I

salivatory.

The adjust-

the segmental feature

[+stress]

for the first

for the second and third

syllables,

is regular

in 38.
{ hu mor esque

+

-

+

I
humor esque
+ - +

syllable,
by the
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In this

last

example, the fact

-esque

in 39b that this

depends on the specification
as complex, which yields

that

is strong

affix

is to be treated

I

humoresque instead

main stress

4.1/42

of

/

humoresque.

R

.. w

/\

~

S

.,

Kala ma zoo
+
The fact

...

rule

that

-zoo

4.1/27 is treating

treated

this

+

l..

is strong reflects

it as complex.

etc.

classes(-~,-~,

the fact

High tense vowels often are

while others

stress

The exact nature

4.1/43a

kangaroo,

exceptionless

of the rule(s)

involved

(guarantee
is irrelevant

discussion.

patterns

imposed by rules

duced by a pair of rules
feature

engineer,

are more variable

Another type of morphologically-conditioned
basic

that the labelling

Some of these ~ome from nearly

etc.),

vs. chickadee).

V

ma zoo

way -- other examples are guarantee,

macaroon, Japanese,

to our present

V

Kala

I:!:stress]

which affect

/

pre=
de=
con=
trans=
etc.

from the

25a, 25b, Z7 and 30 is introthe distribution

in the neighborhood of certain

V-t,, (+stress]

deviation

of the segmental

affixes:
(the morphological
class involved is
the class of Latinate
prefixes)

'

;
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4.1/431>

[+stress]
/_

V -9

f + ic}

C0

z+id

B.B. 'Die isaue in these cases is not the actual
etymology of the word, but how it is treated
synchronical)¥ by the morphology.
Die effect

that will be produced by the above rules

have been produced by special
we prefer

foot-boundary

to keep the constraints

here introducing

instead

on bracketing

a pair of basically
·I

morphological~-conditioned

familiar

insertion

rules;

as natural

could also
again,
as possible,

segmental ru.~.ea of a

type.

s·ome
examples or the effect or these rules:

......4.1/44

ex bib it
+ -

!,

-

(prefix

I

rule)

:xlh;b

~ti

+

h

/A

pacific

- -

+
+

h
-

pacific
+ It is worth pointing

V

ex bib it
+ + -

ex bib it
+ + -

4.1/Ja.5

S

V

(-.!£ rule)

I~1c~f
:cI

h

W

6

V

pacific
- + out that our prefix

rule (~r the -ic rule,
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tor that matter)

will affect

if the syllable
is

-stress

4.1/46

following

bracketin& ot the word on~

the metrical

the syllable

to which it assigns

• Thus in cont1\,LSt to exhibit

+

-

~

we have:

I

dissipate

dis si pate

+

+stress

+

+ +

I

+
R

/(\

A~

8

·I

dissipate
+ + +

."

+

An example which shows an alternation

fact

W

W

dissipate

+ +

i

that results

from this

is ~.ven below:

4.1/47a

spe cit ic

- - -

.i
+

~

spe cit ic
-

~47b

+

specific
- + -

-

spec i fie i ty

(by-!£

rule and rule 30, Case 1)

l+ l+

/spec
i fie t:I
- + +
i

~/)\

spec i fie i ty- + + - ~
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spec 1 fie 1 ty
- + + -

' l-

+

We are now 1.n.a position
arguments tor the phonological

to evaluate,
cycle,with

provisionally,

respect

the

to word-level

stress

rules.
The first

.... metrical

issue we need to consider is what it would mean for

stress-rules

to apply cyclically.

[±stress]

the vhole system (initial
ing, and final[±

stres~ adjustment)

assignment,

level~
prospect

of adding selective

re-bracketing

of cyclic application

of metrical

tive would be to restrict

f•s -since

l's

already constrain

in r•Jle 25a.

the metrical

bracketing
.

is added,~

the

rules is a messy one.

word-streaa

no rebracketing
the bracketing

is carried

clear

There

that would make sense as a theory

The second alternative

segmental information

material

rules.

The first

cyclic domains to those established

on this assumption,

to inner

which is well-formed on one cyclic

when additional

basically,

and bracket-

But 1t is not entirely

become ill-formed

are two alternatives,

labelling

apply, as a whole, first

cyclic domains and then to outer ones.
what that would mean -- a bracketing

The idea would be to have

alternaby

would ever be necessary,
proce~s in the way stated

would be to say that only

over from one cycle to the next,

and labelling

being reconstructed

de novo,
---
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but on the basis or a distribution
depends in part on the metrical

of' the feature
structure

+ stress

which

imposed on the earlier

cycle.
The question

to ask is whether aiw evidence exists

of' these modes of rule application.
the word-level
we

stress

rules

The alternative

~.PPly freely

is simply to have
maximal domain, as

argued to be the case for the CSR and NSR.
We will suggest as a provisional

.,

compelling evidence for either
into the metrical
.

to their

for either

that metrical

theory,

rules

of these inJections

and that

apply to their

· ... degree of "cyclic! ty" inherent

assign features

rules.

of cyclic

in the :f'act that they are rules

to nodes rather

sorts

of arguments which could

have been) adduced to prove the cyclicity

pattern

pheme, in a case in which it is part of a larger
on the baai~ of how stress

on the cyclic hypothesis,!!!

the ma.in stress
syllable

difference

is antepenultimate;
in both cases.

-- the second syllable

i

\

that they
of a given mor-

morphological
(and

to a simpler structure.

simple case.

and "devastational."

of word-stress

would have been assigned

assigned)

Let's take a relatively
"elasticity"

that

than to segments.

Most of these arguments have the characteristic

structure,

ordering

maximal domain, with only that

attempt to explain some aspect of the stress

initial

that there is no

it is best to continue with the idea

illere are a number of different
be (and usually

conclusion

Consider the pair of words

Both have five syllables;
the secondary stress
There is,

in both
is on the

however, an interesting

o'f "elastic!

ty" bears some residual

stress,

and therefore

its vowel does not reduce to schwa;

the vowel in the second syllable

unstressed,
difference
cycle,

of "devaatational"

and becomes schwa.

In a conventional

might well be attributed

the main stress

vowel from reduction

retraction

three syllables

under consideration.

"devastational"

differs

~ore stress
the earliest
derivation

crucially,

main stress

theory,

"protect"

this
earlier
the second

cycle main stress

will make it the least

stressed

assign-

of the

According to this theory,
irl that the second syllable
history

never

of the word --

/

assignment was devastate.

The details

of the

do not matter here -- the point is that a generalization
that links

with an aspect of the phonetic

or not a certain

the stress

pattern

of the "inner word"

shape of the "outer word," namely whether

vowel becomes reduced.

What happens to this

4.l/48a

later

at an;y time in the derivational

is claimed to exist

word stress?

which will

even though~.!

ment and stress

is completely

to the fact that~!!!

,
was elastic,

by contrast,

Let's
elastic

-

}

generalization

begin by deriving

elastic
+

theory of

the "inner words:"

(by -ic rule

-- we are assuming that -stdoes not in general cause the preceding
vowel to be +stress
cf. Galveston,
Hollister,
minister, cannister, bannister,
registrar
etc.)

I~~ t~cl

A

in a metrical

R

IA

w s w
elastic
+
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~

,~~~tel

4.1/Jtab

devastate

+

A~

de vas tate
+

t +

.,

It should be clear that the tactor
in the stress

pattern

of these "inner \lords" -- namely t.he nature of

the aff'ix

-!£--remains

4.1/49&

elasticity

constant in the domain of the "outer words:"

-l l -+

pr1..4u~ing the difference

(by -ic rule;

by rule

30 Case 1)

+

/\/)\

elasticity
- + + -

elasticity
+ + + -

de vas

+
I

\

-

..
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devastation

\...
In getting
cyclic

these results

(the same results

an&.4rsis)it is not necessary to first

and then derive

factor

al

+
achieved by the

derive the "inner word"

the "outer word" -- it is on1¥ necessary

that the

·I

producing the result

claiming that the position

exist

in both derivations.

of main stress

We are not
and the failure

in "elastic"

of the second vowel to reduce in "elasticity"

are unrelated

phenomena•

...
On the contrary,

theory;

these two facts

but that explanation

does not involve cyclic

note on the tacts

A brief

is not destressed

"elasticity"

have the same explanation,

1

rule

relaxation,

etc.

3

These cases require

somewhere, in any system of stress

is not altogether
3
1
we find consultation,
exceptionality

left

is not relevant

to the present

it

regular

of some sort,

ruleSI know of -- the question

Just where in our theory it would be most appropriate
exceptionality

38, because

This pattern

341

exaltation,
1
transformation,
etc.
alongside

rule application.

the second vowel of

by our adjustment

is followed by two consonants.

34

Just discussed:

in our

of

to introduce

discussion,

and will be

open.
There are other classes

secondary stresses

of cases in which the position

in complex words correlates

this

of

with the place where

main stress

would have been assigned in simpler words.

For example,

we have

3

l

grammatical/

despicable/

These cases will also be derived regularly,
larger

i..1/50&

3

l

l

grammaticality;;

both in the smaller and

word, without the need for cyclic rule application:

Igr~ht
~ ·~11

(by -ic rule)

gram mat i cal

l

+

,
~

w

gram mat 1 cal
+

/\'\

s

w w

grammatical
+ -

.. -

50b

R
8

/,{\

....

1

despicability.

(by-!£

grammaticality

rule;

-

by rule 30 Case 1)

l -i
+

+

R

~

fi\

V

B

W

A\

S

grammaticality
+ - +

I
\

+ -

W

W

+

-
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(by prefi~ rule -- also consistent
with rule 30 Case 1)

de=&pic .able

50c

-

,!.
+

/)\
de spic able
+ -

R

V

(\
s"\

·I

W

despicable
+ -

de=&pic ability

.. 50d

-

(by prefix

rule;

by rule

30 Case 1)

l

~

+

+

A I\

de spic a bil 1 ty
+ - + -

de spic ability
+ - + Another class
seem to be indicated
as

!!!:_-,

of cases in which cyclic
are the. cases involving

-.!.!!!!1 -ness

manifestations)

etc.

never affect
',

\

rule application
productive

These affixes
the stress

pattern

(in their

affixes

might
such

productive

of the parent word.

This result

will follow immediatel,y and automaticall,y

without cyclic application

of rules)

belief)

are separated

boundary

that these affixes

I,

(and again,

if we assume (as is the common
from the parent word by the

which (probably universally)

constrains

metrical

bracket-

ing:

A mer 1 c&D'//ism

4.l/51a

-

-

.J,
+

,

I

A,mer 1 canlism\
- + - - +

,/;<\

mer i can ism
- + - - +

R

W 6

(by rule 30 Case l)

+

A

W W

W

A mer i can ism

-

51b

+ -

+

-

re;/fpres sur ize
- +

sur

-

izel
+

R

s

W

i(\

6

W

W

re pressurize
- +

re pres sur
-

+

'If...~ 14,~
l", ,,.

O<~•~ 111

, ~ !p

/,,~

.,.

-,

II'\

I
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re ac tive#ness
- +
+

·5lc

R

s

IA

W

- +

+

W B

W

reactiveness

re ac
- +

!lhere is another important
taken to argue for the word-stress
1

stress-doublets

like

contrast/

Within the conventional

... about the cyclic
Aronoff

class

+

of cases which have been

·I

cycle -- the class of noun-verb
1
3
1
1
3
contrast, implement/ implement.

framework, serious

treatment

ness

questions

have been raised

of the phenomena involved (Ross 1972, 1973,

1974), and it has been suggested on a number of grounds that

a non-cyclic

of the rame facts

treatment

facts are so complex and exception-ridden
whether treated

cyclically

true in light

noun-verb differentiation
nouns in question

Since the

in the conventional

theory,

or not, it does not appear that 8Irf compelling

argument for the phonological
is especially

is preferable.

cycle will emerge from such cases.
of Aronoff's

argument that the typical

cannot be e,cplained on the basis

are deverbal

This

that the

(a key assumption or the cyclic

solution),

1

since in most cases the verb is clearly denominal (e.g.
fragment/
3 1
fragment).
Aronoff's argument is bolstered by the historical
fact
that

the nominal pattern

ing (gradually,
writing

is original,

it appears).not

with the verbal pattern

so very long ago.

in 1775 (~ Essey Towards Establishing

\

develop-

Joshua Steele,

the Melody~

Measure

231

·2! Speech),

"In the: :foregoing list

&9¥&:

that the syllables
same syllable
I believe,

o:f' words it will be seen,

in some verbs are ci:f'a different

in the kindrecl noun.

This useful distinction

not of veey long standing.

by art,

is,

I remember when it was in

fewer words than it is now; and, I think,
power of the learned,

PJIZE from the

it is a good deal in the

to make it almost,

if not quite,

general."

Indeed, the tide seems to have receded somewhat since Steele's
day, Judging from the list

of words he gives.

it is now in the power of the learned,I
(if not quite)

by art,

to give an almost

general account of the phenomenon.

however, that this

...

I have no doubt that

It seems unlikely,

accol.lllt, in terms of whatever theoey it is expressed,

will provide much evidence for the cyclic

application

of stress

We will not attempt to give such an account here,
bearing

of the phenomenon of noun-verb stress

l.lllder discussion

will have to be left

ibe phonological
treating

doublets

often unexpected)
Therefore,

consequences,

a firm conclusion

concept of the phonological
patterns,

on the basis

structural,

rather

patterns

of a partial

analysis

choice has far-reaching

in remote corners

about the possibility

(and

of the description.
of replacing

the

theory of stress

research.

However, it is worth~hile
theory of stress

It is alwey-s dangerous

cycle with a metrical

must await further

on the issues

of which we have been

a fragment., is large and complicated.

of such a system -- eveey theoretical

so that the

l.lllsettled.

system of English,

to cane to sweeping conclusions

rules •

to underline

(in which stress

two points

levels

-- 1) a metrical

are treated

than a segmental phe~omenon) predicts

as a

a kind of

implicit
cyclic
their

"cyclicity"

for stress

rule application;

rules,

without any apparatus

2) such rules,

applying simultaneously

maximal domains, have been successfully

written

for the English phrasal

stress

sized fragment or the word-stress

typological

differences

~xplanation

offered

a fundamentally
inherently

different

ance of cyclic

between prosodic

(and indeed easily)

Given the vell-known
and segmental rules,

theory (that

stress

type from segmental rules,

different

properties,

application)

to

i::;ystem, and for a medium-

system.

by the metrical

of

whi~ include

the

rules

are of

and thus have

the misleading

must be granted a certain

appear-

initial

plausibil-

ity •
. ....

One last

point.

In his article

Stress

Rules in English

!. Nev Version (LI IV 4 1973), Morris Halle noted a similarity
the "detail

stress

rule" proposed by Schane ( whose effect

on the last

syllable")

stressed

syllable

and the Compo'lllldStress

be collapsed

He

between

is to "place main

in a word that precedes
Rule.

--

the final

proposed that they should

into a sort of super CSR, for which he gave the formulation

below:

4.1/52
In our system, Schane's
subcase of the operation
"in a metrical
complex."

rule"

of the vord-level

constituent

It is interesting

to our formulation

"detail

represents
node-labelling

a special
principle,

[M N], N is strong if and only if it is
to compare this vord-level

of the CSR, "in a lexical

constituent

labelling

rule

[M N], M is
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·strong

if

if

is a single

"in a lexical
contains

word."

[MNJ,

constituent

more than one word."

case of the word-level

position

word, terminal

Our definition

of "complex" 1:n the

exceptionality).

It

material"

we adopt thP. rather

while from the point ot view

elements are syllables,

then our word-level

compound., the terminal

rule,

elements are words,

rule
., and the compowid node-labelling

node-labelling

rule become one single

....

N is strong it and only if it

that from the point of view of the domain of a single

ot the domain of a lexical

N is strong

be reformulated.,

rule was "dominating non-terminal

(with a few kinds of lexical
natural

Thia could easily

basically

"in a lexical

if' and only if' it is complex (i.e.

[MNl,

constituent

dominates nonterminal

material."
We will still
the word level,
be apparent.
rules

certain

(e.g.

input to the notion

but the fundamental identity
On this

in English

for lexical

need lexical

view, there are really

-- one for phrasal

constituents

additional
our rules

of tLe two rules

should

only two (metrical)

constituents

for assigning

stress

(the NSR) and one

(the CSR). At the word level,

segmental rules

"complex," on

there are

the feature[.:!:. stress1

30 and 43), but these are of a fundamentally

different

character.
Thus the picture
stress

that results

system in terms of a metrical

from reinterpreting

the English

theory is quite a promising one.,

al though much 11ork remains to be done.

It is,

theory of twie-text

I think,

a strong

validation

of our metrical

association,

that its

constructs

work so well in areas rat.her far removed from their

origin.

1234
4.2

Stress

Shi:fting Rules.

In the preceding

to stress

section,

has the advanta~s

(Without variables,

etc.)

application

is required.

application

erises

that rules

can be stated

and that no principle

only because stress

rules

that similar

more simply

or cyclic

rule

deal with nodes rather

properties

or apparent

would not be expected for segmental rules.
·t

However, in these cases the advantages
have been largely

.

approach

We argued that the appearance or cyC'lic

than seginents, and the~erore

c;yclicity

we argued that u metrical

theoretical

the possibility

-- a potentially

of restricting

or the metriC'al approach
more elegant

the class of allowable

treatment,

stress

rules

~

more narrowly, Bl;ldan interesting
prosodic vs. segmental rules.
in wbi~h stress

is treated

teature,

ingenious

izations

about stress

In the conventional

as a segmental (rather

patterns,
and disallow

sort

system,

::,f

than structural)

etc.)

operator,

"impossible"

(i.e.

non-occurring)

these methods (the cycle,

are descriptively

and usually

general-

methods intended to allow the statement

By and large

rules.

sorts of variable,
a skillful

about the typology of

methods have been devised for representing

ot desirable rules,
kinds of stress

bn>othesis

excellent,

various

in the hands of

can be argued to capture real

generalizations.
~erefore,

at least

to now, the mafn benefit

does a little
al.re~

in the domain of data we have examined up
of the metrical

more naturally

approach_is

what the conventional

simply that it
kind of system

did ve-ry well ind.E::ed. We will now examine, rather

briefly,
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a kind of' phenomenon which can be represented
metrical

system, but which lies

conventional
tacts

W'8¥ ~f dealing

cannot be described,

outside

that result

are a horribly

phenomenon, and require
the statement

It is not claimed that the

in a conventional

is often quite difficult,

in a

the competence of the

with stress.

description

quite naturally

system, although such

but simply that the rules

complex way to repreeant

a ve-ry simple

a kind o:f exprese1ve power which would allow

of many humanly impossible

stress

systems.

·I

!I.be primary case we will inapect is the rule in English which
3 1
2 4
1
produces
"thirteP::::&
"thirteen men." Here are some other Examples
1 " but
of its

operation,

.....

in numerological

notation:

4.2/la

absolutely

but

4
absolutely

lb

l
3
tennessee

but

2
4 l
tennessee Ernie

le

l
3
anaphoric

but

2

1

3

-

2

4

.

teleology

clearly

backwards, under certain

would be a seconda-ry stress.
clearly

1

anapho~ic reference

1'ow, what is going on is pretty
is veing shifted

to be the desire

1

clear

that main word stress

conditions,

The reason for the shift

to maintain alternating

o:f the rule needn't

to what normally
seems pretty

patterns,

but the

concern us for the moment. Obviously,

the rule cannot take place on the cycle which deals with the lower
word (assuming this

way

of assigning

phrasal

stress),

since at that

point we have no way of knowing whether or not the word is terminal.
Furthermore,

it makes a difference

vhere the main stress

of the second
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word is:

3 1
preferential

4.2/2

-

but

2

4

1

preferential

but

treatment

3
'f 1
recommendation

4 2
preferential

So the rule has to be applied on the upper cycle.

We will state

1~ as if it applies after stress assignment has taken place on this
•
~r
c;ycle 1 for the reason that it does not usually apply at all,
if for some reason the le~-hand
2
4
. the Mississippi

4.2/3&

constituent
·I

1

"how about the Mississippi

2
Delta?"

4
1
2
!! per'son !!!2 loves Tennessee is a "Tennessee-lover.,"
~ !!
1
4 2
"Tennessee-lover."

3b

For the cases we have considered
written

main stress:

1
Delta -- ~,
where~ have been talking
about deltas!!!
general,
4

.. ...

receives

as a sort of stress-number

so far,

metathesi&;

the rule might be
formulated approximately

as follows:

4.2/4

S.D.

X 4 (0) 2 (o) 1 Y

S.C.

X 2 (0) 4 (0) 1 Y

However, this will not do -- although we have seen the rule
apply in cases of the form

•:42. 1"

( thirteen

~),

in cases of the form

"4 0 2 1 11 (Tennessee Et"nie), and in cases of the form "4 O 2 O l"
(anaphoric

reference),

we have not seen any cases of the form "4 2 O 1.

11
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'There ia a good reason f'or this gap in the set of' examples presented
in such cases the stress

4 2

4.2/5a

O

4 2 0 1 0
Montana license

not

2 4 0 1 O
Montana license

above must be modified:

x 4 <(o)~~2 <(o)>a1 Y

S.D.
I

2

-not

Thus the rule stated

4.2/6

4 O 1
fantastic
deal

1

deal

fantastic

5b

does not, cannot, shit~ back:

s.c.

4

2

condition:

.,

if' a then
----

1

b.

There are undoubtedly other ways in which the rule would have

...

tor example, there can be more than one syllable

to be modif'ied;

intervening between the 2 and'the

1 (although

in such cases the rule

becomes somewhat more optional):

4

2

4.2/7

absolutely

4

1

expressionless

or

2

absolutely

l

expressionless

N.B. I definitely
prefer the first version, even in this
case, unless the adverb ~s being emphasized.
We·will not, however, attempt to finish
all of' the details

of the rule.

6 (which allows 4 2 1, 4 O 2 1 and 4 O 2 O 1, but

on rule

prohibits

4 2 O 1) is actually a reflection

the rule,

which is to create alternating

patterns

generalization

down

The point we want to make is that the

condition

stress

the task of tracking

of the basic nature of
patterns.

If we treat

as sequences of an n-ary segmental feature,
is very difficult

to state.

In a metrical

this
theory,

such
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however, in which the stress
of the nodes of a tree,

shift

metrical~

and "fantastic

before the operation

8b

*

R

~

t

reference

If we mark hierarchical~

...

clearer.

rule:

4.2/8a

anaphoric

as a labelling

between "anaphoric reference"

as they are represented

of the stress

is represented

the nature of the phenomenon is rather

Consider the distinction
reference,"

pattern

fantastic
equal levels

reference

in the metrical

tree

(computing from the bottom up), as we have done with the horizontal
lines

in the above figure,

then we notice that in 8a one level
has the sequence

(the one marked with a star)

change necessary to produce the observed stress
the first

of the two .!'s

change in its

sister

stress

written

4.2/9

shift

pattern

No l"'vel in 8b has this

node).

differentiates

is to turn

character.

As

all of the examples where

occurs f'rom those in which it doesn't.

as follows:

s, and that the

!: {with the concomitantly required

to

we will see, this property

vs

The rule may be

WS(or R)

II

S.D.

XWSSY
1 2 34 5

s.c.

3-;, W

N.B. The S.D. is defined on hierarchically
of' the tree,
conventional

equal levels
as explained above, and is thus not a
condition on proper analysis of the terminal
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string.
The reason for this has to do with the
nature of rhythm (which is the real basis of the
rule)., and will be discussed in the next chapter.
Condition:
the effect
the configuration

of the rule is not to create

;

[=stress)

.

Granting., for the moment., the allowability
equal structural

hierarchically

levels.,

are moved back when they phrasally

is the condition
. ...

ses,nent •

that the stress

(u

that secondary

precede a primary stress,

not be shifted

This is a highly natural

aspect of the cyclic
rules

the only aspect of the rule

of .,the intuition

which is not simply an expression

stresses

of S.D. 's on

back onto a stressless

and reasonable

requirement

-- one

idea that seems to be true is that sentence stress

can never change the segmental phonology of the word, even though
in this

case) they may change its metrical

structure.

This rule {or the somewhat modified version
in the next chapter)

of it to be discussed

has three extremely important

advantages over the

rule in 4.2/6:
1) it captures
of

the generalization

hidden in the angled-bracket

4.2/6 -- that the nature of the rule is to break

of strong elements., in order to create
2) it needs no angled brackets,
in its

parentheses

alternating

part

up sequences

patterns.

or internal

variables

statement.

3) its structural
not a metathesis

change is a change in a single
of stress

be done in the conventional

element ( "3-,

numbers, or however exactly
framework.

W"),

it is to

24o
To demonstrate
list

the approximate validity

of our rule,

we will

without comment a number of other cases where it applies,

as

well as other cases where it does not:
4.2/lOa

A:pproved Configuration
Indicated in This Way:

R

·I

10b

..

lOc

4.2/lla
s

s

w

s/\

recommendation
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R.B. in the above example, there is a sequence v s s,
but the second strong position is immediately dominated
by a weak position:
v v
vs
meet the rule's

I s,I

which means it fails

to

S.D.

llb

extrinsic

llc

R

YA\
applied

math

+
the S.D. is met, but application
of the rule would shift
therefore,
the
word-stress back onto an unstresse& syllable;
rule cannot apply. The constraint that syllables immediately
dominated by a strong metrical node must be stressed,
is a
pervasive feature of the derivation.
At the word level, this
constraint appears in the fOI"Dl_Ofthe rule that changes
s
to
s
If .B.

I

[-1

I

j

[+J
at the phrasal level, the constraint functions
to prevent the application
of the stress-shift
rule, if that
application
produces the forbidden configuration.
This state
of e.f'f'airs suggests the truth of the familiar idea that phrasal
stress rules cannot alter the segmental features of lexical
items.
This is a partial equivalent,
in our theory, of the
"strict cyclicity"
of the conventional theory.

There is more to be said about this
the discussion

to the next chapter,

such a rule should exist,

rule,

but we will postpone

where we will try to explain why

and why it has the particular

form that

it
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does.
rules

The main point that we want to make in this
that shift

metrical

stress

can be written

framework, since a local

node to weak) will automatically
the sister

of the adjusted

section

in a very natural

adjustment

(e.g.

indulge in complex "structural

Therefore,

wa;r in a

changing a strong

cause an adjustment·of

node.

is that

the label of

it is not necessary

changes" such as stress-number

The fact that we can also capture a generalization

thesis.

the environment in which the rule a~lies

is a distinct

to

metaabout

bonus.

Rules of this kind are not uncommon. Other Germanic languages

(German,Swedish) show a similar

...

out to me. In Biblical

pattern,

as Paul Kiparsk;y has pointed

Hebrew, there is a phenomenon known as "Nasog

1 Abor" (the standard
•
~l
1'1iem .... tikal

example, comparable to our "thirteen

.

.

1,hem

"she eats bread").

of the English rule to restress

unstressed

men," is

Given the refusal

vowels, it is interesting

that the Hebrew case shows the vocalism that would be associated
the original

stress

pattern,

rather

than the derived

one.

not apparent in the example given above, for irrelevant
in

I

?o~l

the first
stress

I

,

le>;iem~ ?~el

"eater of' bread,"

,

word to have a short second vowel,

pattern

interpretation,

fed the appropriate

rules.

15!el,

a penetrating

of' Hebrew phonology}.

I

\

analysis

This is

reasons,

but

we would expect
if its

(These facts,

were provided to me by Alan Prince,

the reader ft'ill discover
aspects

,

l~hem

with

surface

an~ their

in whose thesis

of these (and other)

In chapter

5, we will argue that the similarity

and Hebrew phenomena should not be considered

subtle effect
of similar

of the Diaspora,

solutions

to similar

but rather
problems.

·I

...

of the English

an accident,

nor a

the independent emergence
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Some Other Influences

on Phrasal

----

In the treatment

Stress Patterns

----------------------

of phrasal

of the NSR) the only factors

stress

affecting

emerged from the node-labelling

given in

the "stress

pattern"

awey from the many other factors

the "Huclear Stress

Rule," yield

observed in every~
follow it.
violate

.....

.,the

We purposely

that the patterns

other factors

which can pre-empt 1 t.

sort of "last

resort"

element on the right

phrasal constituent

exists,
On this

or "null hypothesis"
in any given metrical

no good reason to do otherwise."

of stress

of patterns

which

but only that there are
view, the NSRbecomes a

principle

-- "put the strong

constituent,

if you have

Thus the view of [ws1 as the "normal"

does not imply that it is necessarily

commonone in the usage of any given individual,
constituents

with

NSRnearly as often as they

We do not conclude from the prevalence
no such principle

structure

which, interacting

the result

speech violate

the NSR that

which

process were the constituent

and the order of elements in a given constituent.
abstracted

4.1 (the discussion

the most

1

but simply that

~w

will occur only where there is a good reason to prefer

them.
What such "good reasons" might be, we will consider

shortly.

For some r~ason, the idea that there should be a "null hypothesis"
stress-assignment
honey;

principle

perhaps it is because of general hostility

"narrow" and "uncreative,"
stated
"stress

seems to draw opposition

in a formal wey.
rules"

(setting

especially

like flies
to "rules"

when the "rules"

The usual counterargument

to
as

involved are

to the idea of

aside a more fundamental objection,

that denies

the existence
inflection)

of aqy- category of phrasal
is that phrasal

emotional or informational
brief

stress

highlighting.

case (interestingly

falling

principle

in which case I would give red the highest
follow its·I association

stress,

with the "nuclear

the animal's

cowness, in which

enough) I ~ould probably be forced to use an extra-

in the "nuclear tone" on~

type of tmie),

the previous

structural

-

redness,

I might also want to highlight

high pitch

but

the idea that in the absence of

some simple and useful

from which would regularly

tone;"

determine stressing;

In the phrase "a.red cow," I might want to ''highlight"

should intervene?
animal.'s

from tonal

We are about to take a

look at cases in which such influences

other considerations,

separate

is purely and simply a method of

'why shoul.d it be so hard to accept

the

stress

(assuming a basically

an option that was not especially

case, when the main stress

rising-

necessary

was on the NSR-violating

in
left

branch.

However, I might simply want to speak of a red £2,!, desiring
neither

to highlight

the animal.'s redness nor to highlight

but purely and simply to point out that it is a
to it by that designation
tion.

In this

stress)

case, the "nuclear

will settle

(when generalized)
stress

it inconceivable

tive

of some more general observa-

to the hypothesis

the unmarked stress

that the prosodic/tonal

if I so desire;

of greater

element, £2,!, an observation

pattern

which

that the "nuclear
of the phrase.

I find

system of English should

me from using the phrase "a red cow" in a neutrally

fashion,

cowness,

,,£2!, or to refer

tone" (and the perception

on the rightward
is equivalent

rule" defines

prohibit

in the context

~

its

if a "null hypothesis"

stress

designarule did

'not exist.,

I should personally

inventing

f'eel perfectly

justified

one., to suit the needs of everyday usage.

that I have been anticipated
previous

generations

to intervene

It seems clear

in this opinion by a fair

of humanity., with the result

personally

in unilaterally

in the structure

use of the simple and effective

number of

that I do not need

or English., ·but can make

convention (one of only two possible

choices., according to the theory of metrical

patterns)

1rhich is in

commonuse in the language.
The concept of a "null b;ypothesis" requires.,
other options exist.
a brief
. .. besides

In what remains of this

section,

tour through some of the circumstances
lef't-rigbt

of course., that
we will take

in which other factors

come into play •

We begin with a class of cases which do not really
tour;

these are the cases of systematic

constructional

belong in the
"irregularity"

of the sort mentioned in chapter 1 (madison avenue/madison street,
steel

warehouse/steel

in one., the stress
construction

warehouse).

pattern

is determined solely by the head of the

(avenue/street),

the modifier-head

These cases are of two types;

while in the other,

relationship

that seems to be crucial.

In dealing with irregularity
we have two options.

The first

difference

in syntactic

of the avenue/street

is to specify

is an NP., while [ madison stree~

seems highly undesirable,

it is the nature of

that

variety,

[madison avenue]

is a compotmd nolm.

This option

since they do not show a:ny appropriate
behavior.

The second (and preferable)

tive is to find a Vf!I3 to specify their
by some mechanism specifically

tailored

irregular

alterna-

prosodic behavior

to represent

such phenomena.

,
Exactly such a mechanism exists,
lexical

exceptional.ity

:for the word-level
definition

node-labelling

o:f "complex"

like

rule

(4.1/39). The :fundamental

a list

o:f systematic

(at the level

node-labelling

of lexicel

so

(which already

includes

avt!nue and its
--

:fellows.

etc."

This

we

humoresque is related

of affixes)

are related

to humorous.

"stress-attracting"

placement of stress

lexical

affixes

ways at this

of words, specifically

Since en:, kind of avenue, from
on the right,

just as any

seems appropriate

to

caprice which seems to underlie

and the stress-attracting

property

are both compound

roughly in the wai that

kind o:f -esque does, this mode of de'>cription

the stress-attracting

elements" for

systematic

a list

to Honolulu, always takes stress

the systematic

where

could add to the category of complex nodes

a list

patterns

if

We have the option of modify-

this view, madison avenue and madison street

noms, whose stress

this

otherwise,

compomds) words are "terminal

of "complex" in lexically

if' we desire;

represent

-~,

rule should be collapsed.

element is complex, and on the left

ing the definition

Dorchester

-esque,

4.1, we argued that the compound stress

.. the purposes of computing "complexity."

On

(but morphological)

will assign strong on the r1gbt in a given constituent

the right-hand

level,

of the notion "complex"

''dominating one of the affixes

rule and the word-level

of'

"dominating non-terminal. material;"

was

At the end o:f section

principle

o:f our in.troduction

into the definition

we were :forced to add to this
criteria,

by virtue

will only operate

nouns.

both
Of'

course,

in cases where the

depends on a rule which mentions "complexity."

Since

the ER cares for nothing but left-right

atreaa" o~

it is

c,n

if' it is in a lexical

order,

avenue will

"attract

compomid, and (even then) o~

if'

the right.

!lbe second case of systematic

--

involves nomi + nomi collocations
one meaning with stress

constructional

·ibich (contrast

on i:-he left,

"irregularity"
etc.

and a different

aside) have
meaning With stress

,

on the right •. ib.e example we gave in chapter l was steel
"a warehouse for storing

steel,"

vs. steel

made ot steel."

warehouse,

/

warehouse, "a warehouse

·I

(lf.B. We are assuming that warehouse is synchronically a
single word., not a real compound -- those 'Whodoubt this
can choose some othe1· example, like BRICKstore vs. brick
Si'ORE)•
. ...

Given the systematic

di:fference

these cases, it seems quite appropriate
stress on the left
strest on the right
both syntactically

in meaning tha.t characterizes
to analyze the ones that take

as noun-noun compounds, and the ones that take
as involving an inherently
and semantically.

adjectival

modification,

There are a number o:f more specific

arguments in favor of this position,
of place in this discuasion.

On

I believe., but they would be out
I
the ass~tion
that (steel warehouse)

.

I

is a lexical

ent, their

constituent.,

while (steel

warehouse) is a phrasal

constitu.-

stressing& will be regular.

Presumably the internal

structure

ot the second case is something like

4.3/1

~ [Adj~tee1N)Ad~
The configl.ll'ation

w,]

[NwarebouseNJ

[Adj[Nstee1N]Adjj

.1.s seen as resulting

a proa;ucti ve morphological process that turns nouns into adjectives,

from

with a predictable

effect

both on stress

The preceding discussion
the non-structlll'al

is really

With no possible

or "r.elative

importance,"

demonstrnte all the more conclusively

non-pragmatic factors
word level.

since the factors

of a purely formal nature,

to 81\Y' issue of "highlighting"

and therefore

out of place in a tolll' of

aspects of English stress,

involved are actually
relation

and on meaning.

that there are

at work in determining English stress

I have included them in the discussion

above the

because I have

·I

several

times had the unsettling

experience

placed in evidence by people who were trying

..

of hearing such cases
to argue against

the

idea that there are 81\Y' rules at all in this domain, other than "what
is meant" or ''lmat is important."

argument strikes

Using these facts

in such an

me as comparable to claiming that one's :fingerprints

on the mm.·der weapon are proof' positive

o:f innocence~

!l'hese remarks behind us, we Will p1·oceed to the other two points

of interest

on olll' tolll', which are the area ot·"commmiicative

and the area of the distinction

ey-namism,"

lexical/nonlexical/nonexistent.

Under the heading of "commmiicative ey-nam.ism"(a Prague school
term) we include
stress

those phenomena which are commc.,nlycalled

and anaphoric

might be called

(or redundancy) destreseing,

elIIl)hatic stressing,

which relates

idea of degree of communicative importance,
arising

from a special

A phenomencn that
pragmatically

pattern,

to the

but whicb we regard as

kind of alignment With the metrical~'

than from aey- change in metrical

contrastive

will be discussed

rather
briefly
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in chapter 5 (in relation

to example

about anaphoric destressing,
exceptionalities

5/35).

We will BS¥ veey little

except to point out that it creates

to the NBR:

If John were here, Sam'ld hit the bastard._
·I

Presumab~ the reason that the constituent
the circled

nodes has the form· [6w) , instead

.... form [vs] ,

of the "null hypothesis"

is that anaphoric or redundant material

tn the conversation.

The other side of the coin is obvious~

or extra-important

it is hard to determine,
of destressing

new information
in a p&rticular

old information

case, what represents

and what represents

One not unreasonable

assignment of either

[ws1 or [sw] to any phrasal

that the pattern

pragmatic justification.
features

like

The alternative

hypothesis

the result
of stress-

would permit free

constituent,

but vould

is to postulate

some set of

, aesigned to_ nodes, which influence

prosodic and tonal phenomena in some way.

The main difficulty

area is that nobody has eve~ gotten the facts

otherwise

the result

Often

(sw] will be assumed "to have some special

[.:!:contrastive]

There are four factors

that

will want to be strong.

ing new information,

stipulate

is considered

weak, as opposed to an;ything that adds new information

intrinsic~

crucial

which contains

whose description

it is bard to evaluate

straight,

in this

to 11\Yknowledge.

should be kept separate

(since

the question of whether they spring
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from a single source,

"contrastive

stress,"

a complex of phenomena incorrect~
category).

tact
pl~s

1) stress

3) register

differences;

that the association

of different

a role in their

case the association
constituent,

with variations

in large differences
not o~

the stress

· ... associated

which parts

differences.

The
i:tems

in Jackendoff 1972;

he describes

represent

in each

tonal word with the contrasted

in the terminal

boundary-tone

His discussion

of the text,

of which parts

of' the text,

interpretation.

that result

suggests

that

but also the choice of

of a complex tune are associated

are all important !'actors
The same factors,

can also play a role in determining
and groups of clauses,
ever considered

to be associated

of the voice makes a difference
would normal~

with

in determining

with scarc~ly

the

any modification,

the interrelationship

of clauses

in examples that no one (as far as I know) has

It should also be clear

with any issue of "contrastive
that expanding or contracting
-- in positions

stress."
the range

in which the nuclear

an expanded pitch-range
make strong fJD¥WB.Y,

seems to be almost the only way to indicate
expanded pitch range (which marks "contrast"
a lower low tone, depending'on
positions

2) tune

tune, the iss"Je of whether the tune is Rimple or complex,

and the issue

stress

is discussed

in interpretation.
pattern

differences;

tunes with "contrasted"

the differences

of a certain

in that catch-all

4) r~thmic

interpretation

in terms of our theory,

final

lumped together

These phenomena are

differences;

or whether they represent

"contrastive
by a higher

the tune involved)

stress."

high tone, or

is also possible

which would not normally be assigned main stress

This

in

by the NSR.
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However., as we pointed out in 3.3, such cases are tonally
from "normal stressing"~;
pitch-range

it is unclear to me whether expanded

adds ~ing

other than vehemence to this

As we will point

be employed either

aspects
feature

single

that

by pure4'

r~thmic

of "intonation"

are regulated

features
cases)

this means
pattern.

in such cases by a

(+Focus) or something'o:f the sort.

ent intonational

to add

that all of these complicated and inter-

there ought to be a more differentiated

... but (in certain

means;

with or without a change in metrical

It is quite possible
related

differentiation.

5, it is also possible

out in chapter

weight or emphasis to a stress
~

d1:f:ferent1ated

ana.1.ysis., in which differ-

have systematically

similar

effects.

It is also possible

independent distribution

I personally

second approach., but no arguments will be presented

lean towards the
here.

It vas the hope of coming to grips with problems of this
that led me to study intonation
for this

thesis

notational

tangled

threads

to fill
report

place.

My initial

plan

involved developing what I expected to be a relatively

trivial

defining

iu the :first

sort

system, and then using it to help unravel the

of syntax,

semantics and pragmatics.

the terms of the enterprise

The task of

has expanded, for good or ill,

up the bulk of the document, and I have decided to omit any

of m:, preliminary

attempts

although I hope that they vill

to get on with the rest

bear some ex:positional

of th~ task,

fruit

in the

future.
So we will simply observe,
constituent

at this point,

will always be metrically

strong,

if

that a contrasted
it can be.

We might
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also point out in passing that if prosodic
structure,

rather

contrasted

constituent

"stress-level"

terminal

element.

and Semantic Interpretation,

of

of a

be :felt as governing

will automatically

a phrase which he notates

4.3/3

are features

_·eatU!'es of segments, the "strength"

thar

of its designated

Surface Structure

features

the

In Deep Structure,

Chomsk;yobserves that

as

an ex-convict

vi

th a red SHIRT
on an;, est the constituents

could be taken as "focusing"

in the list

below:

4.3/4
...

(i)

an ex-convict

(ii)

with a red shirt

(iii)

a red shirt

(iv)

shirt

With a red shirt

It is a consequence of our approach to prosodic
that an;, attempt to add extra
constituents

"strength"

will give prosodic

is the designated

terminal

and tonal

phenomena

to aI\Y' of the listed

and tonal prominence the word which

element (by simple application

o:f the NSR)

of all of them, namely SHIRi'.
As a result,

it is neither

the "focused constituent"
word" in surface
of some perception

structure

necessary

as an;, constituent

to add a rule interpreting
dominating the "capitalized"

(we mean by "capitalized

of "supranormal prominence"),

cal rule adding "extra stress"

to the 1 stressed

word" the locus
nor to add a phonologivowel of a focused

"stress-level"

of its designated

Surface Structure~

element.

Semantic Interpretation,

a phrase which he notates

4.3/3

terminal

In Deep Structure,

Chomsky observes that

as

an ex-convict

with a red SHIRT

could be taken as "focusing"

on a:ny of the constituents

in the list

l>elow:

4.3/4

(i)

an ex-convict

with a red shirt
I

....

(ii)

with a red shirt

(iii)

a red shirt

(iv)

shirt

It is a consequence of our approach to prosodic and tonal phenomena
that e:tf9 attempt to add extra

"strength"

to atzy"of the listed

constitu-

ents will give prosodic and tonal prominence the word which i~ the
designated
all

terminal

element (by simple application

of the NSR) of

of them, namely SHIRT.
As a result,

it is neither

necessary

to add a rule in~erpreting

the "focused constituent"

as a:ny constituent

word in surface

(we mean by "~pitalized

structure

of some perception

of "supranormal prominence"),

cal rule adding "extra stress"
constituent.
surface

dominating the '~wpi tali zed"

to the 1 stressed

word" the locus
nor to add a phonologivowel of a focused

If it is true (and it is hard to doubt this)

constituent

focused constituents

may

be an "information

Will be considered

focus,"

that a

and that such

to be metrically

strong,

with
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care being taken in performance (by means of tonal and rhythmic

special

exageration)

to make sure that their

is appreciated,

realization

of this

association

of a "nuclear tone" with expanded pitch-range,

prominence, etc.)

situation

strength

as "capitalization"(=

of the highest-stressed

follows ·w1thout further

then the

being the locus of
having rhythmic

word in the focused constituent,

ado from the ideas developed in this

notion of "rhythmic prominence" is a natural
developed in the next chapter;

the rest

extension

of this

thesis.

The

of' ideas about timing

account of the effect

of

I

"focusing"

a constituent

text association,

depends on the principles

given the assumption that

we have stated

"focused" material

for tune-

will be

tonal.J¥ exagerated.
The last

case we will consider

NSR and CSR intervene
involves

in determining

consideration

Muchof the discussion
unr~lated

to metrical

node-labelling,

!!.!.!..!!!,
unusually.

in "it's

association,

"deletion

sites."

involves

matter

step at the end does

cases,

in order

it seemed to be necessary

to rebracket

the metrical

in general had the effect

in the·tree--for
an unusually

patterns,

section.

3.2.6 that in certain

out in section

This rebracketing

to a lower position

before

but one crucial

(given the assumptions of our theory)
the text.

of contraction

the

of the NSR, so that there is a reason to

in this

tune-text

besides

of metr!cal

(which will be as brief' as possible)

include the whole business

to derive the correct

the labelling

of the f'ailure

depend on a motivated pre-emption

We pointed

in which other factors

pattern

of

of "demoting" a node

example, we suggested that the words

dark night,"

should wind up adjoined

to

This rebracketing
of'cliticization,

was noted to have some relation

in which certain

the class of monosyllabic
attached,

in a destressd

logically

with it in a~

We also abserved,
to such clitic

originally

independent words (in English,
the, an etc.)
- --

i''llllction-words such as is,
form, to some adjacent

word, and interact

.

become
phono~

that does not normally occur across word-boundaries.

however, that the postulated

rebracketing

elements -- we gave a couple of rather

volving destressed

to the phenomenon

was not restricted

complex examples in-

but we might simply have cited

red'lllldant material,

cases

I

say, a dissyllabic

involving,

preposition

4.3/ 5a

like~=

5b

..

V

{'
V

over everyone's

5c

!J\

w s
L

protests

5d over everyone's

protests

I

5e over everyone's

V

I

in 5d (we utilize

L

l '
BL

bracketing,

in 5a, yields

possible

to combine the· text and tune we have selected.

assumptions,

suggests

the tune-text

the /L H L/ surprise/redundancy

first

another way, shown in 5e;

I

protests

locus of its
way

pitch

I

..ll L

l,

The syntactically-motivated
association

~

Aw
over everyone's

protests

H L

A

S~

is rlatively

and this

the rebracketing

easy to intuit).

second association

tune, since the

This is a perfectly
But there is

pattern,

given our

in 5b, in which over is attached

to
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the vord on :tts right,
Of course,

type;

we have other options

ve could revise

make freer

than to the root of the prepositional

rather

our theory of tune-text

istence
~

of rebracketing

in at least

(within the approach we are ad-

some cases of this

be going.on.

constituent

and that

the rest

of phonology have generally

structure

representation

stand for particular

representation

phonetic features;
generated;

the columns stand for the consecutive
and the entries

in the matrix determine

to the features."

of the feature-content

to define their

to determine what their

of the string

almost certainly

and never~heless
structuring

Except for the
of segments,
theories

which

terms with enough care that it is possible

view ls.

Our approach has implicitly
association

except as

matrix in which the rows

this view seems to be commonto almost all phonological
take the trouble

derivation,

In SPE (p. 5) ChomskiYand Halle specify

the staus of each segment with respect
elaboration

has no organization

as "a two-dimensional

segments of the utterance

assumed that some

in the course of the phonological

an ordered sequence of segments.

vertical

type, whatever else

is wiped out before the phonology begins,

is destroyed

so that the level of phonetic

phonetic

is good reason to accept the ex-

·t

Standard theories

...

out that

in its most general form) there

syntactic

or we could

in 3.3.

Dut it is worth pointing
vocating,

association,

of this

tunes such as the one motivated for 3.2.6/18,

use of "elaborated"

and discussed

for dealing with facts

phrase.

contradicted

this view -- t\Ule-text

a11plies to the output of th'.:: textual

phonology,

we have supposed it to depend on a very considerable

of the text,

what we have called

its metrical

pattern.

Thus the most basic

that the phonological

assumptions

of our theory depend on the idea

component is not so much a destruction

which maps a complex tree onto a simple serial
transmutation

of structure,

which maps a structure

in one domain (syntax and semantics)
another domain (the motor control
tual

of segments, as a

suitable

onto a structure

of articulatory

for operations

suitable

gestures,

for use in

and its

percep-

analogue);

That the motor control
should be a variety

features

of articulatory

of Markov process'that

matrix to the next,

one feature

~

ordering

of structure,

in the particular

The most telling

hops, dully and inexorably,

issuing.orders

segment it finds

the next segment, where the process
absurd.

(or any other human) gestures

on tLe basis
itself

is repeated

argument against

intrinsic

to~

a feature

of gestural

-- this

only be introduced

features

idea strikes

me as

no reason

among segments, not anything

one of them) should be so connnonly and indeed inevitably

bas no organization

requiring

of

in, and then jumping to

sequences of all kinds.

In terms of the Markovian model of motor control,

minutely alter

of the list

it is that it provides

at all wby. rbythm (which is a complex relation

from

but as a sequence of segments, rhythmic patterns
by performing

the durations

the motor control
specified

in which the gesture

enormously coMplex calculations

(and other aspects)
itself

to a very high n.

in which motor control

An alternative

is a much more abstract

designed to

of individual

to be able to realize

could

segments, and

n-ary durational

theory seems preferable,

and structured

kind of

process.
The point of this
that phonetic

representation

digression

has been to mak.eplausible

should impose far more organization

the idea.
on sequences
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of s:egments than just what is implied by the fact that they are sequences
and!?.!, segments, and therefore

structures

to make plausible

our claim that the

of syntax are transmuted by the phonology, rather

than destroyed

by it.
Ii' this

is true,

rebracketings.
structure,

then we have good r~ason to want to perform certein

In a theory in which phonology progress! vely destroys

the f'act that an auxiliary,

originally

or verb, ends up as part of the last

syllable

attached

to a verb-phrase

of the subject,

requires

only

I

that an excessive

number of' word-boundaries

and that the auxiliary
a (metrical)
...

form be destressed.

rebracketing

We have not tried

metrically

operation;

coming.

nor will we.

will be that the constituent

is a

the preconditions
But surely one

which is "cut loose" be

weak.

On this

of the failure
dinate

of John's

.!!.]coming

to give a formal account of either

of the rebracketing

of the preconditions

in the string,

In the approach we are suggesting,

o:f .John ~is coming) to (!ohn

to the derivation

necessary preliminary

or the ettect

do not intervene

assumption,

it is pnssible

of contraction

clause in the se~tence

before

to give an interesting

"deletion

"Sam is as tall

sites."

account

Consider the subor-

as John is."

R

as John is

A

We assume, along with most right-thinking
clause has an empty position

in surface

structure,

syntacticians,

that this

in place of the understood

26o
adjective~.

Whether this

empty position

there from the ~eginning,

was

and how it should be symbolized,

or derived by deletion,

are irrelevent

to

the argument.
Now, in this
it is redl.mdant;
but John
matter,

!!., " in

nullity

example, &s

we might have constructed
which

weak, since

the example as "Sam isn't

material,

tor metriJal

in the competition

~s

tall,

It doesn •t

strong.

.o.],and

as weak as

it obviously Wins out over

value.

The scansioJ:s

~] violates

but the NSR only said to put the strong position

if we have no good reason to do otherwise;

... is quite

metrically

case, there ~s a constituent

in comparison to lexical

the NSR, to ·oe sure;

A]is

case it would have been metrical~

since in either

!!. IDSiY'be,

right

particular

11 teral'.cy nothing on the right

in this

a reason to do otherwise as the distinction

on the

and the fact that there
case, constitutes

as good

between new and old or important

and unimportant.
Given this
to rebracket

scansion,

With the subject

sentence had been "John's
(since~,

the auxiliary,!!

NP, because it is metrically

tall,"

would have been metrically

and therefore

to the left.
Of course,

contains

then.!!,

strong.

If the
weak

both by the NSR and on "communicative ccy-namism"grounds, would

have been the strong element),

bracket

4.3/6 cannot be "cut loose"

in

no lexical

to rebracket.

is itself

where rebracketing

attached

to~-

would affect

not "mono~trical"

metrically

weak,· and

-- on these grounds it might be considered

In the example we have given,

since it is already

or at least

[:sA]

the constituent
material

would have been free to re-

free

that would make no difference,

But even if placed in a configuration

rs wJis

it in some way, Lis
-- .and therefore

its

~

failure

not monosyllabic,
to merge phono-
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·1ogically
similar

with a neiJ:boring
behavior o-r

word can be chargec!. to the same account as the

L~v:J

and other

dissyllables

.

...

,

•

5.

ille Rh,ythms of ~peech.

We have made considerable
of the idea +..hat it is natural

on sequences of events.
hiererchical

use, in the preceding

for people to impose metrical

These metrical

E;rouping of relatively

has

aspect

a:·e in essence a

on one level,

of a simple opposition

'

in

serves as a

on a higher level.

This concept

proven its value in helping to d~fine the basis of tune-text
end in providing

usociation,

As we pointed

.. in

patt~rns

patterns

strong and weak elements,

which a more or lesa complex pattern,
singl~

sectiona,

itF-elf,

ele~nts

a new perspective

out in chapter

provides

no constraint

2, this

rules.

notion of mttrical

on the arrangement

in time, other than the constraint

t.tat the orderiag

on stress

of its

terminal

of sequentiality

defined by the orientation

of the tree

pattern,

(i.e.

is an

ordering in time).

Thj "· constraint
not evei-y aspect
distinct

position

various

constituent

general)

Empirical
entities

of phonological

features

corresponds

to a

or even intuitively.

The

identities,

although

they are other-

independent.
observation

elements of a metrical
e.g.

trivial

of a segment, for example, do not (in

separate

which are temporally

conceivable,

is not entirely

representation

in time, phonetically

have temporally

wise theoretically

of sequentiality

pattern.

suggests
distinct

that only those p,1onological
can function

The contrary

as terminal

case is certainly

5/1

~

r

+ro~d1
+back
+high

i

[;oc
-cons
-low

:1-Syll.

where the strong and weak positions
correspond
single

to disjoint

segment.

subsets

in some particular

of the feature

These disjoint

in
., their

hyp~thetical

case, be simultaneous

the division

implied by the metrical

SIJ¥, from their

.... process

distinct

behavior

adjacent

positions,.whether

temporally

distinct

or nay.

arrangement

to be an essential

did !n a preceding

paragraph,

distinct

pattern

of

in question

were

of the well-

with the well-ordering

of events in time seems to me,

property

However, we are not required

of meter.

to state

by seoring that

this

property

as we

"only those entities

can fl.lllction as terminal

which

elements of a metrical

Another way of looking at the matter would be to say that

those entities
pattern

to some phonological

The association

of the elements of a metrical

are temporally

might be determinable,

the positions

to find any.

implied by the sequential

pattern."

pattern

know of BX\Y cases which would compel such an analysis,

and I YOuld be surprised

intuitively,

would, in this

be said to apply to features

metrically

ordering

of a

temporal realizationj

with respect

which could most generally

I don't

specification

ot features

subsets

case would

which fl.lllction as the terminal

are temporally

sequential

elellents

(and therefore

in a metrical

temporally

distinct).
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It may be possible

to make this principle

work, for example in the treatment
which a single

segment splits

of so-called

(under certain

segments which seem, in some sense,
features.

of its possible

examples, the principle
metrical

pattern

to be empirically

utility

imposed much greater

patterns

order,

into two
of its

~ ~ u~

of terminal

.

of such

elements in a

of events in time, seems

linguisti~
(reanalyzed

constraints

speech than simply the requirement
a certain

,

in

I

valid.

it has been claimed that stress
}!!tterns)

certain

rules,

in the analysis

to an ordering

However, from the very beginning.of

~

conditions)

re ~ j a

that the ordering

corresponds

breaking

to partition

Tb.us, we find cases in which
Irrespective

do some phonological

investigation,
iJy

us as metrical

on temporal patterning

that syllables

are arranged

which has been taken to be so trivial

in

as not to need

comment. The reason for this pervasive

belief

by almost everyone,

rhythms (in the ordinary-

that speech has its

language sense of the word), and that
~hese r~thms

are influenced

Uni'ortunately,

to verify

have not met with very good success,

is the intuition,

shared

in a language like English,

(or even defined)

attempts

in

this

by stress

intuition

with the result

patterns.
instrumentally

that most research-

ers have been forced to conclude that the whole concept of stress-timing
is a kind of collective
influences

hallucination,

tte temporal patterning

or at best a tendency which
of speech in a relatively

marginal

way.
In this

chapter,

we

will attempt

to argue the positfon

that

the intuition
important

of stress-timing

in English reflects

aspect of the linguistic

what we have called

the metrical

sorae reasons why this
discovery

intuition

of objective

We introduced

~-

cannot easily

2 and 3.

of

We will also try to give
be verified

by the

stresses.

the concept of the metrical~'

at that time was to explain

complex metrical

system, namely, the existence

isochrol\Y' of successive

embryonic way, in chapters

text association,

a fWldamental and

in an

Our reason for bringing

an otherwise

arbitrary

it in

aspect of t\llle-

namely the fact th~t a tone which corresponds
constituent

with the "main stress"

of the text,

of that

is realized

constituent,

its

to a

in alignment

"designated

terminal

.... element. " Consider the example below:

5/2a

(';.f"w

2b

w
L

~1he establishment
tune and text tells
the textual
''Metrical
result,
syllable

of congruence between the metrical

us only that

constituent
Association

that the initial

H

~is

the initial

We offered

the stressed

with.the

syllable

to

a special

to give the empirically

low tone associates

of the constituent,

patterns

low tone corresponds

suggeotions].

Rule" (2.4.3/29)

L

correct

mainstressed

of suggestions.

of
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We then argued that
be explained

this

was not an arbitrary

in terms o:f the nature

we argued the metrical
This metrical
of~

result

itself,

patterns

we suggested,

~.,

Neither

they are distinct.
betweenmeter

with which

is a kind of intuited

patterns

could really

are intuited
exist

This distinction

and rhytpymin

grids,

of tune and text were to be aligned.

while metrical

events!!!~-

of' metrical

one, but could

without

(parallel

structure

structures

of'

the other,

but

to the distinction

music) is a difficult

one to grasp,

but

·I

it is crucial
in previous

...

that
chapters

it be made.

We will

has established

metrical

patterns;

we will begin this

intended

to clarify

the basic

structure

the argumentation

the plausibility

of our idea of

chapter

with a general

idea of a metrical~

or time, and then we will

has empirical

assume that

attempt

consequences which Justify

as an intuited

to show that this

its

discussion

acceptance.

idea

In the ini t,l.al

we Will take our exa.mpleo from music, since the issues

discussion

involved are more clearly

defined

in this

The only way in which a structure

domain.
can be conceived for time,

is as some way of dividing

it up -- as Cicero t:.~ys, "numerus in

continuatione

nullus

distinctio,

intervallorum

percussio,

est:

continuation:

~

differentiated

temporal

mistake,

numerum conficit;n

distinguishing
intervals

however, to conclude that

time other than that which inheres
temporal intervals

et aequalium et saepe variorum
there

is

!!2_

meter in

and perfo:.cmance of equal and ( often)
es·~ablishes
there

meter.

is no intuited

in the particular

which are distinguished

It would be a
structure

to

sequence of

and performed on a particular

occasion.
that

~one

who has had the slightest

musical training

the "meter" of a piece is something more abstract

sequence of tempcu.·al intervals
particular

song ( the beginning

three full

quite

are entirely
Das Wern::ler-11}

of Schubert's

straightforwardly

bars of

5/3

I

The further

C

I ~

they define,

but

2 time:

4

the bar lines,

of the metrical~

The linguistic

Ig Gt ~ I t" • '

:fact thBt the linguistic

of the song cuts across

also is irrelevant

defined by the concept of

and melodic phrasing

to what we have been calling
here is that the metrical
also has intuitively

independent

of the metrical

the inter.~elationship

to the
2

4

patterna;

o:f their

own, comparable

the point to be made

grid defined by the time-signature
existence,

organization

of pattern

time.

of the song (which are pretty

metrical

real

.,

(and melodic) phrasing

much the same, in th1.s case) have an e;dstence

lines

di:f:ferent

I

J J

nature

o:f a

measures of the following

in terms of the sequences o:f temporal intervals
they are all

than the

defined by the note-values

fragment -- the first

knows

and bar

and in a way which is
of tune and text,

although

and grid {what we have referred

to as

alignment)

is constrained

in certain

There is no surer indication
that

such alignments

of either

pattern

possible

On a higher

aes·thetic

of the NP~

that the main stress

changing the basic nature

or the metrical

introduced

plane,

,

grid.

We gave some

of vocative

chant examples

the idea of metrical-~·

we might cite

Wandern in the previous

but the alignment

independence than the fact

grid alignments

2 1 when we first

in chapter

of this

can be changed, without

the metrical

cases of different

ways.

the two different

example;

alignments

both share the property

of the NP goes on the down-beat of the measure,

of the post-tonic

syllable

is different.

A musical example shoWing more complex differentiation
metrical

alignment

can be found in two treatments

of

of the NP
~

schweres Joch in J. S. Bach's aria Hort ihr Augen auf

~

weinen:

&~·
g dJ ' # I; I

5/48.

f'fl

(Y)

MAW\
ScAwe.-tf.S

_____

joc.,h

r

4b

.

., .

Both of these settings
structure

imposed by

between the stress
of this

t

meter.

g time,

pattern

of the noun phrase presuppose
and neither

gives rise

to conflict

of the text and the inherent

Shorn of melisma, the alignments

the

stress

are these:

pattern

5/5a

5b

J
J

J

I

J

J

/}tiff

!Ill}

the two syllables

t t t f t

J

I J

J.

In both cases,

Joch is in the strongest

of schweres are aligned

while the possessive

f'rom a simple consideration

intervals

defined by the note-values

four syllables

metrical

with lesser

position,
positions,

pronoun mein is the weakest of all.

know this

1:2:2:4,

J

cl

lllllttJJt

~

J

of the text)

but from a consideration

of the sequence of temporal
involved,

durations

We do not

which give (to the

in the ratios

2:6:2:4,

of the way tnese ratios

fit

with

I

the metrical

grid defir .ed by the time signatures

The following

st""ttings of' the text Alleluia,

Bringt ~~Herren,

are inte~esting

c;;(.b)

The first

and bar lines.

intere~ting

point

taken from Schlltz's

for a numbE: of reasons:

r·IJd·
/>tI le \I.I',.~
"'
. .
. .

is that

{o(c)

~ ~e

pattern;

two worus of text
in the last

are set to a single

they are all

three

cases,

instance

the tune-text

b

Allel""i ~

to the same tune -- four de~cending notes of th~ scale.
case,

~ ~~ ; jg

set,

.

A IIe..lu.i tt.

in essence,

In the first

of this

relation

~(d)
. .

tonal

is one-to-one.

,.

'lbe word Alleluia
of note values,
4:2:8:16.
there

is,

all

in all,

in the ratios

(Actually,

variants

A second interesting
was written

modern edition

1:1:1:l,

point

without

~

3:1:2:4,

4:2:8:8,

as well).

is that

the piece

time-signatures

changing,

throughout

between bars of four half-notes
organization

also (judging

1:1:4:2,

sequences

(I believe)

or bar lines.

from which I took the ~:;camples bas supplied

the time-signatures

the internal

:five different

in the piece these examples 81.'e drawn from,

are a number of ott~r

originally

assigned

and bars of three

of (these

from the textual

the piece,

The
them,

back and forth
half-notes,

often rather

with

long) measures being

and harmonic structure}

somewhat variable.

This should not be taken to mean that SchHtz intended

the meter of his

piece to be a simple sequence of note-values,

further

on the contrary.
metrical

grid,

represented
patterned

What it does mean is that
for music of this

type,

by a modern time-signature
in a way which was believed

In this

respect

it fs o~en

enough, since it was an essentially

without

the structure

was not constrained

-- rather,

said to be like

grid fragment given below is not a well-formed
musical time-signature,
duration)

(symbolizecl as half-notes)

5/7

J J J

between the positions

in the way

speech (appropriately

style).

The metrical

example of any particular
(of constant

on the next level

is sometimes one and sometimes two:

J J

J J
JJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ

to be

in the text.

since the number of "quarter-notes"

which intervene

of the

it was intended

to be implicit

declamatory

structure;

up
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This kind of metrical
declamatory

music.

structure

sometimes there

is an arbitrary

barring,

the performer

this

sort

requires

should act as if there
should be altered

is no barring

at all;

which the performer

is at liberty

as ~is subject

by frequent

notated

of·

of composition
to alter

•••

sometimes there
to disregard.

of recitative

the Bars,

were no bar lines;

time,

or Measure, according

" Hoyle does not say that

"as the subject

that

is noted in true

,

the

changes of time-

is expected

of Music, 1770, writes

John Hoyle, Dictionary
"notwithstanding

typical

Sometimes (as in French Baroque practice)

changes in meter are carefully
signature;

is nevertheless

merely that

the performer
the bar lines

requires."

..
It is worth our while to step back for a moment, and consider
the natur~ of metrical
sort.

grids

We have argued that

of time,

by metrical

are two different
prone to regard

second,

patterns)

the tempor~l status

as temporal
defined

of looking

points,

points

structuring

of aspect

cultural

approa~hes

of eveuts

intervals

as entities

structuring

of complex events

-- first,

of varying

as durations,

lengths;

and

which occupy (occur at)
These two ways

in the grammatical

-- they are also commonly distinguished
1·hythm.

There

ways in which people are

on the continuum of time.

to musical

of this

is given temporal patterning.

at events are commonly distinguished

category

irregularities

is an intuited

(and sometimes conflicting}

which occupy temporal

variously

~

a metrical

through which the intuited

(represented

entities

which incorporate

in different
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Following

an established

to rhythm additive
metrical

and divisive.

scheme consists

intervals,

usage, we call

in some ratio

In an additive

of some repeated
to each other.

need not have any special

periodicity

the pattern

SQ,

relation

view of events
specified

relatively

strong

the musical
section

temporal

regular;

and weak according

as points,

of different

which are classed

of organization

we have been considering

in this

periodicities.

In the metrical
of the hierarchy

at a given level

is fixed

is periodically

(with some exceptions)

with the periodicity
either

schemes of

of the next level

tvo to one or three

to one.

not have very much more to say about the additive

since

as

of time as a hierarchy

way, generally

it hes no application

however, bow fundamentally

a divisive

find a sequence

and the structuring

up in a constant

of rhythm,

of time into some

Such a system suggests

which coincides

lining,

~ids

the

system.

at a periodicity

We will

of

are in the

to some principle

music, each level

the "pulse"

organization;

interva~s.

. 1ua1 duration,

examples of metrical

WP.stern cla~sical

result

of repetitions

system, we characteristically

have been examples of a divisive

of ''pulses"

consists

I

of nominally

the view of events

that

internal

and the structuring

sequence of different

usually

of long and short

where S (slow) and Q (quick)

as durations,

.. of' beats,

the basic

3:2 (Singer 1974). Such a system suggests

of

In a divisive

system,

pattern

in their

dance r}wthm Pul~eno

temporal

two approaches

The structures

thus the Bulgarian
SQQ

these

to English.

different

systP.m, even when the surface

this

patterns

view

It is worth undercofiception
that

i.esult

is from
can be
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interpreted
to chronicle
conception

in either

way.

We will therefore

a case in which a musical tradition

brevis,

consisting

of various

of long anc1.short notes.

The basis

of one tempus, and a~

longa,

Other note-values
or a semibrevis

for'example

of 1/2 a ternpus;

developed,

modi ultra

mensuram.

historically,

later

of

of two tempera.

Modes

or "correct

a longa of three

these note-values

mensuram, or ''beyond measure,"

... were called

derived

were possible,

patterns

of the system was a

containing only such notes were termed modi recti,

ultra

from one

polyphony in Europe, a set of

of twelfth-century

rhythmic modes was established,

~

shifted

side-trip

to the other.

In the style

alternation

take a brief

modes."
tempera,

were considered

and modes in whi~h they occurred

The modi ultra

mensuram seem to have

than the modi recti,

and to have been

from them.
According to Waite 1954:
"This system is completely

It does not consist

of a succession

on the contrary •••
pattern

(it)

of beats

The pattern

of this

times the form of the pattern

while the individual

notes receive

of rhythm.

of equal duration ...

is founded on the repetition

of long and short notes.

and only by the repetition
At all

unlike our conception

itself

of a given
is an entity,

unity is rhytl~m created.
is retained
their

• •

as the metrical

unit,

value only as they lie within

the pattern."
The result
note-values

of this

conception

were not generally

was a notational

represented,

system in which

but only the relation

of a

given sequence of notes to the pattern
by the rhythmic

restrictions

cases the basic

correspondance

intervals

defined

mode of the piece.-

Due to the particular

alldOst all

of temporal

patterns

placed on the syst~m, in

of the modes can be placed

with a sequence of six notae breves,

arranged

in

in two

groups of three.
The reason for such restriction

seems to have been that

music was fundamentally

polyphonic

proceeding

modes, and it was felt

in different

establish

some organizing

principle

the

with different

in character,

voices

to be necessary

according

to

to ,,hich a c,,rrespon-

dance between modes could be made.
Nevertheless,

...

conclusion
modes;

that

all

according

there

is in reality

the modes are in triple

are noth!ng but the various
within

a given triple-time

being the truth

of the matter •••

rhythmic modes might easily
In the next century

polemicizing
the ternary

out,

time,

measure •••

of arranging

the six modes
time values

Sur-.h a conclusion

these patterns

patterns

that

be reanalyzed

is f'ar from

not only determine

resulted,

as resulting

(the 13th) such a reanalysis

although

by traditionalists.

and therefore

the

"

but also the melodic construction.

In terms of the surface

have been carried

but one type cf rhythm in all

possibilities

the rhythmic flow of organa,

system.

it is wrong to "jump to the

to Waite,

not without

considerable

When Pseudo-Aristotle

longa be taken as the normal value,

of two tempora to be renamed a semi-longa,

however, the
from a divisive
seems to
rear-guard
proposed that

with the original

and thus considered

a

longa
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·subdivision

of a fundamentally

periQdic

Anon;ymousresponded violently

ternary

meter,

St. Emmeram

that

"item nee in variatione
nominationis,
quemadmodum
ser.rl.brevis a brevi vidilicet
semilonga vocaretur,
quave ipsam nonquam esse credimus imperfectum,
sed earn esse dicimus rectam longam et veram et
insuper et perfectam."
"(this note) should not be called semilonga, {differentiated from the tern~
longa) as the settlbrevis
from the brevis, because we can never believe it to be
an imperfect entity, buts~
that it is a correct and
true and superior and per:fecttlonga. 11
However, the inherent
fundamentally

.... phonists

additive

logic of polyphony won out, and the

rhythmic system -whi h the 12th century poly-

had adapted from the rJ\Ythmic traditions

/undamentally

divisive.

We have entered
that-there
in language,

of monody became

on this

digression

in order to make the point

may very well be modes of metrical
which are fundamentally

propose for English,

so that

different

organization,

operating

from those we will

claims of universality

must be made with

some trepidation.
The issue

confronting

grids which are irregular,

us at this
that

is,

point is the nature

where the succession

of elements
"obstinately

at a given level

of the hierarcey

does not d~tine e. beat

and periodically

fixed in time."

Actually,

to expect that

the metrical

should be regular.

grids

of metrical

there

is no reason at all

that play a role in everyday speech

It is no more necessary

that ordinary

English

is
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in (sey)

4 time than that

ordinary

r;

Both

somewhat arbitrary

Greek should have

or some other meter of the music contem-

been in Sapphic Strophe,
porary with it.

classical

4 t~me o.nd Sapphic strophe

Ii

restrictions

one would ever have thought

on meter -- if they we~e not,
to notice

their

play a role

time-si3r1ature,
have allied

in 'Engliah are constrained

that

of metrical

gtid

exist.

to the divisive

in which the elemeL ; a.re (we argued)

temporal

rather

·... notation

:f'C'r metrical

while maintaining

than temporal
grids

duple and tri'.t)le relations

3
2

of levels,

2

by a

Since we

conception
considered

of
as

suppose we adopt a
are rE:presented,

and the restric~ion

be·tween levels.

4
3

5/8

intervals,

in which only points

the hierarchy

grids

in the way entailed

musi~al rhythw,
points

no

the metrical

we have argUcd ~hat they nevertheless

our notion

and

existence.

However, while it is not to be expected
that

are special

to

An example of such a grid:

3

2

2

2

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

We use r,umbers for place-h ,l_ders, using a different
each level
objected

of the hierarchy
that

1

we have so far not def,ned

r-.r tht:: element~ of the grid.
of abstract
of important

·r convenience

stru·::turi1~2. of points
purposes

2.'.f..4 (concerning
textllB.l constituent

It may be
"note-values"

but it is still

in ·~ime, and it will

jus+~ a.s :l.t is.

the alignment

in reference.

any particular

This i; true:

m.unber at

Por example,

serve a number

the argument in

of a tone w-tth the main stress

it corres~0nds

a kind

of t~e

to:, and the argument in 3.2.3

~1
(concarning the explanation of the fact that the initial
ws w
a T1 T2 T3 sequence deletes when the text has initial
while the final

tone never dele~es),

of a grid pattern
values"

like

depend only on the existence

grid-structure

,.n everyday

speech;

like that

the time-signatures

(we hypothetically

the definition

protest)

and bar lines

notes to this

''beat."

m:.isic are not always realized
isochrony;

performer.

in writing

Musiche (16o2, translated
noble manner of singing,

&

of' the time-values

wr:y which results

structures

of

in experimentally

the style

and the

of' these three factors

could not have been found at all.

of the proper performance
in Playford

of his Nuove

1654) says "I cdll thet the

which is used "·i thout tying r.. man's self

to

measure of time, making many times the value of the notes

than half,

wGrda;

in

but

can be seen in

:But the metrical

There have been many combtn~tions

Giulio Caccini,

lesr

influence

it depends on the p~riod,

for which isochrozzy- of ''beats"

the ordinary

their

of music,

may be abstract,

of the ''beat" and the relationship

· ... of the various

verifiable

for a completely

5/8 to play such a key role

in

to which we are asked to look for an'analDgy,
at least

"note-

elements.

One might well ask how it could be possible
abstract

main stress,

5/8, not only any particular

that in

being given to its

tone of

and sometimes more, accor~ing

whLnce proceeQti that kinde of singing

to the conceit
with

d

of the

gracGful neglect,

whereof I have spoken before."
The specific
composed with regular

work of which Caccini writes
time-signatures

is nevertheless

and bar lines,

and indeed often
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has kinds of metrical

regularity

what the ~ime-signature
rhythmic

style,

difficulty
beats

"there

the singer

grasE •••

skills;

but there

·~ and string

singer,

1974 edition,

quotations

so as to come in on the principal

irregularity,

~t

grid divides

be shaped to~

pattern

which

than a harpsichordist
every wish of

with him in ma.king every irregularity
(The Interpretation

sound

of Early~ Music,

could be found for musical

isochrony

styles

I wish to make is that

of many
the way a

up time must i,1deed ''be shaped to a pattern

but there

is no reason to suppose that

isochrony.

of beats,

be far from objectively
that people,

sound not

more telling

It is undoubtedly

measure of time" (to which Caccini

perceptnal

will

and unless

one of the most exacting

The point

always be robotic

"ordinary

little

427-428).

the mind can grasp,"
will

experiences

moving as one man, foreseeing

times and places.

metrical

an accompanist

at best,

but inevitable."

pp.

Similar
other

is nothing

and joining

not only natural

~

It is,

bass player

remains perceptible,

symmetry, his liberties

hut formless •••
~

their

so that

is a symmetry eve:i in its

the ~nd

go far beyond

As Donington says of such declamatory

can sense this

expressive,

structure

the soloist

"on time."

that

Even in ~xtreme cases of a free

metrical

is skilled,

in following

exactly

singing,

requires.

the basic

if the performer

and structure

regular.

but even this

both in music and speech,

of time under conditions

of "graceful

the

measure

II

t'J know how it

can understand
neglect,"

pattern

is a kind of

"ordinary

I do not pretend

this

true that

refers)

that

may
is

such structuring

but I think

it is clear
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that

they can do it.

We thus conclude that the traditional

intuition

of "stress-

timing" has its 1•oots in the alignment of the text-tune
with a metrical.£!.<!
mind can grasp."
experimental
possible
grid,~

whose "beat" is "shaped to a pattern

There are a number of obstacles

verification

alignments,

of this

''beat

in any given case,

of which would not give rise
,

if the performance were metronomically

recitativ,

1) there are many

11:

even with regularly-patterned
to isochrony
regular;

of stresses

ev6n

2) the metrical

grids

where the "time-signature"

defined,

io constantly

so that again, even performance to metronome-standards
necessarily

3) the perfor~ance

meet expectations;
by "graceful

characterized

neglect,"

that the

in the way of

involved may have "downbeats" somewhat irregularly

.. in

combination

a factor

like those

changing,
would not

may in fact be

"1hich is better

appreciated

by the human mind than by the sound spectrograph.
Nevertheless,
abstract

structuring

metrical

grids,

existence

plays a role in ordinary

association;

distir.1guishing

stress

content

of time, of the kind

can be found in three areas:

on tune-text

relation

tl~ere is empirical

"ii-"? are

speech.

them nere.

of grid alignment
of a ''b-!at" in

for which no other cue exisr.s;

3) the

to the stress-shifting

4.2.

Arguments of the first
not recapitulate

by our

Arguments for its

2) the role of perception

patterns

in section

representing

1) the effect

of the phenomenon of grid-alignment

rule discussed

in the claim that an

type are made in

They constitute

2.4.4 and 3.2.3;

we will

the primary reason for our
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postulation

of a role for metrical

c.f English.

In what remains of this

arguments of the second and thlrd
Before beginning

chapter,

different

our view of metrical

patterns.

In the first

constituent

structure

the highest

in the hierarchy

level

in music one level

starting-point.

and forms the basis
"levels

grids

as many levels

of ordered sets,1Li

-

maps every member of

that

in every case
element.

happens in speech,

pattern

"down"
I believe,

that no more than four

are normally distiuguished,

despite

( or theory of cyclic

the

stress

rules)

as one likes.

Ln''and
Lm + 1

a metrical

a function

grid as an ordered set

F with the property

onto some member of~

preserves

order.

This preservation

constraint

that

V-;.·, E:'-x
~ ~,?itj)

that either

is,

"up," and one or two levels

of the commonobservation

of stress"

is also no real

is chosen as the ''beat" and one keeps

We might choose to formalize

adjacent

metrical

of a single

Something similar

:i.nherent power of a metrical

lation

that

consists

track of percaps two or three levels

to define

grids is from

plsce,

and there

1

that they are "rooted,"

or five

sketch

we will take a moment to

our view of metrical

reason to believe

from this

we will briefly

-- we have seen no reason to suppose that they define

any particular

Generally

system

types.

these arguments,

observe how formally

are not trees

~.

grids in the intonational

1~

in a way which

of order may be expressed

in the

F(t\,):>F (~j). We impose the stipu-

one or two members of Lm must intervene

members of the image set of

the mapping defined by Fas

that it

formalizing

~

+ 1 , for all

between

m, and interpret

what we ha.Ye been representing
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as vertical

alignment in the grid.

An illustrative

example:

Li t°>t:
J

5/9

I

,

~= I~~ ~~ J

~: ~ ~i' )! ) ~ ! ) ~~ ,~ ~ J
3

F:

i\ 1

-,,

~~

"";

"\1

n J > ".1 -~

11 .1

\

'\a

"1

/\ J ~ /J'I

I

The above specification

fLi- L~and

4 time with a quarter-note
4

measure of
single

of

measure of

straightforward
alignment,

notation

in which Fis

a single

upbeat (or equivalently

2 With an eighth-note

4

F defines

a

upbeat -- in the more

represented

by vertical

it would be:

°A!

5/10

i2i

?t~
J.

~~

"i

.1.

In the notation

~1

3

ft 1

'1

7t}

~n which numbers are used as place-holders

on

ea.ch level:
3

5/11

2

2

1·1l11
The "inherent
represented

stress

pattern"

of the grid can now be formally

by comparing the number of times

F-1

ts defined

for a
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given element of a given level
F- 1 (

I\!) is

lllldefined,

is a metrical.fy

"~

!)!) is

position

while

F-l(F-1(

~ ~ ))
''~

is a metricalfy

stronger

position

To mA.keclear

the nature

member of a given level
down.

The inverse

of

is thus not defined

t

is defined,
~j

than,,~

into either

on F:

for which

defined

F- 1

Let the members

be called

defined,

a given note-v~lue

rather

The particular

that the notion of a metrical

no constituent

kind of formalization

elements of ordered. sets)

structure

than the relation

grid can be defined
(i.e.

it is not

is established,

etc.).

we have chosen (a mapping among

is simply an attempt

of hierarchically-related
Given an idea,

for conceiving

we have just. sketched

formalization

in a way which does not make it a tree structure
"rooted,"

In musical

is always (potentialfy)

-- our reasons

of points

undefined

been expounded.

The primary purpose of this

necessarify

and

is undefined be called

elements are forbidden.

tw0 or three parts

have alreact,

is to make it clear

every

member of the next level

is defined,

the system in terms of the positicn
of durations

us that

•

of the restrictions

F-1

simply means that

subdivided

intuition

telling

for all members of a given level.

but adjacent

this

us that

than tl 1 •

Then there may not be more than two adjacent

elements;
terms,

telling

F(F- 1 , which maps "upwards" in the hierarchy)

the members of a given level
undefined.

defined,

is mapped on to~

of a given le"vel for which

~

F- 1 (

while
stronger

is undefined,
~i

-- thus in the example given above,

to render formally

the

periodicities.

along these lines,

of ~h~,t a metrical

grid is,
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we can now consider
its

some simple examples of how a text

congruent twie) might be aligned

wi.t.ll such

a

"John went home, " with a metrical

the simple text

(along with

grid,

Consider

as given

pattern

below:

5/12

I>/'s

w
John went

home
I

The :"~ticular
are irrelevant

ehoice of tune,

to the discussion,

It seems clear

and the details

of its

association,

and will be disregarded.

that the easiest

and most straightforward

way

...
to establish

an alignment

with three

adjacent

It seems likely
element,

second level,
possible,

in any grid structure

two levels

either

on level

5/13a

l

13b

1

John went home

but rather

syllable

singie
of a

in 13c ought to be
one can separate

two:
2

2

l
1
l
John went home

Suppose we now decide to "lengthen"
the following

as in l3a below.

given the. exi5tence

two or three ~lements of level

·or elements

of the text

with more than~

in 13b or that

2

1

set,

are obligatory;

the alignment

since either

the occurrences

ayllables

elements of the first-level

that

at least

is to match the three

not with the adjacent

with an element one position

13c

John, t.hat is,

1
1
1
John vent home

to align

element of level

removed.

one,
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5/14

2

2

1

1 l

1

John went home

Nowwe are £,eguired to include an element of level two aligned
with~,
level

because of the prohibition
one separating

adjacent

against

more than two members of

members of the image set of level

Various other alignments

are obviously

possible,

two.

for example

these:
5/15a

2

2

1 1

l

2
l

..

15b

2
l 1

l

John { ¢.) went home

2
l l

2
l

John went home

The alignment in 15b is llllproblema·tical. -- it is simply a

..

"slower,"

more deliberate

version

a little

more interesting.

If~

from~,

bu'l:iis itself

following
requires

limited

hard on its heels,
the following

of 13b-

The alignment

is placed two positions
to a single

position,

then the ruetrical

pattern

of level

by definition,

therefore,

there must exist

one elemeT'.t on level

element of level

one.

correspcnding

and last

But :Lt is

to adjacent

one
elements

some element of level

which is ordered between these two previously
at least

of the phrase

for more than two elements on level

between the positions

two;

with~

two mapped onto the first

members of a sequence of five elements on level

to intervene

removed

situation:

We have elements of level

impossi~le,

in 15a is

one must separate

required

two

elements.

the image o.f this

two from that of those previously

given,

the only

Since
new
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possible

position

As a result,
text.

for this

this

''beat"

This state

bolllldary,
tones,

at the 2-level

of artairs

would be interpreted
"Jllllcture"

medial 2-element

like

on tonal

the textual

string,

in arithmetic,

string

lengthening,
other

in fact

content

of zero.

in English,
there

cal and phonetic
the postulation

might be laid

rules

r:u1 interpretation

in part

taking

own, other

to their

than

class

of "pausal

of the phonology)
which begins

often

lends itself

pauses.

leading

of Hopi).

to

The

of the addition

vowel, preceding
quite

from the assumption

significant)

In

forms" (as in Biblical

(which seems to consist

copy of the final

account.

and complex phonologi-

forms" (as in Whorf's de'.3cription

occurs at (systematically

Like zero

(and meaning) of the

which occur prepausally,

of a special

of a preglottalized

~if their

are much more interesting

Hopi phenomenon especially

even in

The well-known phenomenon of pre-pausal

processes

Hebrew) or "final

we have

in a string,

adding any features

they have on the realization

languages,

of the nther

have phonet~.c content

namely the phonetic

in which they occur.

to ca1·ry this

whose existence

they would serve as placeholders

that

with boundary

at the moment, such phenomena

t~e ''boundaries"

grounds,

up p.ltonetic space without

the effect

of a

While I am not in a position

to me the idea that

it

of some kind of special

those we have argued to be associated

stage

in the

but I think

In other words, the presence

idea much past the speculative

postulated

with nothing

poasible;

to mean the presence

would be implicated.

suggest

aligns

is perfectly

in the utterance.

is as given in 15a.

that

We wili

at }Past one
naturally
a phonetic
therefore

to

nul}
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suggest that alignments
presence

of the kind represented

of such a boundary {symbolized

the string,
influences

and conversely

that

make 8IJiY apecial

use of this

of the raw material

of such a bouudary
We will not

in the arguments that follow;

in this

for a treatment

work.

We introduce

it as half

of the phenomenon of "intonation

break, " the other half being the idea o:r boundB.1":'L
tones.
of this

raw material

to another
said,

into a theory 1~

time and place.

We

only the observation

that

... "intonation

difference

Q

task that will be postponed

the relationship

between a true

where the speaker stop!i to think

is (on our assumptions)

between a!!;!!

The refining

will add here to what we have already

break" and an instance

of what comee next,

the

that example) in

as a place-holder.

suggestion

nor will we develop it further

by'f in

the presence

the alignment by acting

in 15a require

exactly

parallel

in music) which is an integral

to the

part of the
~·:

meter of the piece,

and an instance

because of unfamiliarity
that has no relation
a hesitation

hesitation

or lack of technique,

to the meter.

is generally

between an intonation

is generally

as in the examples considered

equally

and

the difference

significant

with special

in chapter

space

between a rest

in music;

break (a systematically

break is associated

which inserts

The difference

quite perceptible

dua to uncertainty,

If the intonation

in which the mUE-ician hesitateo

pause) and a

obvious in speech.
tonal phenomena,

3, this difference

is all

the more marked; ·but I do not think that such tonal phenomeP-a are
neceosary

to the perception

Let us now consider

of a systematica:ly

significant

the problems of alignment

pause.

that arise

with
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a slightly
assume that
friend

more complex text,
the stress

receives

"Joan struck

rules

operate

the main stress,

8.i'.lQ

effect

we will

on grid alignment

We will

in the normal fashion;

so that

John the eecond highest

stress.

However, we will allow one optionality,
its

out 11\Yfriend."

since we wish to consider

-- in the verb-particle

pair

struLk out,

leave it open which of the two is the strong position:

5/16a

w

John struck

out 11\Yfriend

w

John struck
It is a fact
explanation,

out 11\Yfriend

that this

optionality

both ve:t"slons are perfectly

We begin the process

of determining

same assumption that i.re utilized
namely that the simplest
the te:..ct are aligned

1

1

acceptable.
a grid aligrunent on the

case is the one in which the syllables

with succeseive

John struck

whatever the

in working on "John went home,"

elements of level

grid:

5/17

exists;

1

1

1

out 11\Yfriend

of

1 of the metrical
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The highest
divides

it into

constituent

o.f the metrical

(John) (struck

these is the strong position,
(obligatory)
stress

second level

friend;

5/18

this

pattern

out 2I\Y':friend).
we know that

of the text

Since the second of

one of the elements of the

of the grid must be aligned

with its

I!l8.in

gives us:

1

2
1
1
out rqy- friend

1

1

John struck
The existence

of four elements in level

one, ~receding

this

I

position,

requires

elements to level
(the main stress

that we impose more structure
tvo.

The next most important

or "designated

terminal

on the grid by adding
stress

of the text

element" of its

highest

weak

."

position)

is John -- therefore

in alignment

with this

elements of level

5/19

an element of level

syllable,

two at all

if there

1

one element,

l

1

that neither

may intervene

of the next higher

level,

into a well-formed

grid~

5/20

2
1

must be):

1

John struck

l

out n:wfriend.

Given the grid structure
restriction

there

2

John struck

general

are to be any additional

(and we have argued that

2
1

two must be placed

as we have developed it so far,
more than two elements,

nor less

between the images of successive
there

is only one possible

2
1
1
out nzy-friend.
2
1

and the
than

elements

way to turn 5/19

N.B. We leave aside the issue of the definition
level, as it is irrelevant
to our discussion.
The grid alignment
it is a perfectly
represented

alignment

alignment

5/16b, in which struck

for the stress-pattern

:for the stress-patt1;?rn

The reason

than~,

ts aligned

but

defined by

is the strong part of the verb-particle
for the ill-formedness

ment for 5/16b is simple -- by hypot6esis,
stronger

feature

in which out was strong and struck weak, but

it is not a possible

constituent.

defined by 5/20 has an interesting

well-formed

by 5/16a,

of a third

struck

in the grid alignment

with a grid position

of 5/20 as an alignis metrically

under discussion,

which is stronger

out

than t.he one allotted

•. to struck.
This does not mean that this
stress
that

text

cannct be uttered

in which st:.~uck is stronger

pattern

in order to find a well-formed

than out.

grid alignment

with the

But it does mean

for this

case, we

will have to cancel the assumption with which we began, that the
ey.1..lables o:f the text should be aligned
first

level.

It is easy to see why this

element of level
John and friend.
clear

that

this

the following

two must be established

with adjacent
is so.

We know that some

between those aligned

From the argument given in the last
2-element must be aligned with struck.

structure:

5/21
2

2

1

1

John struck

2
1

1

1

out 11\Yfriend.

eleme1.ts of the

paragraph,

with
it is

This glves us
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But 5/21 is not a well-formed
of level

one intervene

but nothing on level

and second elements of level

The simplest

-- two elements

between the second and third

two, which is permitted,
the first

grid structure

way to resolve

elements of level

one intervenes

two, and this

this difficulty

between

is forbidden.

is to insert

the required

1-element.
2
2
1 1 1
John struck

5/22

Now the relation

t

of textual

compl~x -- in particular,
.. less 1-element.

2
1
1
out 11\Yfriend.
1

syllable

John is separated

But both the grid structure

to 1-elements

is more

from struck by a syllableand its

alignment with

the text are now well-formed.
Thus the "simplest
ings of this

5/23a

8

1 1
1
John struck

2
1

1
1
out 11\Yfriend.
w

Keeping the preceding

attention

only the two lowest levels):

1
1
out 11\Yfriend.

2

s

discussion

in mind, I would like to draw

to three extremely suggestive
W

~!)Given
associations

stress-

1

w
2

:for the two variant

2

2

1

John struck

the reader's

grid alignments

text are these (considering
2
1

23b

11

a normal three-tone

tune, e.g.

for these two variant

stressings

facts:
6

W

H-M L-M L, the tune-text
of "John struck

out m;y

291

friend"

are identical:

5/24a

H-M

L

w
(w)
John struck out IIW'friend
24c

N.B. We reiterate
that the only variation allowed, for the
sake of the argument, is in the relative stressing of struck
and out. If the pattern is changed in some other way (e.g.
by anaphoric destressing
of~)
then everything changes,
and the argument loses both premises and conclusion.
In both cases,

5/25

the association

will be as follows:

John struck out IIW'friend.

J',,

I

H-M

H-M

And indeed,

the pitch

in the tonal treatment
'

L

contours show no significan~

-

of ~truck and out:

difference
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5/26a

8

IA.I

str\\.c.k.·- 0 u..t. _
clM.\'G.tions
of

Jl g0

'f O ic:idponi~

.l..o

~o

in !!'Set.;
------1

--fl--!.---f----llr-----r-----t----

5/26b

\_

\.~

-S

IN

s+YIA.c.k..
ou:t
fo
130

-f.v{ e.V\ d.
300

.•
~

g)

Despite this

and reliably

tonal similarity,

distinguished

try the task inf'ormally,

in performance

the two versions

-- I have bad several

both as speakers and as listeners,

instances

of a listener

failing

stressing

intended by the speaker.

are easily

to comprehend the relative

people

with no
verb-particle
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The communication of the relative
particle

(given the assumptions

stress

of main stress

on John) is not accomplished by pitch

stress
intensity

difference,

durations

of' the verb and particle

in relative

nor by

stressing

phrase,

by the change.

whose perceived

the verb has higher

stress

by the "minimal" grid

I have no very impressive
claim just made, although

of the

is not affected

at all

(relatively}

exactly

when

as predicted

body of data to submit in proof of the

it was quite

stresses

primarily

in 23a and 23b.

strikingly

so tokens I have examined instrumentally.·
no isochrozzy- of adjacent

the difference

duration

is longer

than the particle:

alignments

in the relative

is signaled

stressing

the subject

nor by

Rather,

in the relative

of verb and
and secondary

difference

themselves.

difference

Specifically,

on friend
difference,

significant

of verb and particle

(perhaps exclusively)!?:£..!
subject~

BIIy

level

true of the dozen or

(Interestingly,

there was

in any of these tokens -- however,

the argument we are making depends in no way on any claim of isochronous
stress-timing,
structure

but only on the existence

of a metrical

is grasped by both speaker and hearer) •

The issue should be an easy one to resolve,
natural

grid whose

speech and by the use of synthetic

experiment.

The point of introducing

even without experimental
for a whole class

stimuli

both by analysis
in a perception

the example into this

verification,

is that it provides

of arguments designed to lend empirical

theory of grid alignment as the basis
son1e rey-sterious but psychologically

of

discussion,
a paradigm
support t~ a

for the rhythms .2.fspeech, vrith

real effect

on its

timing.

These

arguments are of the most classical
abstract

entity

(in this

to di:f:ferentiat~

case, the metrical

real.

If this

to isolate

and define

are),

does not mean that

instrumental

metrical

grids

concerns their
... chapter

the last

exist,

grid-alignment

then

is difficult
entities

but only that

the

enough.

,

kind which we will

of

consider

here)

to the phenomenon we dealt with in the last

fantastic

of the structures

peculiarities

minimal pairs,

evidence for the existence

of grid-alignment

"anaphoric reference/

serves reliably

entity

under the heading of the thirteen~

the possibilities

nature

are not subtle

(at least

-- i:f an

{as most linguistic

it doesn't

kind of empirical

relation

abstract

instrumentally

techniques

The last

grid)

examples which are otherwise

it is linguistically

this

kind in lingulstics

rule.

for the pair of examples
reference."

that result

of the stress-shifting
and node-labelling

We will compare

We will argue that the

explains
rule,

processes

the existence

although exactly
are interrelated,

and
how the
is a

matter we leave open.
We begin With the text
metrical

and segmental stress

"a fantastic
pattern,

R

5/'t!"f
w~

IA~

wwsw

a fantastic
+ + -

sww

reference

+ - -

reference,"

as indicated

with the normal
below:
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We start

in the way we have been starting

simple expedient

of aligning

the sequence of syllables

with a sequence of elements on level

5/28

1

1

1

1

in the text

one:

111

a fantastic
A second level,

all along, by the

reference
we have suggested,

is obligatory;

one of its

elements must obviously be aligned with the main stress
(the stressed

syllable

could not possibly

be well-formed.

precede the position

..

of reference)~

main stress

yielding

2
l l
a fantastic

2
111
reference

5/29

1

1

If we wish to have a third
only consist
of reference.

of a single

the underlying
and the NSR:

metrical

level
element,

The result

Nowwe consider

2,

11

11

"2"

place for it is the

the structure

and alignment below:

(and I suspect we would), it could
aligned with the stressed

is well-formed

on all

the case of anaphoric
pattern

elements

there must be another

and the only possible

of fantastic,

configuration

Since three first-level

of this required

to break up the string,

o~ the resulting

of the phrase

syllable

counts.

reference.

By hypothesis,

is normal, by the word-stress

rules

5/30

the anaphoric
- + - + -

reference
+ - -

We begin by aligning

a second level
the stressed

is required,
syllable

the syllables
and as before,
I

of reference

with a sequence of I-elements;
we place 2-elements

and the main stress

over

of the preceding

adjective:
2
111
1 1
the anaphoric

... 5/31

But in this

2

11

1

reference

case a third

2-element will be retuired,

only place it can go is on the initial
we add a 3-element

syllable

to the stack on the stressed

and the

of anaphoric.
syllable

When

of reference,

we get:
2

5/32

3

2

111

2

11

the anaphoric
This structure

have defined them.
syllables

1 1 1
reference

and BJ.ignment is in accord with the rules
It fails

in anaphoric

as primary,

it does begin with a rather
of view of the 3-level

to mark either

of the two stressed

but nothing says it has to.

long and complex upbeat,

-- rather

(in fact

as we

exactly)

However,

from the point
like beginning

a
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piece of music with the sequence

5/33

Such things happen in music., but relatively
it is quite difficult
listener

to ralsely

the first

suppose that the first

3-element., in our notation)

....

is on its. first

rule is not (in general)

about metrical

syllable;

structure

situation

in

between the first
supposition.,

that the main

and perhaps this

error., but rather

is

a feeling

shared by both speaker and hearer.

So we

to avoid the perceptually

by adding structure

5/33

in the

But I think that the thirteen

a perceptual

will Msume that the speaker attempts
difficult

is positioned

(which precedes

would lead to the hypothesis

what is happening in some such cases.
~

bar-line

, Of course., ,such a false

case mid.er consideration.,
of anaphoric

because

to perform such a sequence without causing the

and second eighth-notes.

stress

rarely,

on the 3-level

in

5/32.
Given the metrical
of anaphoric
additional

pattern

is in the normal place,
3-element is as indicated

map onto one of the left-over
the text tells

us that

alignment of its
5/34

in .. 5/30, in which the main stress

2

3
2

alignment of an

below., since the 3-element must

2-elements,

-phoric

designated

the only possible

and

the metrical

pattern

of

cannot be weaker (in terms of the grid

terminal
3
2

1 1 1 1 1
l 1 1
the anaphoric reference

element) than

~-

However, the structure
as a metrical

grid,

in

5/34

since 3-elements

There El.re only two ways to rectify
salvage

the grid structure

grid elements on lower levels

map onto adjacent
this

5/34

in

is not well-formed,

situation.

purely

2-elements.

The first

by interpolating

is to

additional

-- the minimal interpolation

is given

below:

5/35

3

2

2
l l 1 J. l
the anaphoric

This solution

•.

3

2

2

1 1
l l l
(,S ) ( P ) reference

is perfectly

one WB¥ of saying the phrase;
of. phonetic

nulls

such a rendition

pattern

in tune-text
adjective

into the textual

~he pragmatic

stressed"

would have been different,
association,

effect

of

anaphoric,

(in which case the basic
with concomitant

and with no requirement

changes

for "pause" between

and noun).
nulls

seem to be different

cases)

string.

the interpolation

se~ma to be to emphasize the adjective

The phonetic

perceive

and indeed represents

however, it requires

although it is not "contrastively

stress

acceptable,

5/35 (perceived

between subject

or setting

off parentheticals,

and predicate.

Th.is difference

that some such "pauses" constitute

operators

like negation

certainly

not of this
In any case,

as a kind of pause)

in source from the sort of intonation-bre~k

between clauses,

in the fact

in

cannot penetrate

barriers

we

or (in some
can be observed
which semantic

-- the "pause" in

5/35 is

character.
there

is a second alternative

by which we could
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rectify

the impossible

onto adjacent
pattern

situation

2-elements.

o:f the text

the additional

Specificall~·,

we coul.d violate

the anaphoric

2-elements:

from the point of view of grid
.•

us with a simple syllable-by-syllable
1-level

onto the textual

is that it requires

it requires

by aligning

reference

is well-formed

from elements of the
marked feature

the metrical

2
l l 1

1 1

and leaves

of the

it)

map

3

2

1 1 1

The result

3-elements

(or perhaps we should say, revise

3
2

... That is,

5/34, in which

3-element with the first

5/36

structure,

in

mapping

string;

its

only

us to apply the "thirteen~

us to readjust

the node-labelling

rule."

of [[ana) (phoricl]

changing it from [ws) to fsw] •
This is the true nature
roots not in the nature
difficulties
certain

that

properties)

description"
especially
metrical

may

of the metrical

arise

that we gave for this
its

restriction

pattern,

men rule

-- it has its

itself,

but in certain

pattern

in aligning

with a metrical

metrical

grid.

patterns

The rather

rul.e in the laRt chapter,

to "hierarchically

which~

which~

noted in reference_!o

metrical

pattern

equal levels"

give!'.!!!:. to difficulties

2./34,

That is,

which will make syllable-~-syllable

difficult

(if they have

odd "structural

were nothing but an attempt to define

.E!!. metrical pattern

metrical~

-----

of the thirteen

2!. impossible.

and
of the

those properties
of the sort

those properties
alignment~~

of~

,
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I am not sure how to represent
theoretically.

There are various

of our present

discussion,

the argument is that
understood

possibilities;

the answer doesn't

the nature

for the particular

Neither
properties

they make it not only natural,
initial

characteristics

concept by itself
of this

matter.

of tlie system.

The :point of
rule cannot be

of metrica~ pattern
provides

very natural

but vecy nearly

/ ~ int,~raction
from the standpoint

of the thirteen~

except in terms of such interaction

and metrical·~·

certain

this pattern

a:ny rationale

rule;

inevitable,

but together
given
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6.

Summation.

6.1

The Problem Redefined
The inquiry

we

have begun in the preceding

pages, as St. Augustine

..

seys of rhy.thm, nullum certum habet finem, "has no fixed stoppingplace."

The pages themselves,

however, must come to an end.

prepare

the final

chapter

1, summing up what we have sAid about the questions

there,

and adding a few additional

statement
... lated,

cadence by recapitulating

A general

in

raised

concluding

will sum up the essence of the whole (to the extent
by advancing a general

perception.

It may strike

implications

without value,

''howa

some as obvious,

stress,

representation

and a means of getting

we wished to know how the interaction
Finally,

that this
and

as absurd,

obvious nor entirely

evaluation.

1, we noted three pre-theoretically

We asked for an underlying

determined.

and others

for language have been ueither

sentence is said" -- its

representation,

hypothesi1J about action

so it merits a more general

In chapter
of

the themes introduced

concerniQg the nature of the formal devices we have postu-

is possible)

but its

remarks.

We will

its

striking

aspects

tune, and its phrasing.

for each of these,

a phonetic

from the one to the other;
of stress,

tune and phrasing

and
was

we asked for the whole system (or set of systems)

to be put in its proper place in the grammar as a.whole.
The task has turned out to be a large one, as should perhaps
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have been obvious,

and the answers ca.nnot entirely
by the questions.

according

to the categories

principle

of our theory has been an~

This system consists
patterns,
theory

defined

The organizing

metrica,

a metrical

of two complementary parts:

a theory

which imposes metrical
of metrical

be structured

grids,

structure

system.
of metrical

on complex events,

which imposes metrical

structure

and a

on the

dimension of time.
Metric_!! patterns
binary

branching,

and a relation

of each nonterminal
as an ordered

set of ordered

and a function

F

level
that

Metrical

sets,

relations

stipulation

F

that

on all

levels.

on the unidimensional
the elements

according

flow of time.

to how many times

F- 1

onto a proper
the image set con:f'orms

image set,

image set,

and not more

can be adjacent.

the notion

of the theory

of grtd

of time-signatures

identical.

is to define

of the terminal

terminal;·

There is an additional

we have had to define

in music would be nearly
of a~

in a grid,

is considered
level

formally

kind are not commonly fotmd in linguistic

However, a formalization

The effect

that

that

on the two elements

the levels

no two members of its

of this

with uniform1 3

are defined

down, in such a way that

Formal structures

and bar-lines

grids

set)

than two members of the complement of its

for ourselves.

defined

maps each nonterminal

to the ordering

work, with the result

as trees,

representing

(the initial

of the next level

on

defined

strohg/weak

constituent.

~ of which the lowest

subset

are formally

a multidimensional

One aspect
level

of this

are distinguished

is defined

on them;

structure

structure

is

in importance
in the visually
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convenient
higher-level

elements vertically

the move to define
that the levels

existence.·

pattern

Their interaction

the terminal

grid's

structuring

to the condition

The intuition

intersecting

of the time-line.

pattern

has this

terminal

(by necessary

at least

in the metrical

grid position

than

proxy) on their

poaitions

stated,

reached by a path

the alignment

condition

stipulation.

in English,

text and~

system (with the addition

and language-specific

principles)

patterns

for text and tune independently,

a single

abstract

gesture)

to the

If these nodes are nonterminal,

Properly

without special

The metrical

ly linguistic

constituent.

elements (the terminal

We have argued that

separate.

relative

Alignment is subject

is defined

no~ nodes).

result

since it

that the weak member of a constituent,

alignment condition

intersecting

the other's

has been termed alignment,

cannot be aligned with a more important

designated

periodicities.

and grid each require

elements of the metrical

tbe strong member of that

behind

on an ordered set in this wey, is

of the grid represent

aligns

this

superimposed.

"importance"

In performance,

pattern~

importance is defined by the number of

grid notation,

are underlyingly
of certain
defines

specifical-

metrical

and then combines them (into

by the establishment

of congruence.

Formally,

congruence is a set of correspondances

between nodes of different

metrical

patterns,

by setting

to root,

setting

defined recursively
daughters

when the stron6/weak
or else

of corresponding

relation

(when the strong/weak

is equivalently
relation

root in correspondance

nodes in correspondance,
defined

is defined

in both constituents,

differently

OL

.

'·

the
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daughters

of correcponding

in correspondance

nodes) setting

that arise

do not cross-cut

constituents

cross-cut

textual

both in the patterns

and in the fact

that tonal

nor do textual

although one constituent

of the other type.

S!!~ ·alignment also p1B¥B a m:ucial

of pattern/

role in tune-text

association,

both the specific

segmental location

with a complex textual

of congruence

constituents,

tonal constituents,

ts.rpe may span several

The necessity

~

conception

in simple cases,

constituents

of either

for this

step in combining tune and text,

of association

constituent

to the strong element of the iambic constituent.

We sought justification
as the basic

the trochaic

according

to our theory,

explaining

of a tone associated

constituent,

and the patterns

(uy congruence)

exhibited

by

tonal cieletion.
The necessary
ordered behavior
The 6tructural

results
(rather

argued to explain
individual

imposition

than segmental)

certain

typological

rules

theories)

reformulation

was called

to collapse

patterns

of the rules

of the English word stress

into question;

the metrical

of metrical

patterns.
was

by which

'Which
rule

of the English phrasal

stress

rules,

cycle as a theory of

we proposed that metrical

could be allowed to apply simultaneously

An attempt

stress

to argue for cyclic

of which the need for the phonological

rule-ordering

on temporally

incl"i.1ding those features

We proposed a reformulation

and a partial

in light

nature
features

"stress,"

have been taken (in conventional

rules,

pattern

in the phenomenon of linguistic

languages assign

application.

of a metrical

to their

maximal domain.

CSR with the word-level

node-
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labelling

principle,

a metrical

led to the hypothesis

rule applies

it must consider
eypothesis
cyclicity,"

should be seen as defining

as primitive

clearly

(=lacking

internal

has a close relationship

which elements
structure}.

This

to the concept of "strict

an aspect of' the theory of the cycle which is logically

separable

from the issue of ordering

according

to the size of their

a view of stress
but rejects

domain.

... due to the constraints
the alignment process
suggests

of rules

This observation

a version

of strict

leads toward
cyclicity,

t

the cycle itself.

of English phrasal

were argued to result

association

the application

rules which affirms

Certain aspects
rule)

that the level at which

stress

(the "thirteen

from a class of difficulties

on ya.ttern/ ~ alignment.
is a rather

abstra~t

one;

that arise

This suggests
its

that

role in tlllle-text

the same thing.

Concerning the nature of the tonal system of English,
apart from its

men"

instantiation

in association

we hav6 proposed a set of preliminary

have not been given any theoretical

with any particular

hypotheses.

a tonal phonology and a tonal morphology;

text,

We have suggested

higher levels

status,

considered

of organization

more out of ignorance than

The phonology for tone in English specifies

design.

four distinct
r
·, f
·,
of two binary features L.±
Hi~.~.± Low •
'

tones,

resulting

f'rom the interplay

We suggested that if these features

are general,

linguistic

naturalness

system, and the puzzling

be related.
word as

The morphology defines

the canonical

T1T2T3 , where T2 is stressed.

then the tetratonal
of minor thirds,

lfilW

form for a tonal

We proposed that the organiza-
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tion of the tonal lexicon

is fundamentally

in a complex of properties
systems:

metaphorical

resulting

which it shares with non-tonal

(rather

than referential)

sign-meaning correspondances,
Thase properties

ideophonic,

meaning, non-arbitrary

and non-concatenative

were argued to result

ideophonic

meaningful elements.

from a basically

iconic mode

p

of meaning, which is conventionalized

to various

degrees in particular

cases.
We observed the existence
and made a preliminary

proposal

of the phenomenon of boundary tones,
for their

It was noted that the theoretically
to take up metrical
-~ existen~e

treatment

for these boundary_elements.

en interesting
in chapter

zero was proposed,

of intonation
fact

most of the ~uestions

It was observed that a
of this

on tune-text

above answ~rs, at least

raised

representation

text association

in chapter

for stress

hypothesis

some of its manifestations,
-- this

1.

sort may explain
association)

noted

in a preliminary

way,

We have provided a theory of

and for~,

which accounts for their

suggested a preliminary
least

-- the

1.

The system outlined

underlying

effect

of boundaries

to serve as a terminal

breaks as boundaries

(about their

representation.

motivated boundary elements seemed

space, milike other sorts

of a phonetic

placeholder

thecretical

and a theory of tune-

interrelations.

We have

about the nature of phrasing,

in at

which helps to define its relations

to stress

and~

aspect of our theory has not been developed

very far,

since it immediately leads us into domains of syntax and

semantics which cannot be discussed

within the scope of this work.
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We have discussed
t.mdoubtedly left
systematically

some aspects

of intonational

the process hanging somewhat short of its
significant

advanced a phonetic

representation

this

of those we raised
in grammar.

at the beginning
Since "intonation,"

defined as "the wa:y something is said.," turns out to

a complicated

question

lowest

for intonation.

of this work, is the place of intonation
pretheoretically

but have

so that we cannot claim to have

level,

The major remaining iesue,

reflect

derivat:lons,

intersection

must be redefined

but a general point

of a number of different

factors,

in otder to be answered in wzy- detail,

is in order before we proceed to give such detail

as we intend to.
We have not discussed

~

factors

the relationship

we have been investigating

or alleged

(semantic

If tune-text

to other linguistic

interpretation,

because we were not really
association

of the intonational

syntactic

phenomena, real

transformations,

etc.),

forced to do so in order to understand
were ordered in the syntactic

example (assuming the syntactic

cycle to exist),

cycle,

them.

for

it is unlikely

that

we could get very far Without taking cognizance of the fact.
I think that there
considered
terms,

(falsely}

of thereat

is excellent

reason to believe

as a whole, is pretty
of language.

extensively

on the surface

to indicate

theoretical

much independent,

Obviously the various

-- for some odd reason this

interdependence,

This style

"intonation,"
in theoretical

systems interact
is often taken

as if systems independently

defined on the same domain could somehow fail
of correlation.

that

to give rise

to patterns

of argument (which is asto1.U1dingly r.ommon

3o8
in linguistics)

seems comparable to the claim that the emergence

of moire patterns
demonstrates
of fabric

when two pieces

that there

all along.

grammar can be maintained,
possible

of intonational

not allowed to make reference
constructional)
presumption

in favor of separateness,

2) tune-text
al history,

history

rules

establishes

history

or

an initial
unless and

can be found,

never need to refer

phonologically

(real

primitive

system of English can be argued to be distinct

association

3) tune-text

basis

(either

of the grammar on a number of grounds.

1) phonological

in one domain are

to be maintained

strong evidence to the contrary

the rest

this

This'fact

association
or alleged)
defines

of

in the number of

since rules

to features

in the others.

The tonal

phenomena from the rest

an enormous reduction

grammatical systems results,

~

are placed in contact,

couJ.d never have been more than one piece

If the separation

until

of silk

from

Amongthe arguments:

to tonal

features;

does not depend in any way on the derivationspeaking,

of the ~ext;

is not influenced
of the text,

the surface

by the transformational

other than to the extent

structure

that

which serves as the textual

of the association;

4) the "meanings" of tunes do not interact
of the text,
in a discourse
spurious,

with semantic interpretation

but on.:cy,serve to define conditions
-- certain

apparent

as was argued in Liberman

exceptions

on its

appropriate

to this principle

are

!!!2-.Sa,.a 1974.

In other words, tune and text touch on.:cy,at their

derivational

use
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periphery.

The only apparent

exception

to this,

that I know of, is

that the pragmatic value of a given "wo":.;·d"
in a complex tune is defined
on the textual

constituent

not much of a concession,

with which it is associated;

but this

is

since it is hard to see how else tonal

meanings cou!d be defined.
The assignment of metrical
rather

different

the textual
metrical

matter,

domain.

brecketing

patterns

to textual

since it is an operation

Still,

the most restrictive

and labelling

is'not

hypothesis

interspersed

Bresnan has argued that stress-assignment

, syntactic

cycle,

of ma.in stress

on the basis

~in some

Les of syntax,

been removed.

says that

with the rest
point in the deriva-

is ordered in the

of an interpretation

in cases 'Where originally

is a

defined purely in

of the system, but takes place at one well-defined
tion.

material

clause~final

of the distribution
material

has

to which she thus hopes to give credence)

I do not find her arguments especially

compelling,

although her proposal

seems preferable

to the alternatives

that have

been advanced against

it by Lakoff, Berman and Szamosi, and Bolinger.

The ma.in issue here seems to me to be that whatever is true,
must be true universally.
of her proposal
in actual

are in too narrow a part of the language,

usage, and are too subject,

explanations
principle,

'i'he examples which Bresnan cites

in terms of information
for a child learning

applying the NSR in the syntactic
01':fered no alternative.

in individual

cases,

focus or some different

in favor
are too rare
to alternative
structural

English ever to hit on the idea of
cycle,

unless Universal

Grammar
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If stress

as a metrical

(of the sort in question)

theory claims,

a humanly necessary
ness.

If this

is true,

then the required
~thesis.
little

feature

rules

of structure,

and if Bresnan's

more convinced by the facts

phrases

likely

association,

problems,

as redefine

patterns

in this

thesis

In science,

asked in chapter

progress.

place in the list
this

I wish I was a

the role of delimiting

to condition

of surface
structure

syntax,
prior

to the applicaabout the nature

does not so much solve a set of

multiplication

1, but in the process,

answers
a host

suspect,

arose

imposed on a theory of intonation.

of problems is generally

work is ~reated for the profession,

of the enterprise.

provisional

we did not originally

of tasks

through a chain of inquiries

the extinction

it seems

!s defined.

A cynic might argue that it is so considered

because further

phonological

We have provided at least

of other problems, whose existence

to take their

idea,

they must be in place in the text at the point

them.

to most of the questions

to her ordering

According to our hypothesis

at which congruence of metrical
The work presented

are correct,

Since some of these boundaries

with features

rules.

theories

of the case.

that they are in place in surface

of tune-text

itself

of this

seem (in some cases)

(the case of "pausal forms").

tion of phonological

syntactic

to which we have ascribed

also seem to be associated
~

at whatever level of abstract-

might be ascribed

Given the attractiveness

intonational

of structure,

then one might argue that it is in fact

universality

The boundaries

is a feature

in which ultimate
A more sympathetic

a sign of
primarily

which thus perpetuates
success would spell
way

to put it,
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would be that

the motivation

of most scientists

arrive at f:UlBWers,as to discover

I have heard that a certain
arrival

at an English university}

f'rom his studies,

is not so much to

more interesting

mathematician,
what benefit

responded that ttere

questions.

when asked (on his

he intended

were two questions

to derive
for which

he hoped to find an answer -- "what is number, that man should know it?
and what is man, that he should know number?" We began our investigation
f

with a question

comparable to the first

that man should know it?"
modified version

similarly

of these -- "what is intonation,

It is fitting

to end the story by asking a

of the second one •

..
6.2

~

Metrical

Organization

In one of his letters

Hypothesis.

(Epistola

CI) St, Augustine wrote that.!,!!

omnibus rerum motibus quid numeri valeant,

~onsideratur

in

"the role that meter * pleys in all movements, is seen more

vocibus;
readily

facilius

in speech."

*Augustine

We have made explicit

reference

to music in develop-

does not use the term rhythmus which be defines as an infinite
sequence of quantitative
patterns;
nor the term modus, which represents
a particular
finite "measuring" of such a sequence; but rather the term
numerus (lit.
"number"}, which seems to have its origins in the practice
of "counting time," and by which he presumably means some non-quantitative
kind of temporal structure,
comparable perhaps to our metrical grid,
although he demonstrates no awareness of the pattern/grid
distinction,
and therefore
might be taken to refer to all non-quantitative
aspects of
temporal patterning.
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ing our ideas about the metrical

system;

but the concept of such a

system, as a complementary and mutually' necessary

event-sequences

and of the time-line,

to language and music.
ly representing

is not inherently'

It would be surprising

the temporal structure

to talk or sing,

restricted

if this way of abstract-

to fulfill

some new need defined

Humanity (and its predecessors)

complex temporally-structured

behavior

was engaged in

long before any voice attempted

and it is hardly to be believed

that the techniques

evolved over the eons to cope with the problem of action,
been precipitously'

of

of complex behavior were to

have been invented out of nothingness,
by speech or song.

struct'..ll'ing

abandoned in favor of an entirely

should have

new invention

during the development of human vocal play and vocal communication.
The apparent
point

existence

of similar

-- one of the closest

metrical

structures

approximations

system proposed in this

discussion

derived from treatises

It is fashionable
to stress

how different

of linguistic

mechanisms.

form, shows unmistakable
particular

formulation

of the period.
since it is o~en

and (often)

In the present

seems forced on us.
principle

in Aldrich's

language is from other aspects

on the particularity

the organizing

I have seen) to the

dance forms, which he reproduces

(and for good reason,

and to insist

conclusion

(that

work, is contained

of 17th century Italian

in a notation

in dance is a telling

even on the arbitrariness

system, which stands as

through which intonational

of it)

of human behavior,

case, however, the opposite

The metrical

similarities

true)

(independent

to the organizing

phenomena are given
of the truth

principles

of our

of several
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other kinds cf human behavior.
parsimony,

if nothing else)

to suppose that the cases of language,

music, and dance demonstrate,
a system which in fact
ordered behavior.

There is some reason (evolutionary

in a more intuitively

is the organizing

accessible

principle

It is proper to give this

way,

of all temporally

supposition

form, and

a name:
The Metrical

Organization

Hypothesis:

All temporally
is metrically

ordered behavior
organized.

I

In its
suggest

most general

interpretation,

of a way of imposing abstract

in question;

a way of imposing abstract

time-line;

and a way of relating

particular

versions

for our particular
congruence,

conceptions

perception

of temporally

of the lzypothesis
work co~titute

struct\.U'e on the
More

would claim general.validity

of metrical

patterns,

that

to the hypothesis,

complex entities

of the different
in its

metrical

gz:ids,

general

which suggests

is also metrically

aspects

that the
organized;

of the system is independent

form, but the suggestions

made in this

a starting-point.

The Metrical

structure

struct\.U'e on the

and alignment.

the nature

especially

would simply

the two types of struct\.U'e.

of the hypothesis

There is a corollary

suggests

hypothesis

the existence

: •. behavior

again,

this

Organization

Hypothesis,

the source and origin

wi.th respect
(pattern)

as we have stated

it,

of "rhythm" is quite abstract,

to the fundamental

and time-structure(~).

division

between event-

It is worth noting

that this

di vision

CODJ.Plex
action

confers

enormous practical.

or event can be given a structure

of whether it is performed rapidly
parts

temporally

occasion.

or slowly,

expanded or contracted

something like tree-structure,

to invent new patterns

ev~nly or haltingly,
the needs of the

rather

condition

the coordination

of different

action,

by an individual

or among friends.

It is worth pointing

be abstractly

consequence of this
(structured,

is that there

I suspect

contribution
a general

in

An interesting

contour-feature

smeared throughout

such ideas are considered

of this present

involved

both relevant
lines

argument

had the same

it too.

document, in D\Y"opinion,

(in

and permissible),

of our previous

St. Augustine certainly

about the organization

a temporally

"steps."

-- others have undoubtedly felt

intuition

gestalt

with the literature

that ideas along the general

intuition

advantageous

subunits.

of Bolinger's

and no dance without

are not mcommonly advanced.
basic

of

no language without words and phonemes (in which

Although I am not familiar
whatever field

patterns

could be no music without notes

the meaningful units were irretrievably
misegmented noise),

of time

-- that the behavior

segmented into discrete

&fl¥, along the lines

theory of intonation),

abstract

out that this tremendously

·~ system does seem to impose one requirement
question

on a limited

structuring

helps organize
either

on the ability

than relying

An independent

of fixed gesttn'es.

with

as accomplished through

is a necessary

of action,

A temporally

which is independent

to suit

The vieWing of such patterning

repertoire

advantage.

The principal

is to have taken

of temporally

ordered behavio~,
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given it a sparse and preliminary
zation do a considerable
tune and phrasing

formali~ation,

amount of work in the description

in English,

a description

accomplished on other principles,
complicated

and less related

of the behavior

been

which were both more

general

and faltering

considerat~on

steps in the direction

have succeeded rather

if the general

of stress,

which has previously

principles

to~

formali-

of the nature

described.

These first
explanation

and me.de this

better

of metrical.

than could have been expected,

approach were not correct.

So we are in a position

to make the knife cut the other way; since meter has taught us something about language,
•.

perhaps it is now time to allow language to teach

us a thing or two about meter.
If St. Augustine was right,
is seen in speech functions
or-less

and the metrical

structure

"in all motions of things,"

in some more-

modified form, then the study of speech and language,

a large array of perceptually
the theatre

of metrical. C?Perations,

unexpected kind of light
metrical

distinct

primitives

It would be nice to discover
connection

between talk and action.

where such

and nameable elements serves as
may

on the structure

are inaccessible

which

be able to shed an entirely
of behaviors

to conscious

that

there

whose abstract

inspection.

is at least

that much
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FOOTNOTES

l.

1

e.g.

Schmerling 1974.

2

Williams 1975.

3.- The F contours used in examples in this work were obtained by
means0 ot a hardware pitch-extracter
(developed at Lincoln Labs)
used in conjunction with a PDP-9 computer (Moses Reading Machine).
The display and print-out programs 12Sedwere developed by
Douglas 0 1Shaugnessy.
4

Sound Pattern 2f English, Chomsey and Halle.
The notation
presents las the highest value of stress;
success~vely ~ubordinate
levels of stress have succeasively higher numbers.

~

·I

5 Le.snik 1972.
6 Liberman 1975.

7 Leben 1973, Goldsmith 1975, Williams 1971.

•.

8 Crystal

1969, p. 151;

Bailey 1971, pp. 45-48 •

9 Crystal 1969, pp. 217-21.
10

2.

Goldsmith 1974, 1975;

l

Halle

2

e.g.

~

Haraguchi 1975.

Keyser 1971.

Maling 1972.

3 The exposition
pattern"

here comes dangerously close to confounding "metrical
with "metrical grid;"
caveat lector.

4 This example is wrongly parsed, by the word-stress rules i.n 4.1,
but the argument is still valid -- a correct example is cited as
2.4.4/6a.

5 This view was once the norm in American linguistics,
to be undergoing a revival.
3.

1 O'Connor !!!,2; Arnold 1961, p. 71.
2

~.

p. 15.

3 Cryetal

1969, p. 2<:lf.

and now seems
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-

4 ibid.

p. 233.

5 0' Conner

~

Arnold p. 4.

6 Goldsmith 1975.

7 Pike 1945, p. 26.

.,

\
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